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T HE G ENERAL R ULES
OF

TOBACCO
Players over 19 may use tobacco at events, but they
may only do so in the parking lot. All tobacco and
tobacco waste must be completely extinguished and
disposed of in the garbage.

N OCTURNE

P LAYER

AND

A GE R ESTRICTI ONS

NO ALCOHOL OR ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES
Alcohol and illegal substances are not permitted on
camp. No staff member or player may consume or be
under the influence of alcohol or another illegal
substance at an event. Anyone under the influence
will be asked to leave immediately.

Players must be at least 18 years of age to attend an
event without written consent, and at least 16 to
attend with the permission of a legal guardian and the
approval of a game director. Children 14 to 16 are
allowed to attend an event with game director’s
approval as well as having an adult on site at all times
willing to take responsibility for the child. Children
under the age of 14 are not allowed under any
circumstances.
Players with severe medical
conditions must notify a game director before
attending an event. The game directors reserve the
right to refuse admission on a case-by-case basis.

N O O U T - O F -G A M E T H E F T
Never touch another player’s personal belongings or
props without permission. If you acquire one of their
in-game belongings, be prepared to use a prop of
your own or a game owned prop as a replacement.
Out-of-game theft is not tolerated. See more
information on the differences between in- and outof-game theft below.

O UT - OF -G AME G UIDELI NES

NO ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES
Players and staff members may never engage in
illegal activities of any kind at events. The staff does
not condone these activities. If discovered, those
engaging in such activities will be asked to leave
immediately, with all appropriate legal action taken.

All players and staff members must follow certain
guidelines for conduct at events. These basic
expectations establish the guidelines to ensure that
everyone can feel safe and enjoy a fun game. Any
violation of these guidelines or rules in this book may
warrant disciplinary action at the discretion of the
game staff.

PLAYER REPRESENTATIVES
Players with concerns who do not feel comfortable
going directly to a game staff member may discuss
their issues with a player representative. Player
representatives are volunteers who can bring
concerns to staff as an unbiased, intermediary party.

EQUAL TREATMENT
The staff of this game will treat all players equally on
a basis of race/ethnicity, gender, religious belief, or
sexual orientation. Any in-game treatment of
characters will not represent out-of-game biases. The
game will accommodate special needs within
logistical limitations. All players are expected to
respect these guidelines as well. Defamatory jokes or
insults will not be tolerated. As a general rule, always
treat other players, staff members, and our camp with
the same respect you wish to receive.

E VENTS
Typically, Nocturne events take place once each
month. They run for one weekend, beginning on
Friday evening. In-character activity ends late on
Saturday night, and players and staff members clean
up the camp on Sunday morning. All players are
required to contribute to clean up, both cleaning their
own props as well as helping with the camp site in
some way. Players who must leave early due to
extenuating circumstances may be provided an early
clean up duty at staff discretion.

NO NON-CONSENSUAL CONTACT
All players must give permission for any sort of
physical contact from another player. Never assume
you have permission to touch another player or staff
member unless it has been given to you.
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Events are generally divided into four “chapters” –
one on Friday night, one Saturday morning into
afternoon, one late Saturday afternoon into evening,
and one Saturday night. Players who come for more
than one chapter must help to run the event through
non-player-character (NPC) activity. Players are
responsible for their own food and water unless
otherwise announced.

C HARACTER C ARDS

AND

For example: 35 build spent = 3rd level. 113 build
spent = 11th level.

C HARACTER C REATION
Characters begin the game with 30 build, which can
be spent on any combination of mana, vigor, essence,
and standard list professions or sub-professions and
skills on those lists. A character’s first primary
profession has no cost to buy-in.
Additional
professions and all sub-professions have costs
associated to buy-in, or gain access to the skill list, as
described in the section about teaching and learning.

T AGS

Every character has a card that lists the player’s and
character’s critical information. This includes things
like player name, contact information, character
name, build, skills, notes, and so on. Logistics must
approve any new character card before that character
may be played in game. Players should carry the
card of the character they are playing at all times.
Any changes or updates to the character must be
recorded on the card in the notes section including
(but not limited to) skills learned, baptisms, affinities,
permanent effects, or other notes. In addition, longlasting in-game effects should be recorded on the
back of a character’s card when they are applied,
including the name of the effect, the creator of the
effect, the description of the effect, and the duration
of the effect.

Characters cannot begin the game with any advanced
or hidden lists or skills. Characters that begin the
game with prayers or sacraments that require a
baptism (above 2nd circle) may begin with that
baptism, but should learn what that baptism entails
and have it explained in their back story.
Please refer to our supplemental character creation
guide for more information on this process.

B UI LD

AND

A DVANCEMENT

Characters earn build in several ways. The main way
that characters earn build is when the player
purchases tag rings for a character. Each tag ring
purchased will also grant a character +1 build.
Characters may purchase +1 additional build per
event. Finally, characters may earn build through the
Gift of Experience service reward. Build for tag
rings or otherwise purchased at check-in may always
be used the same event.

A character’s status pools are represented by tags. A
tag ring is given along with a character card at check
in. The tag ring will show the total number of points
a character has in pools like essence, mana, vigor, or
power. Players should be sure to carry their
character’s tag ring with them at all times to prove
how much a character has in any of these pools.
Characters may also need to submit status tags with
crafted items to show the amount spent in creation
and to receive an item card. A tag ring will also have
a tag to represent a character’s life. If at any time a
character dies, the life tag must be submitted to a
marshal. The status tags or life tags can be replaced
by the staff when a character cycles to a new tag ring,
or when a character resurrects for their life tag.

Players who NPC for an entire event will also earn
build which they may apply to any character. Fulltime NPCs gain +4 build as well as 50 service points,
which they may add to any character they wish,
including dividing this among multiple characters.
Full-time NPCs are still eligible to purchase +1
additional build, which they may allocate to a single
character of their choice. If applicable, the Gift of
Experience service reward is applied to any
characters allocated build by a full-time NPC.

C H AR A CT E R L EV E L S
A character gains a “level” each time the character
spends 10 build. Thus, a character’s level is their
total spent build divided by ten, and rounded down.
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T EACHING

AND

L EARNING

Characters do not require teachers to learn skills
listed on the racial list for that character’s race. This
rule also applies to any sub-race lists that are gained
by a character during play. Racial skills and sub-race
skills always cost face value with no multiplier,
regardless of how many a character has.

Characters may learn skills by finding an appropriate
teacher and spending the listed amount of build
learning the skill. Time must be spent roleplaying
the teaching and learning of the skill in-game.
Characters with the Teach skill may only teach skills
from a profession list if they satisfy the Teach skill
prerequisites for that list. Characters with the Teach
skill may teach any sub-profession skills they know.
Characters with the teach skill may teach a new
profession or sub-profession to a student if they have
an advanced list in that profession, or if they know at
least 15 build worth of skills from a sub-profession.
Player characters may not teach hidden skills,
professions or sub-professions. Any skill learned ingame cannot be used until the following event, when
it appears on a character’s card. Some effects may
allow a character to use a skill the same event in
which it is learned.

L E ARN I N G S P E L LS

OR

R I T U A LS

Characters learn spells or rituals according to all of
the standard rules for learning skills in game, but they
must satisfy some additional prerequisites. All spell
or ritual type skills require that a character knows the
literacy skill first. Cantrips, or zero circle spells, do
not have any other prerequisites, nor do spells or
rituals of the first circle. Spells or rituals beginning
with the second circle require that a character know
at least as many spells or rituals of the prior circle of
that profession. For example, to learn a prayer of the
second circle, a character must know at least one
prayer of the first circle. To learn a second prayer of
the third circle, a character must know at least two
prayers of the first circle and the second circle.
Spells and ritual skills belonging to the same
profession do not count toward the required number
of a previous circle for each other (i.e.: spells only
count for spells, and rituals only count for rituals).
Hidden skills of a profession do count toward the
number of spells or rituals known on a circle for
purposes of learning a number of spells on a higher
circle, but they do not count against the number
known. Thus, a character may know more spells or
rituals of a given circle she has for the circle before if
the extra spells or rituals are hidden skills.

Essence, mana, and vigor may be learned by a
character without a teacher if the character has a least
1 point in the pool she is trying to increase. If the
character has no points in that pool, the first point
must be taught by a teacher with the Teach skill and
points in that pool. Essence, mana, and vigor are
always purchased from the character’s primary
profession.
Characters may learn additional professions or subprofessions by finding a teacher and spending build
to gain access to those lists. The first profession a
character learns is her primary profession and has no
cost to buy-in. Additional professions cost 5 build
each for the first two, 10 build each for the next two,
and so on. Any skills purchased off an additional
profession list cost double the listed build cost for the
first two additional professions, triple for the next
two, and so on. Characters learn a sub-profession
when they learn the buy-in skill for that list. The
buy-in skill for the first sub-profession learned costs
3 build.
The buy-in skill for additional subprofessions costs 5 build, and skills on those lists cost
double the listed build cost. Characters may only
ever learn one additional sub-profession after the first
unless otherwise specified.

L E ARN I N G P RA Y ER S

AN D

S A CR A M EN T S

Characters learn prayers and sacraments as per the
rules for learning spells and prayers respectively.
Characters who learn prayers or sacraments from any
pantheon gain an affinity with that pantheon unless a
specific skill or effect allows them to do so without
gaining this affinity. Characters may not learn a
prayer or sacrament from a profession with which she
has a conflicting affinity unless learning it through a
skill or effect that specifically permits this. This most
generally applies to characters with an affinity to the
church of light being unable to learn prayers from the
church of darkness, and vice versa. Characters
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learning prayers or sacraments from a profession
associated with a deity may only learn up to second
circle prayers or sacraments without having a baptism
to the deity associated with that profession.

A TTENDANCE

AND

described, who draws the power out from the mana
fonts in game. Amulets require the character to carry
a physical item that bestows the gift, though it is
considered attuned to the character. Other rewards
are as described. All rewards last for one event
unless otherwise noted. All bonuses to pools like
essence, mana, vigor, or armor will stack with any
other similar effect in-game.

G IFTS

Nocturne likes to reward players for consistent
attendance to events. As a way of saying thank you,
players who attend enough events become eligible to
receive certain gifts. Attending events consecutively
without missing any will earn gifts more quickly than
attending non-consecutive events. The first gift is
awarded after attending 12 consecutive events or 18
non-consecutive events. This is traditionally referred
to as the “year gift” and is a unique skill or ability
custom designed for a character. Please keep in mind
these gifts take time to design, and may not be
awarded right away. Players who play multiple
characters are awarded the year gift on their most
frequently played character first, after which point
other characters may be considered after enough time
has passed. After the first year and following the
same guidelines for consecutive and non-consecutive
time, players may be awarded other gifts as well.

S ERVICE P OI NT R EWARDS
GIFT OF EXPERIENCE
50 Service - The character gains +1 build. This gift
is not purchased at check-in, but added automatically
if a character has at least 50 service points after an
event in which the character has been played. A
player can request this is gift is not automatically
given. This gift is only given once between events,
and cannot be applied retroactively.
GIFT OF FATE
50 Service - The character may draw a random effect
or gift from the “Box of Fate.” These powers can be
great and unusual, can be minor, or on very rare
occasions may even be negative. Note that there is
some risk involved in meddling with fate!
GIFT OF PROTECTION
10 Service Each - The character begins each cycle of
power with an active or latent spell effect on them as
the target. This can be any spell effect from a
standard profession list or sub-profession list. The
character must be an eligible target for the spell. This
may be purchased multiple times.

Nocturne traditionally holds a holiday party in
December. Attendance at this party will count as
attendance credit toward a gift, but will not count
against a player if missed. Thus, missing the holiday
party will not cause an otherwise consecutive
attendance to become non-consecutive.

GIFT OF RITUAL KNOWLEDGE
50 Service - The character gains temporary
knowledge of a ritual or sacrament that she could
learn in-game based on her professions or subprofessions. She does not require a teacher for this
skill.

S ERVICE P OI NTS
Service points are awarded by the game staff as a
reward and a way of saying “thank you” for the extra
things that many players do for the game. This could
include spending extra time as an NPC at an event,
donating props, doing extra work for the game
between games or at events, or working in a staff
position. The game directors and full time staff are
the final arbiters of how many service points are
awarded to players who go above and beyond for
Nocturne.

GIFT OF LIFE
20 Service per level - The character may resurrect
normally. This may only be purchased when normal
resurrection skills or resurrection stones will no
longer have an effect on the character. This may be
purchased after check-in, and only once per character
lifetime.
AMULET OF ESSENCE
25 Service - This amulet grants a character additional
healable essence. Characters who purchase caster
essence gain +4 essence. Characters who purchase
hybrid essence gain +5 essence. Characters who
purchase martial essence gain +6 essence.

Service points can be spent when a character checksin at any event on various in-game benefits as listed
below. Gifts simply apply to the character as
5

AMULET OF MANA
150 Service - This amulet grants a character +5
healable mana. This amulet will last for 3
consecutive events.
AMULET OF VIGOR
150 Service - This amulet grants a character +5
healable vigor. This amulet will last for 3
consecutive events.
TALISMAN OF ARMOR
150 Service - This bonus grants a piece of armor +10
magical armor points. These are considered part of
that armor piece and can be repaired as such. This
amulet will last for 3 consecutive events.
TALISMAN OF PRECISION
75 Service - This bonus grants a weapon the ability
to swing for +1 damage of the same type it would
otherwise swing in combat. This is a bonus to
constant damage.
GIFT OF WISDOM
30 Service/40 Service - The character gains
temporary knowledge of a vigor skill, spell, or prayer
that she could learn in-game based on her professions
or sub-professions. She does not require a teacher for
this skill. The first skill purchased with this gift may
act as a pre-requisite for the second. The character
can never gain more than 15 base build cost worth of
skills through these gifts.
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A R MO R

L IFE AND D EATH

Armor points are granted by actual armor, by skills or
by spells. Armor behaves like essence in battle, but
is typically removed before essence is- protecting a
character from harm. Armor points are only granted
while armor is physically worn or while spells or
skills are active.

All characters begin the game as living, but while
different races live for different time spans, most
characters in this world are likely to die from combat
or hazards long before this.

E NERGY P OOLS

POWER

E SS EN C E

Power is a measure of superior reserves of energy,
and this type of energy is only learned by characters
who have achieved mastery of their profession.
Power will replenish when a character cycles to a
new tag ring, but it is much more difficult to learn
than mana or vigor. Power may be used as mana or
vigor points, but mana or vigor may not be used as
power. Most skills requiring Power fall under the
Advanced List of each profession. A player can exist
with no power. Characters cannot be reduced below
zero power in their pools.

Essence is the measure of a character’s life force and
resiliency. All characters begin with 5 essence at no
cost. Essence is easily lost, but also easily restored.
The most common way to lose essence is through
numerical damage in combat. Some abilities will
require that a character spends her essence to perform
a skill or as a contribution to an effect. While this is
not exactly the same as taking damage, the end effect
is still the same mechanically speaking. A player
with zero essence is considered to be unconscious.
Characters with less than zero essence begin their
death count. Characters may not be reduced below -1
essence unless a special effect specifies this happens.

C YCLES

OF

P OWER

A character has the ability to replenish essence,
mana, vigor, and power in various ways. There is
little time to rest in the world, but characters find they
gain a surge of energy when they come in contact
with a Mana Font. These special places of power
allow a character to transfer on to a new tag ring,
assuming she has a fresh one remaining from what
she gained at the beginning of an event from a
player’s purchase.

M AN A
Mana is a measure of a character’s magical strength.
Mana is a resource used to cast prayers, spells,
sacraments and rituals. It is also typically used as a
general resource for any action that requires some
magical aspect. Mana is replenished only at times
when a player visits a mana font and refreshes this
pool. There are other ways to replenish mana which
can be discovered in this rulebook or in game. A
player can exist with no mana. Characters cannot be
reduced below zero mana in their pools.

A character must simply touch a Mana Font to cycle
on to a new tag ring. All mana, vigor, or essence
remaining on the current tag ring is lost. The
character begins a new tag ring with the maximum
healable value for her mana, vigor, and essence pools
on the new tag ring. Armor is not restored by a mana
font. Effects that grant bonuses to mana, vigor, and
essence pools will continue to persist if their duration
lasts beyond the point that a character cycles power at
a font, but these bonuses are not replenished if they
have been used. Cycling power does not restore
damage to limbs or organs, nor does it eliminate
poisons or diseases.

V I GO R
Vigor is a measure of a character’s physical vitality.
Vigor is a resource used to execute physical effects
and skills. It is also used in sacraments and rituals.
Vigor is replenished only at times when a player
visits a mana font and refreshes this pool. There are
other ways to replenish vigor which can be
discovered in this rulebook or in game. A player can
exist with no vigor. Characters cannot be reduced
below zero vigor in their pools.
7

K I LLI NG B LOWS

Without the use of a Mana Font, characters
regenerate mana, vigor, and essence very slowly, and
this will not happen in the context of an event. There
may be ways to cycle power other than Mana Fonts,
but these must be discovered in-game.

Any character or creature (that has staff approval) can
deliver a “killing blow.” If this is not delivered by
the rules of a special effect, a killing blow requires
the attacker to touch a weapon to the target’s tunic
area and count off, “Killing blow 1, killing blow 2,
killing blow 3.” If the attacker’s weapon is in any
way struck or moved during this time, the attacker
must start over with the killing blow. If the attacker
reaches the end of the third killing blow count
without interruption and the target is either in the first
stage of her death count or out-of-game willing (like
in the case of a sacrifice), the target will immediately
enter the critical stage of dying.

U NCONSCI OUSNESS
When a character or creature reaches 0 essence, it
will fall unconscious. The damage sustained will
cause the character to begin bleeding to death. If it is
safe to do so, the character may lay on the ground to
role-play this. However, in a combat situation, a
player should simply go down on one knee, drop
anything
she
is
holding,
and
role-play
unconsciousness. The player should remain aware of
the combat going on around her for safety purposes.

D YING

AND

D EATH

D EATH C OUNTS

A character who reaches the end of the critical stage
of her death count without receiving a life effect is
dead.

A character that remains unconscious at 0 essence for
one full minute will drop to -1 essence. A character
cannot be reduced below -1 essence unless a specific
in-game effect other than standard combat damage
causes this to happen. A character below 0 essence is
dying and will enter a “death count.” At this point, a
character must immediately begin counting off the
number of seconds she remains in this state.

R OLE P LAYING L IFE

AND

D EATH

Remember that while this is a fantasy game, and
while our weapons are designed not to cause a player
any injury out-of-game, the character still sustains
injuries in-game. Players should be role-playing this
damage as their characters. Wading into a battle and
being struck many times by weapons successfully
causing a high level of damage without role-playing
the pain and suffering of the character is not
appropriate.
Many characters are seasoned
combatants, so a few injuries will not stop them in
their tracks, but players should consider how the
character would react to being cut, stabbed, or
bludgeoned, and they should react accordingly.

There are two “stages” of dying in the game. The
first stage is the non-critical death count. This stage
lasts for two minutes (120 seconds). During this
stage of the death count, a character can be healed by
normal effects that restore essence. If the character is
healed above 0 essence, she immediately regains
consciousness and can act freely again. If the
character is not healed and stays below 0 essence for
the full two minutes, then she enters the second stage
of her death count. The second stage is known as the
critical death count, which also lasts two minutes.
During this stage, a character is not yet dead, but
normal healing effects will have no effect. To regain
consciousness from the critical stage, a character
must receive a life effect.
Unless otherwise
specified, a character may only receive one life effect
per event.

When a character is injured, remember that the player
can clarify their visible status, but they cannot
explain exactly how many points of damage they
have sustained unless another character has the ingame skill to assess this. Characters can give rough
estimates of their health, or they can explain that they
look only slightly hurt or extremely injured, but
otherwise observers can only guess.
Characters that are unconscious have no awareness of
their surroundings. Thus, what happens in the area
8

near them is not in-game knowledge the character
will have if healed. If a character dies, it is her
choice if or when to become a spirit. A character can
remain a corpse during an event as long as she
wishes.
Once a player becomes a spirit, she may travel
through the game world. Spirits have all the same
knowledge as a character, but they cannot interact
with any other character that does not have the skills
to see or hear them. Spirits are vague forms, so while
broad gestures like pointing are possible for a spirit,
specific gestures like hand signs are not. Spirits also
do not have the ability to pass through solid objects
like walls or other people.
A player who has become a spirit must speak with a
staff member within one hour. They may be able to
remain a spirit longer than this, but they can attempt
to do so at the direction of plot after this check-in. If
the player approaches a stone of resurrection, has a
skill used to resurrect them, or some other effect
applies, the player must also check in with the plot
staff. At this point, the player will be informed
whether or not they are able to resurrect.
If another character uses a skill to attempt to resurrect
a corpse, the player attempting the resurrection
should mark it on the resurrected character's card and
the resurrected player must check immediately with a
full-time staff member to see if the resurrection
worked. A player may choose to reject an attempt at
resurrection performed by another player unless a
skill is used that forces the resurrection. When a
character resurrects from death, she has no in-game
memory of the time she spent as a corpse or a spirit.
If she dies and becomes a spirit again, however, she
will remember any other times she spent as a spirit.
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C OMBAT R ULES

used, a compound bow is not legal. Boffer Arrows
may only have hardwood or other shatter resistant
shafts, and must have at least two inches of crush tip.
They may never have a tip to them and must be
capped to avoid any injury.

M ELEE C OMBAT
All melee combat is performed to medium touch.
This means that a strike must be significant enough
that the target must feel it, but not hard enough to
hurt the target. This is easily accomplished by
performing melee swings from the wrist, and not
from the shoulder.
All swings may only be
performed from a 90 degree or less arc, and at no
time may a player “baseball bat” swing. A target's
head and groin are not legal striking areas and must
never be struck.

A target may never be shot at less than 10 feet away.
If a target is closer than 10 feet, the attacker may
perform a point-blank shot. This is performed by
pointing a knocked arrow at the target, calling “pointblank,” and calling the damage that they may
perform. The target is considered automatically hit,
but may use defensive skills to stop the attack if they
wish. The attacker must drop the arrow after it has
been used in this way, and may not collect it again
until the end of combat with that target. Only one
point-blank shot may be performed every minute.

When striking a target, the character must call out the
damage they are performing. Example: If target is
swinging a one-handed weapon with two
proficiencies, they may call out “4 Damage” with
every swing. A character may never swing for
damage more than once per second per weapon. A
character may always “pull” their shots, and swing
for less damage than they can fully inflict.

Skills may also be used through missile weapons, but
they must still hit the appropriate target area. Pointblank shots cannot deliver vigor skills, only be fired
for base damage plus enhancements.
Ranged weapon users must keep track of
ammunition. Throwing weapons must be picked up
in game after throwing to be used again. An arrow
cannot be used after being shot until the player role
plays collecting it in-game. This can happen freely at
the end of the encounter, otherwise the character
must go up to each fallen body he hit and collect the
arrows in-game before the prop may be fired again.
Arrows that miss must be collected from the ground.
The only exception is a player who has more in-game
arrows than out-of-game props, in which case he may
re-use arrow props up to his in-game item limit.

A character may also sometimes use melee skills
such as Knockback or Powerstrike. The character
must call out the skill they are using as they are
performing the strike, and must hit the appropriate
area of the target. If a skill misses after it has been
called, either through in-game or out-of-game
reasons, the caster still spends the appropriate status
points for the skill.
At any point, the game reserves the right to place a
person under weapons restrictions for failure to
follow these rules or for any continuous unsafe
fighting.

W EAPON AND S HIELD
C ONSTRUCTION

R ANGED C OMBAT

All weapons and shields must be combat safe by
Nocturne’s standards. Many latex weapons and
shields are acceptable, but you must check with a
weapon marshal first. Player constructed weapons
and shield are also permissible as long as they
conform to construction guidelines and safety
standards. The staff reserves the right to reject any
weapon or shield for any concern.

Some combat is performed with a bow and arrow or
any other type of missile weapons. Much like melee
combat, this is performed by striking the target in any
of the legal zones and calling the damage that they
can perform with the weapon.
Bows and cross bows may never have more than a 30
pound pull to them, and a bow may never be drawn
more than 26 inches. Only recurve bows may be
10

Please see the game’s tutorial on weapon
construction for details on the physical construction
of the weapon. The table below explains the
minimum and maximum length for all weapon types.
Weapon Type
Small weapons, small claws, fists
One-handed weapons, large claws
Bastard weapons
Bastard spears
Two-handed weapons
Polearm weapons
Staff weapons
Thrown weapon
Missile weapons (bow, crossbow)
Shield

Aggravated damage to any pool cannot be healed or
repaired until 6 hours have passed from the time it is
spent or the damage is inflicted. In addition, targeted
damage can be aggravated (like a severed limb)
which also cannot be healed for 6 hours. Some
effects in game can remove the aggravated status of
damage or effects. A character cannot fall below 0
points in any pool due to aggravated damage.

Min/Max
18 / 24 inches
24 / 44 inches
40 / 49 inches
40 / 55 inches
45 / 62 inches
60 / 78 inches
60 / 72 inches
6 / 18 inches
30 lb. draw max
12 / 42 inches

M INIMAL D AMAGE
Minimal damage means that the character or creature
takes only 1 point of damage from an attack. If the
character or creature is resilient against a certain type
of damage, the player should call "Minimal" to
indicate this to other players. In the case where a
creature is able to resist an otherwise successful nonnumerical attack or physical strike due to a resistance
or immunity ability, the creature will still take 1
damage from the blow of the weapon. This does not
happen if the target avoids the attack entirely in-game
due to a defense like a parry or dodge skill.

W EAPON D AMAGE
All weapons inflict damage. Characters must have a
skill that represents training in a combat style that
includes the use of a type of weapon in order to use
that weapon to inflict damage in combat. All
weapons inflict a certain amount of numerical
damage based on the weapon type and the way the
weapon is being wielded. Weapons inflict normal
damage unless the item, an effect on the item, or
another effect specifies otherwise. Weapon damage
is always removed from a character’s armor points
first, then a character’s essence pool unless an effect
causes damage in a different way.
Weapon Type
Small weapons, fists, small claws,
thrown weapons
One-handed weapons, long claws,
bastard weapons wielded with one
hand
Staff weapons, shaft of a polearm

D AMAGE I NCREASES
There are two types of increases to the damage that a
character can inflict with a weapon in combat. The
first type is continuous damage increases. These are
increases that are added to the base damage of a
weapon, and will consistently raise the damage called
in combat with that weapon for every swing for more
than five minutes. The continuous damage of a
weapon can never be raised above 15 damage. The
second type is temporary damage increases. These
increases are added to the damage of a weapon for a
single swing, for a limited number of swings, or for
less than 5 minutes. Temporary damage increases
may raise the damage of an attack above 15 damage,
but are never multiplied by skills that multiply the
damage of an attack. Temporary damage increases
are added on after the multiplication of the
continuous damage for such an attack

Base damage

Two-handed weapons, bastard
weapons wielded with two hands,
blade of a polearm
Projectile weapons (bows,
crossbows)

1
2
2
3
4

T ARGETING

A GGRAVATED D AMAGE

AND

T ARGET A REAS

Only certain areas of a target’s body may be struck
during combat. A target’s head and groin may
never be struck during combat. A target’s hands
that are holding a weapon are not targets for

Aggravated damage is not a damage type, but a
modifier to any type of damage, and can target any
pool. It can be inflicted by an attack, or it can be the
result of a ritual-type ability cast by the player.
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HARD HITTING
A player must only hit a target hard enough so that
the player knows that a weapon made contact. A
player hitting hard enough to cause the target pain or
injury is swinging too hard. Swings delivered too
hard do not need to be accepted in-game by a target,
but the target player must clarify to the attacker that
she is swinging too hard. A player hitting too hard
will sometimes be directed to “pull their swings.”

incidental strikes, like grazing strikes when blocking.
Other areas of a target’s body are legal areas for
striking with weapons or packets.
Some skills require that a player hit a specific area on
the target’s body. Skills that target limbs must
successfully strike a target’s arm below the shoulder,
or leg below the hip. Skills that target the tunic area
must hit the target’s torso, upper arms, or upper legs.
Skills that are delivered to the back from surprise
must hit the upper back area above the lower back,
below the neck, and between the shoulders.

SHIELD BASHING
At no point should a shield ever be used to strike
another player. Shield bashing in game will be
represented in other ways.

A combat marshal is always the final arbiter of
whether or not a strike hits the appropriate target
area. In the absence of a marshal, melee strike
success is determined by the attacking character.
Ranged attack success including ranged weapons like
bows or spells and effects delivered by packet is
determined by the character being struck.

WEAPON LOCKING
Players may never physically lock down another
player’s weapon by pinning it to the ground, against a
surface, or with his own weapons. Weapon locking
in game will be represented in other ways.
REPOSITIONING
If terrain is unsafe, players may request repositioning.
Other players should be mindful and allow players on
unsafe terrain to move to safer locations for fighting
without attacking them while moving.

C OMBAT S AFETY
Safety is the primary concern of all staff and players
in combat. Players are prohibited from certain acts in
combat in order to maintain a minimum level of
safety. The following are a list of prohibited actions
in combat. Players taking these actions in combat
will have the in-game effects of their attacks ignored,
and the players being attacked or the marshals
present in combat must clarify to the offending player
what she has done incorrectly.

EGRESS
Players can never prevent another player from
moving out of game.
Bind and pin effects,
imprisonment effects, and items like rope or shackles
in game are the only means of preventing a character
from moving. Otherwise, characters are assumed to
be able to find a way to get away, thus players must
be permitted to move.

CHARGING
A player may never run right up to another player in
combat. A running approach must be reduced to a
walking speed before the players enter weapon
distance of each other.

H OLDS

AND

C LARIFIES

RAPID SWINGING AKA “MACHINE GUNNING”
A player may never swing a single weapon more than
once per second. Furthermore, a player should vary
the locations she strikes to prevent hitting the same
spot on her target repeatedly.

“Hold” is a term used to indicate that all in-game and
out-of-game activity must stop immediately. Holds
may be called in the case of emergencies, or they are
used to inform players of important in or out of game
information. In any case, during a hold players must
remain quiet and pay attention.

CROWDING
A player must always maintain weapon distance from
a target in combat. If a player is close enough to
place the palm of her hand firmly on her target’s
body, she is too close.

Alternatively, for simple clarification of rules,
mechanics, or information in situation, a “clarify” can
be called for the players involved in the situation.
During a clarify, players involved should not be
targeted by attacks or effects by others. Clarification
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should not be used by players to attempt to defend
themselves from in-game attacks.

Rogue
Sorcerer
Spellsword
Warden
Wizard

Information given during a clarify is typically given
in regards to immediate effects of a skill or spell for
the sake of role-play to characters. Be careful not to
give or glean out-of-game knowledge to your
character in the course of a clarify.

Armor will grant protection based on the material out
of which the armor is composed, as well as how
much of a character’s body the armor covers. In
addition, what armor a character can wear without
being impaired is determined by the character’s
professions.
Armor is classified into five types: cloth, light
leather, heavy leather, chain, and plate. Each of these
types of armor grants different amounts of protection,
and each primary profession allows a character to
wear up to a type of armor while still freely using the
skills of that profession. Each armor type has a rating
based on the superiority of its protection in increasing
order. The chart below describes the best armor a
character of a given profession can wear without
restrictions and the rating for that armor. Characters
who can wear a type of armor without restriction may
wear any lesser type of armor without restriction as
well.

Example: A Reaver (3)/Mystic (0) can wear light
leather armor (3+0 = 3, 3/2 = 1.5 -> round down to 1)
and still cast both Reaver and Mystic spells. If this
character put on heavy leather armor, only Reaver
prayers and vigor skills would be available.
Some effects may affect a whole suit of armor. The
entire suit of armor must be present when this effect
is bestowed. Any pieces not present at that time will
not receive the effect. Any pieces of a suit of armor
separated from the character will lose the benefits of
these effects until it is returned.

If a character wears armor of greater protection than
that character’s profession allows, she loses the
ability to use any skills from that profession other
than knowledge skills. She may still act normally
otherwise, including fighting and invoking latent
effects, and any effects currently active on the
character continue to work normally.
Armor Skill
Plate armor
Plate armor
Light leather armor
Chain armor
Cloth armor
Cloth armor
Light leather armor
Chain armor
Cloth armor

3
1
3
2
1

Characters that learn more than one primary
profession may be able to wear better armor than a
profession normally allows while still using skills
from that profession freely.
Each individual
profession’s skills can be used based on the armor
restrictions of that profession.
However, the
character can “average” the rating of armor each of
that character’s professions can wear, and if wearing
this type, that character can use all of her professions’
skills without restriction. To do this, add each class’s
armor rating and divide by the total number of
classes, rounded down.

A RMOR

Profession
Armsman
Crusader
Druid
Healer
Monk
Mystic
Nethermancer
Reaver
Ritualist

Chain armor
Light leather armor
Chain armor
Heavy leather armor
Light leather armor

A RMOR C ONSTRUCTI ON
P OINTS

AND

Armor props may be constructed out of various
materials, but all materials must be approved by a
marshal for safety in combat. In addition, armor
must be approved by a marshal to determine the type
of armor for which the prop qualifies. The game staff
will be the final arbiters of what type of armor a prop
counts as based on the out-of-game materials and
construction. In general, soft leather and furs qualify
as light leather. Hard and studded leather qualifies as
heavy leather. Chain, scale, and brigandine armor
qualifies as chain. Solid and segmented metal plate
armor qualifies as plate.

Armor rating
4
4
1
3
0
0
1
3
0
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There are ten total locations on the body a character
can protect with armor: torso, head, neck, shoulders,
upper arms, forearms, hands, upper legs, lower legs,
and feet. The chart below describes how many armor
points a character gains for wearing armor on the
appropriate location. In the case of locations with
two body parts (like shoulders, hands, lower legs,
etc.) the character must wear armor on both of these
parts to gain the location points listed. If a character
wears a piece of armor only one half of a location,
she gains only half the location armor points (i.e.:
wearing a leather shoulder piece on only one
shoulder, not both). Armor pieces must cover at least
50% of a body location to grant armor points or other
benefits for that location.

Armor Type
Plate armor
Chain armor
Heavy leather armor
Light leather armor
Cloth armor

Armor
Rating
4
3
2
1
0

Torso
Points
20
15
10
5
0

immune to waylay while worn. A marshal will
determine if this applies effects other than waylay.

S HIELDS
A shield will also grant armor points to the wielder as
long as it is being held and it is not broken. A shield
will grant 5 armor points for every 10 inches the
shield is long on its longest dimension. A shield can
grant a maximum of 20 armor points. A shield can
be considered a part of a suit of armor, but if it is
picked up by any other character it will lose the
benefits of any effects that affect a character’s whole
suit of armor. These armor points can be repaired by
a smith who can repair armor and has the skill to craft
shields. Shields in game may be made of many
materials, though wooden or metal shields are most
common. Shields may only cover approximately
75% of a wielder’s surface area. At least 25% of the
target’s legal striking area on the side covered by the
shield must be exposed and available as a target for
attackers.

Location
Points
4
3
2
1
0

N ON -C OMBAT P LAYERS
Armor points are the first points to be reduced by
numerical damage in combat. This means a character
must run out of armor points before she begins to
lose essence points from damage. The exception to
this is essence type damage, which will affect a
character directly and ignore any type of protection
granted by armor including armor points, soak, or
other special benefits.
SOAK
Soak represents resilience against physical damage or
increased protection against physical harm provided
by armor. A character with soak will reduce all
physical damage taken from weapons, claws, and
other sources of purely physical damage by the
amount of the soak. Soak does not change the type
of damage taken. Essence type damage ignores
soaks. Soak will never reduce damage taken below 1
point.

Some players and staff members are considered noncombatants, more commonly referred to as “noncoms.” These players should not be struck in combat
under any circumstances. This includes weapon
strikes or spell packets. The characters of noncombat players are still able to be attacked in game.
When another player is within weapon distance for
the weapon they are wielding, they may simply hold
out the weapon without touching the non-combat
player and call damage as if the weapon had hit.
They may do this at the same one strike per second
rate as swinging. The attacking character may also
use skills with the weapon. Players targeting a noncombat player with a spell or other ranged effect
should throw the packet near the non-combat player,
but should clearly miss them. The attack will be
considered to have hit, however.
Non-combat
players may still use defensive skills in game.

WAYLAY PROTECTION
It is possible for metal armor covering the head to
protect from waylays, or similar concussive effects.
Chain quality (armor rating 3) or better metal armor
covering the head location renders a character

Some players may have varying levels of combat
they are willing to engage in. Most commonly, many
players who are unable to be hit by weapons can still
be targeted with spell packets. This is handled on a
case-by-case basis, and if another player is not sure
14

of an individual non-combatant’s preferences, then
that player should assume no contact is acceptable.
Non-combatants are responsible for making it clear
they are non-combatants by wearing an orange
headband, and by clarifying this when necessary.
Non-combat players should also avoid walking
directly into areas where there is a high level of
combat happening. The game staff will take time to
publicly recognize non-combat players during game
announcements.
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D AMAGE T YPES
MITHRIL DAMAGE
Mithril is a stable, solid, and nearly indestructible
mineral that can be crafted into metal objects. It is
usually used to craft weapons, shields, and armor that
are incredibly difficult to break. Items made of
mithril are immune to break and cleave effects,
though shatter effects will still destroy them.
Elemental creatures tend to be vulnerable to mithril
damage.

There are several types of damage in the world of
Nocturne. These are based either on different types
of attacks, or different types of energy that exist in
the universe. Some creatures are very resistant to
certain types of damage, while other creatures are
vulnerable to damage of a particular type.
NORMAL DAMAGE
Most damage is normal damage. Normal weapons as
well as many spells inflict normal damage. This
represents normal injuries caused without any special
type of energy.

SILVER DAMAGE
Silver is a malleable but exotic mineral. It can be
crafted into weapons and armor that are flashy, but
not much more powerful than steel given the greater
expense. Changers tend to be vulnerable to silver
damage.

ELEMENTAL DAMAGE
Elemental damage is imbued with the raw energy of
nature, most often associated with the Dragon
goddess and her Brood. This includes fire damage,
ice damage, lightning damage, and stone damage.
These types are all from the same base source, and do
not “oppose” each other like in many mythologies.
Elementals are known to be resistant to elemental
damage, while undead tend to be vulnerable to it.

SMITE DAMAGE
Smite damage encompasses damage that is so caustic
it cannot be resisted. Smite damage can never be
reduced by any means, regardless of resistances,
soaks, or other effects that normally reduce damage
suffered. Effects that generate smite damage may be
defended against through the use of defensive skills
that stop attacks, but not those that reduce damage
suffered. Smite damage may only work on a
particular type of creature, depending on the
description of the skill.

ESSENCE DAMAGE
Essence damage directly affects a target’s essence
pool, ignoring armor and soak. Essence damage is
most commonly caused by attacks that bypass or
penetrate armor, by effects that directly harm or drain
life force, or powers that affect souls. Undead tend to
be resilient to essence damage.

BANE DAMAGE
Like smite damage, bane damage cannot be reduced
by any means, though it can be stopped if a defense
will negate a skill completely. General bane damage
will hurt all creatures. Bane damage is most
commonly focused against a particular type of
creature, like “demon bane” which hurts demons
especially well, “mortal bane” which hurts all mortal
creatures especially well, or “death bane” which hurts
undead especially well. Numerical bane damage
suffered by a creature of the appropriate type is
doubled. Bane damage of a particular type that
strikes a creature that is not of that type is considered
normal damage.

INFERNAL DAMAGE
Infernal damage channels the energy of demon kind,
and is fundamentally different from elemental fire.
Demons tend to be resistant to infernal damage, while
magical creatures like fey and goblins tend to be
vulnerable to it.
MAGIC DAMAGE
Magic damage channels the arcane power of the
astral world. It is associated with magic and raw,
unstable mana. Magical creatures like fey and
goblins tend to be resistant to magic damage, while
infernal creatures like demons tend to be vulnerable
to it.
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G AME E NVIRONMENT
S EARCHING

AND

Doors are made of various materials in-game. Only
exceptionally strong beings or powerful effects can
damage doors. In these cases, a marshal will be
present to explain the effects. Windows are assumed
to be able to be opened enough to speak through if
the window can be opened out-of-game, but windows
are not able to be opened enough to cast through or
crawl out of in-game unless a marshal has specified
otherwise.

D ISSECTION

Any unconscious body may be searched or dissected
for the items that it may possess, but not both.
The mechanic for searching is to place a hand on the
target and declaring “Searching.” The caster must
then begin a 60 second count. At the end of the
count, the target must surrender any items that are in
its pouches or pockets. A player may never go
through another player's personal possessions without
use of this skill. Concealed items may be resistant to
search effects.

At times, doors and walls may need to be represented
by items such as rope or tarps. A marshal or area
notes will be present to inform players any time that a
wall or door is present when it is not obviously a wall
or door.

U SE

Similarly, to searching, targets can also be dissected
for useful alchemical components. This is performed
by placing an in-game knife or dagger or any other
small cutting implement on the target and declaring
“Dissecting.” A large weapon such as a sword or
polearm cannot be used to dissect, nor can a player
character be dissected for components unless
otherwise noted by specific skills. The dissecting
character must begin a 60 second count. At the end
of the count, the target will explain if any
components are salvageable. There may only be a
chance of this, which will require a dissecting player
to pick a number or see a marshal. If successful, a
player may see the game staff for appropriate item
cards.

T ARPS

OR

C LOTH P ANELS

At times a tarp or cloth panel may be used to
represent something other than a curtain. These may
represent things like walls, pits, pools of water, etc. A
marshal or area notes will be present to describe what
these represent, but players should not assume they
can walk through or over these normally.

I TEMS
All in-game items that have in-game uses or effects
must have an item card. Item cards may be obtained
from the game staff. Players should have item cards
with them for all items they are carrying. Meanwhile,
item cards for in-game items left behind should be
placed on or near the items.

For role-play purposes, during the 60 seconds of
searching or dissecting, the player is encouraged to
describe their search or dissection process.

B UI LDINGS , W ALLS , D OORS
W INDOWS

OF

E NCHANTMENT Q UALI TY I TEMS
Items of enchantment quality allow magical effects
created through ritual skills to work easier or more
efficiently on those items. An item of enchantment
quality will grant the following benefits to any ritual
cast on that item if the effect is applicable to the type
of ritual benefits. First, for any ritual that grants an
enchantment with charges, the ritual will gain +3
charges. Second, for any ritual with duration, the
ritual will gain +2 hours of duration. This will apply
to both the latent and invoked durations of rituals
with latent or invoked durations. Third, for any ritual
with a mana cost, the ritual will cost half the normal
mana cost rounded up.

AND

All permanent buildings or structures in game are
assumed to be made of stone regardless of their outof-game construction. Thus, these buildings cannot
be set on fire, nor are they easily damaged. Tents and
other nonpermanent structures are made from what
they look like – usually cloth – and can be set on fire
in-game with a representation like red glow or
streamers, though real fire should never be used for
this purpose.
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H EADBANDS

T HEFT

Some headbands indicate special game effects based
on their color. Cloths or strips of cloth of these
colors may also be used to cover or tag items to
indicate a similar effect. Glow sticks might also be
used.

Out-of-game theft is strictly prohibited. If an item
does not belong to you, do not touch it, take it, or
remove it from where you have found it. If you
believe an item to be lost you may bring it to the
staff.

WHITE HEADBANDS
These indicate that the character is out-of-game. A
player or staff member who is out-of-game should be
ignored, and a character that is currently out-of-game
cannot be affected by any skills or effects in game.

In game theft is possible at any time. Any time a
player wishes to enter a sleeping area that is not his
own for the purposes of theft, he must be
accompanied by a game marshal. Any items taken
will be noted by the marshal. At no time should a
player take another player’s phys reps or props. The
marshal may request item cards for any relevant
items taken. Game owned phys reps or props for plot
items may be taken.

ORANGE HEADBANDS
These indicate that the player is a non-combat player.
Other players may not physically strike this player in
combat under any circumstances.
Bright or
fluorescent orange colors are recommended.

Large items that are not present in-game may be
placed under a white cloth or placed under a player’s
bunk to represent being out-of-game. This may only
be done if there is a reason for the item to be out of
game, like the weapons and armor a character takes
on “guard duty” during his or her NPC shift.

RED HEADBANDS
These indicate that the character is a spirit. A spirit
cannot be seen by characters without special skills to
see spirits. They cannot be heard or communicated
with except by characters with other special skills
that allow them to hear or communicate with spirits.
GREEN HEADBANDS
Green headbands indicate something in the shadows.
These things are not completely invisible, but cannot
be seen clearly in game, and usually cannot be
targeted by skills or effects unless otherwise
specified. Bright or fluorescent green colors are
recommended.
PURPLE HEADBANDS
Purple headbands indicate total invisibility. Players
cannot see or interact with these characters or objects
unless they have a skill or in-game effect that
specifies they can do so.
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T YPES OF A BILITIES

only affect a different character. A skill with the
target of object or item will work on an object or
item of any type, or of a specific type if specified in
the skill. A target of location will affect an area of
space. Skills with more restrictions on the type of
target will explain these specifications on a case by
case basis.

There are many different types of skills and abilities,
but all of these will fall into at least one of the
following categories that govern how it is used. Most
skills are direct skills, which are used whenever a
character wishes to use them. However, standard
skills generally cannot be used in response to another
skill unless they have already been activated.
Invoked skills may be used in response to another
skill or event, though they require the character to
activate them. Reactive skills do not require much
effort on the part of the character, are triggered in
response to a specific event, and may become active
automatically depending on the situation.

OVERCASTING
Overcasting is a term that describes any time a
character uses a skill that has a cost but when that
character cannot pay the cost in mana, essence, vigor,
power, or something else. When a character attempts
to use a skill but cannot pay the cost, the skill still
functions normally as described, but as soon as the
skill takes effect in-game or is lost, the character
immediately falls to the critical stage of her death
count.

DURATION
All skills other than knowledge skills have a duration
that indicates how long they affect their targets.
Skills with an instant duration have an immediate
effect, which is over once it happens. These effects
happen, change something, and once the change
happens it cannot be undone, though a new effect
may also cause a change (for example: inflicting
damage, and then healing damage). Other skills may
have a duration of any length of time. Once this
length of time has passed, the effect ends and is gone
from the target. Effects with a permanent duration
persist, but unlike instant effects, something
maintains the effect over time, which can often be
dispelled or ended through some means to eliminate
the effect. Finally, skills – usually knowledge – may
have a continuous duration meaning there is no
active effect on the environment, but once learned the
skill and its effects are always available.

LINE OF SIGHT
The use of any in-game skill on any target requires
that the user of the skill has “line of sight” with the
target. This means that the skill user can clearly see
the target, and that the target is not blocked by any
significant barriers that would prevent throwing a
packet that could hit the target if distance were not an
issue. Some skills will even still require that a target
is still within the feasible distance that a player could
throw a packet. In-game barriers as well as out-ofgame barriers that can prevent throwing packets will
prevent a character from having line of sight to a
target, and thus prevent skills from being able to take
effect through the barrier.
Skills that have perfect aim, that are currently being
channeled or maintained in some way, or that have
some other means of seeking out a target around
barriers still require that the player is able to clearly
see the target out-of-game, and that an unimpeded
line could be traced between the character and the
target in-game. Thus, a target that is completely
imprisoned within an in-game effect or an out of
game room, for example, cannot be affected except
by very rare effects as noted by a marshal. Targets
that are completely obscured by objects that prevent
them from being seen at all out-of-game also cannot
be affected by skills in a similar way. Exceptions to
this rule will be clearly explained by a marshal.

Durations of effects like vigor skills, spells, or rituals
cannot be ended prematurely by the casters of these
effects without the use of another skill. Some skills
may terminate an effect early, ending its duration.
TARGETS
All skills and effects must have a target. Some targets
are very general or open. These can include
characters, objects, places, or items. Some are more
specific. Targets specified as any usually indicate
any character. A skill with the target of self can only
affect the character using the skill, while other will
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LATENT AND INVOKED EFFECTS
Many skills place latent effects on targets. Latent
effects are those effects that are present, but have no
in-game effect until something triggers them,
invoking them to become active. Latent effects
remain on a target for the latent duration as specified
by the skill. Once invoked, most of these effects
have a different active duration. Latent effects may
require that they are invoked by a conscious act of
will by the character they are latent upon. This does
not require the character to speak or move, only that
the character is conscious and thinks of invoking the
effect. The player must clarify that the character is
invoking the latent effect by stating "Invoke [name of
effect], unless the skill specifies that the invocation
does not need to be said out loud. Some latent effects
may invoke automatically when a specific trigger
takes effect on the target of the latent effect. These
effects trigger regardless of whether the target is
conscious or willing, and the player must clarify the
latent effect’s name and effect out loud.

pantheon of power to which that profession belongs.
Characters may never buy into professions or buy
skills from professions belonging to pantheons of
power that conflict. In the world of Nocturne, this
most commonly applies to the conflicting power
between the Eddar church of light and the Sh’ddar
church of darkness. There are pantheons of power
that do not necessarily conflict with others. The
Woddar church of nature, for example, conflicts with
neither the pantheon of light or darkness.
Characters may only learn prayers or sacraments of
up to the second circle without getting a baptism to
the god or goddess to whom the profession belongs.
Once a character is baptized to a god or goddess
specified by a particular profession, that character
can learn any rank of prayer or sacrament according
to normal rules. Player characters can never perform
baptisms. These must be performed by plot approved
cast characters. Characters who receive a baptism to
a god or goddess gain an affinity to that pantheon
even if they have not bought into a profession or
learned any skills belonging to that deity’s
profession.

STACKING EFFECTS
The general rule of this game is that no two skills that
produce the same type of effect with a duration can
work on a target at the same time. If a target already
has an effect in place with a running duration, then
another effect of the same type that attempts to affect
this target will fail. The first effect must end or be
removed before a new effect of this type may take
hold on that target. The exception to this is when a
beneficial effect grants a larger bonus of the same
type than a currently active effect, at which point the
more powerful effect will replace the less powerful
effect. Some skills may specify that they will stack
even with other effects of the same type, and these
specific effects may be applied in spite of this general
rule.

B APTISMS

AND

In addition to learning skills through traditional
means, characters sometimes find ways to learn skills
even if they do not belong to a profession. In these
cases, assume that a character cannot learn the skills
of a pantheon that conflicts with any affinities they
have, unless a specific skill or effect states otherwise.
If a character knows a skill but later gains an affinity
that conflicts after learning it, then she loses access to
this skill as long as she has that affinity. There are
also some skills that may require a character to have
an affinity before learning any skills of a given
pantheon, which will be specified in the skill
description.

M AGI C I T E MS

A FFINI TIES

Characters attempting to use items that grant the use
of skills belonging to a particular pantheon may only
use those items if they do not have an affinity that
conflicts with the type of skill granted by the item.
For example, a ring that grants a healing prayer of the
light church cannot be used by a member of the dark
church, but could be used by a magic user of the
(non-conflicting) arcane professions.

Many skills in game are specialized abilities of
priestly professions that follow the teachings of a
particular god or goddess.
The prayers and
sacraments of these professions have certain special
prerequisites that apply before they can be learned.
When a character learns any prayer or sacrament
from one of these professions or buys into the
profession, the character gains an “affinity” for the
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S CR O L L S

weapon of some kind to use, and the descriptions of
these skills will describe what types of weapons may
be used in conjunction with the skill. Most vigor
skills take place instantly, though if an amount of
time is required, the skill will specify this in the
description. If a vigor skill requires time to use,
assume that it can be interrupted if the character takes
damage or is incapacitated for any length of time
unless the skill specifies otherwise.

Scrolls are items that allow a character to cast a spell
or use a skill imbued into the scroll. Scrolls require
the character to be literate. Scrolls may be used by
any literate character, however, even if the character
has an affinity that conflicts with the affinity of the
skill imbued in the scroll. Characters may learn
abilities from scrolls as well, but this requires using a
charge of the scroll without using the ability.
Characters may not learn a skill from a scroll if they
have an affinity that would normally prevent learning
that skill due to conflict.

S PELLS
The term spell encompasses all skills that are quickly
generated magical abilities that require incantations,
movement, and the invocation of some kind of
magic. This primarily includes spells and prayers.
All spell skills require that characters can read or
write to learn them, unless the specific skill or
category of skills specifies otherwise. Characters
casting spells must also be able to speak, move their
arms and hands freely, and have a spell packet in
their hand at the time of casting to be able to cast
successfully. Unless otherwise specified, spells are
considered to be magical effects.

K NOWLEDGE
Knowledge is a broad category of skills intended to
encompass any skill that requires training, but is
otherwise in effect all the time. Most knowledge
skills are things a character can do at any time
without limits or costs, like wielding a weapon or
reading and writing. Once purchased, knowledge
skills are considered to be continuously active.
Characters do not lose the ability to perform these
skills unless another in-game effect interferes with
their normal capabilities.

When a character casts a spell or prayer, she must
perform certain acts in order without interruption for
the spell to successfully have the intended effect.
The character must first speak the entire verbal
component of the spell. This involves speaking any
special words, which are often specified by the
character’s profession. Then the character must say
the name of the specific spell or prayer, which is also
a part of the verbal component of the spell. All
verbal components must be spoken out loud at a
normal speaking volume. Next, the character must
expend the energy necessary for the spell. For most
spells and prayers, this cost is paid in mana, though
in some cases vigor or even essence can be the
requirement. Costs are usually one point from the
appropriate pool per rank of the spell, though any
exceptions to this will be specified by the description
of the spell. Spells can be interrupted if a character
casting a spell is damaged, silenced, stunned, bound,
or incapacitated in any other way during the casting
of a spell. Characters casting a spell may defend
themselves during casting.

V IGOR S KI LLS
The term vigor skill is generally used to refer to any
skills that require the expenditure of vigor as the
primary requirement of the skill. Most vigor skills
are used in combat, though some are used as defenses
from environmental effects and others are utility
skills. Unless otherwise specified, vigor skills are
considered physical effects.
To use a vigor skill, a character must only spend the
appropriate amount of vigor listed as the cost for the
skill, and then call the name of the skill when it is
used. Calling out the name of a vigor skill is an outof-game clarification, so it cannot be interrupted by
damage or in-game effects that require speaking
unless the skill description specifies this. Defensive
skills may have no additional requirements, but some
may require that a tool like a weapon or shield is
used. Utility skills may also require in-game tools,
which will be specified under the description of the
skill. Combat-based vigor skills will often require a
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Once the appropriate verbal incantation is spoken,
and the cost is paid for the spell, the character may
then throw a spell packet at the correct target within 5
seconds of completing the verbal incantation.
Friendly spells cast on willing allies may be cast by
touching the spell packet to the target instead of
throwing it. If a packet does not hit an eligible target
or is not thrown within 5 seconds, the spell is lost and
any costs paid remain expended. Spell packets affect
a character if they hit anywhere on the character’s
body or clothing. They also affect a target character
if they hit a weapon or shield that the character is
holding. Spells that target an item a character is
holding will affect the item if they hit the item
directly, or if they hit the character holding the item.

unwilling or unable to continue channeling will also
end the duration of the channeled effect.

W E AP O N C AST I N G
Weapon cast spells do not require that a packet be
thrown. Instead, these spells require a successful
weapon strike to deliver the spell. The most common
examples of these are the offensive prayers of the
Reaver profession, though other cases do exist.
Weapon cast spells are exactly the same as any other
spell except for the delivery method to the target.
Instead of having a packet in hand at the end of the
spell’s verbal incantation, the caster must have a
weapon in hand. The spell is placed into the weapon,
and must be released through a successful weapon
strike to any eligible target. This usually means
striking any part of the target’s body, as with a
packet, but any more specific targeting requirements
will be described by the specific spell. The spell may
be held within the weapon for up to 10 seconds after
the verbal incantation and after the mana is spent.
Once the spell is placed in the weapon, it can no
longer be interrupted, though a character who is
incapacitated for more than the 10 second window
will lose the spell. The spell does not have to be
released on the first weapon strike during this time,
but can be released on any weapon strike during these
10 seconds by speaking the name of the spell again as
an out-of-game clarification. Once the spell is
released, it is expended and lost whether it is
successful or not. Weapon cast spells can be
prevented by avoiding the weapon strike. If a
weapon cast spell is defended against, it misses.
Parrying or blocking a blow will stop a spell that
targets a character, though a spell that would affect a
weapon or shield used to block the weapon used to
deliver the spell would take the effect.

If an appropriate target is hit with a spell, the effect
of the spell should be clarified as clearly but briefly
as possible. If a spell with lasting effects is cast on a
target object, the character should leave a card or
note with the item describing the effects and duration
of the spell. If a spell affects an area like a room, a
card or note describing the effects should be left on
or by the area notes for that place. If any additional
components or markers are required for a spell, they
must be placed in game before the spell will take
effect.

C H AN N E LI N G
Some spells will not persist in their effects for the
entire duration of the spell without continued effort
on the part of the caster. These spells are referred to
as “channeled” spells. Spells that require channeling
require the caster to continuously maintain a verbal
component, a gesture, or some other action to
maintain the spell effects. If at any point these
requirements are not satisfied, the spell’s channeled
effects and duration end and the spell must be cast
again to resume. Once a channeled spell has been
cast, subsequent gestures and verbal incantations are
not interrupted through incidental damage. Verbal
incantations can be prevented with silence effects.
Effects that would prevent a character from making
the appropriate gestures (like sever limb effects) will
end the channeling duration. Any other effects that
would incapacitate a character, render a character
unconscious, or make the character mentally

P E RF E CT A I M
Some spells do not require that a packet is thrown or
a weapon strike is delivered for the spell to
successfully take effect on a target. These spells are
referred to as having “perfect aim.” Perfect aim
spells automatically hit the target and take effect
normally. They cannot be blocked, parried, dodged,
evaded, or physically avoided in any way. Invoked
or reactive effects like negation can still be used to
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stop these effects, as the spell is still considered to
have “hit,” it just hits automatically. Most retaliation
effects are considered to have perfect aim, though
individual skills will specify if they can be defended
against in other ways. Perfect aim spells still require
that the caster can see the target, that there is not a
barrier that would prevent the energy of the spell
from finding the target, and these spells require that a
caster could possibly throw a packet the distance
required to hit the target. A marshal may require a
distance test if there is a question as to whether or not
a caster could throw a packet that far.

components like physical markers, make up, or ingame props to be complete, these must all be present
and in place before the ritual will have any in-game
effect.
When characters have rituals cast on them, they
should note the name of the ritual, the effects, the
caster of the ritual, the time the ritual was cast, and
the duration of the ritual on the back of their
character cards. When a ritual is cast on an object, a
card or note with this information should be kept with
the item and item card. When a ritual is cast in a
location, this information should be written down and
attached to or next to the area notes.

R ITUALS

T OTEMS

The term “ritual” is intended to include rituals,
sacraments, and some other special skills that are
specified as belonging to this group.
Unless
otherwise specified, casting rituals requires that
the character is able to fulfill all of the same
requirements of spell casting. This means the
character must be able to read and write, speak, move
freely, think clearly, and the character must not be
interrupted during the casting of the ritual with
damage or another effect that would cause
interruption.
Rituals often have additional
requirements beyond the normal requirements for
spells.

Totems are special rituals used primarily by the
Warden profession. Totems have certain special
requirements and effects compared to most rituals.
Generally, totems fall under a category of effects
based on the “line” of the totems. Most Wardens
have access to three “lines” of totems: bear totems,
falcon totems, and serpent totems. Other “lines” of
totems may exist in game. Characters must know a
totem of a particular rank in a line before learning a
totem of the next higher rank in that line, but they do
not need to follow the other special rules for learning
spells or rituals. Prior to casting a totem ritual, the
target character must have the symbol for the
appropriate “line” of totems somewhere easily visible
on her body. The warden may then conduct a ritual
for any given totem effect she knows in that line to
empower this totem line marking and gain access to
that totem skill’s effects for a duration of 1 hour
times the highest rank totem she knows of any totem
line. Only one marking is required per totem line, no
matter how many times that marking is empowered
with different totem skills through separate rituals.
Once a totem marking has been empowered, it cannot
be removed through normal means.

Unless otherwise specified, all ritual abilities require
one minute per rank of the ritual to cast. Most rituals
require one mana per rank of the ritual to cast. In
addition, rank one and two rituals will require one
vigor and essence, rank three and four rituals will
require two vigor and essence, and rank five rituals
will require three vigor and essence. Essence costs
paid for rituals are considered aggravated unless
otherwise specified.
Some rituals may require
different costs, but in these cases, the description of
that skill will specify what should be spent instead of
these standard costs. Instead of a simple verbal
component or packet, any appropriate words or
actions can be used to cast a ritual. Players should
have their characters role-play the casting of rituals.
At least some words must be spoken at normal
volume during the casting, and some other motions
must be made. If an offensive effect is delivered, it
must be by packet as per spell casting rules unless
otherwise specified. If rituals require additional

Each totem skill must be activated through a separate
ritual empowering that totem’s line marking on the
character. These rituals require 1 minute per rank of
the totem skill being activated. These rituals have no
cost themselves, and totems with continuous effects
have no additional costs. Using a skill granted by a
totem (like a vigor skill) often carries a cost each
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time it is used, though these can be used as often as
the character can pay the cost during the duration of
the totem. In the case of totems with latent and
invoked effects, the cost of the effect must be paid at
the completion of the ritual, and the ritual be
performed again after the effect is invoked and used.
Effects delivered by totems are always considered
physical effects.

Summoned forms can be ended prematurely if the
summoned creature is killed, at which point the body
reverts to the state of the original host before the
summoning became active. The summoning can also
be ended in the same way if an appropriate skill is
used to terminate or dispel the effect of the
summoning spell, ritual, or skill.

B ANNERS

P OWER A BILI TIES

Many different professions have learned to raise
banners, which can grant great powers to their allies
on the field of battle. Banners have costs and effects
described under the profession that know them.
Some banners are raised as rituals, while others are
raised as spells, but in either case raising the banner
follows all appropriate rules for those types of
abilities. The target of a banner raising ability must
be a banner or flag that is large enough to be seen and
mounted on a pole of some kind. Plot must approve
all banner props for in-game use. Banner props may
never be used to attack or defend in combat. A
Ritualist must always aid in the process of raising a
banner. The Ritualist must know the appropriate skill
and spend mana if it is a banner being raised by
another.

There are many specialized or advanced skills in the
game that cost a special type of energy called
“power” to use. These skills will individually specify
their costs in power, and may still cost other types of
energy like mana, vigor, and essence as well. As a
rule, power skills tend to be stronger effects than
other skills. Power skills can be defended against
normally with appropriate skills (usually based on
whether they are physical or magical skills).
However, once power skills take effect, they
generally cannot be removed except through the use
of other power skills or rare effects.

S UMMONING
Abilities that summon draw the energy of a type of
creature into the host body, allowing the summoned
form to take over for a period of time. All
summoning abilities must be used on a willing target
unless otherwise specified or an effect changes this.
Summoning abilities must also be used on a body that
is not dead, though they may be either alive or dying
as per the description of the skill.

Active banners must always be held by a character
who is known as the banner bearer. The banner
bearer may either be the character that raised the
banner or the Ritualist that assisted. The bearer is the
final arbiter on those who are affected by the banner
in so far as the bearer determines a target to be an
ally or enemy. The banner bearer is responsible for
communicating all banner effects to those affected
clearly. If a target cannot see the banner or hear the
effects being called out of game, then the banner does
not affect them. If the banner bearer drops the banner
for any reason, the banner ability ends even if it has
not run through its full duration.

A summoned being draws energy from a host body
but is not the same being as the host. The host
replaces all of her own stats and abilities with those
of the summoned form as long as the summoning is
active. Any active or latent effects on a character do
not carry over to the summoned form. Summoned
forms are completely subservient to the character that
summoned them and will follow their orders without
question unless another effect intervenes. Since
summoned forms are another being, hosts have no
memory of what happened during the time spent as a
summoned being.

S EALS
Seals are a special type of latent magic that is placed
on an object and triggered when the object is touched
or moved. Seals can have a variety of different
effects depending on the profession that creates the
seal. Seals can be cast on any object that opens or
closes, like a box, hatch, door, or curtain. When cast,
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often as a ritual, the seal must be placed in the form
of a marker on the object that is clearly visible and
describes all in-game effects for triggering the seal.
Seal markers should be marked with a light or glow
so that they can be seen at night. Any character that
deliberately touches an object or that moves or opens
an object directly or indirectly triggers the effects of
the seal. They must take the effects as described on
the seal marker.

will stop these effects. Trap dodge, negation, and
invulnerability effects are the most common defenses
for traps.

D EFENSES
There are many skills in game, which can defend
against or react to the use of other skills or effects.
How these skills work and what they can defend
against is generally described by the individual skill.
However, some general rules apply to defenses.

Seals are created with 5 charges (unless otherwise
specified), and once triggered a charge is expended.
After a seal has been triggered, the next charge of the
seal will not become active for 1 minute. Seals are
always considered magical effects, and are usually
ritual effects, for the purposes of defense. Once all
charges of a seal have been spent, the seal will have
no further effects even if the full duration of the seal
has not run out.

Defenses must be called by a defending character
immediately after the skill she wishes to defend
against is used on her. Generally, if a defense is not
called within about 5 seconds, the opportunity is lost.
Characters may only use or invoke one defense that
requires conscious action at a time. Characters can
only respond once, and cannot follow up a failed
defense with another. This would include either
using an active defense like parrying or dodging, or
consciously invoking a latent defense like a negation
or invulnerability.

T RAPS
Traps are special devices that are left in a location
and that trigger different effects when set off by a
character. Traps can take a variety of different forms,
but regardless of the type of mechanism, all traps
share certain characteristics. A trap must be placed
with some sort of marker that can be triggered to alert
a player that he or she has triggered a trap. Markers
for traps must be approved by a marshal before use to
ensure they are safe for interaction with players.
Examples of traps include a piece of thread with a
bell attached, or a mouse trap in a box (with no
exposed snapping parts) that has a string attached
which will snap when the string is pulled. Traps may
be triggered directly, like the case of a trip wire trap,
or indirectly, like a trap that is attached to a door or
box.

If a defense is automatically triggered by an effect
without a character needing to invoke it consciously,
then it can trigger on its own separately from the
character’s one active defense.
Remember, characters may not always know the
nature of the effects being used. Players can ask for
clarifications on how an effect looks to attempt to
guess this, but whether a skill is physical or magical,
for example, is meta-knowledge. Characters must
use their best judgment when attempting to invoke a
defense, and an attacker or marshal can inform them
if their effects are successful in defending against the
effect.

Regardless of how a trap is triggered, a character that
directly or indirectly causes a trap to go off will take
the effects of the trap. The trap does not need to be
obvious until after it is triggered, at which point the
player should be able to be aware he or she has
triggered a trap. She can then locate the trap and
look for a note that describes the effects. Traps can
be physical or magical effects, and are always
considered to be surprise attacks. Furthermore, only
defenses that specify they can be used against traps
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O N B O DI ES

T YPES OF E FFECTS

Break effects on body parts like limbs will reduce the
limbs effectiveness. Broken arms perform tasks that
require time half as fast, and inflict half damage with
weapons or claws (round down). One broken leg will
cause a character to move slowly, at a heel-to-toe
rate. Two broken legs will cause a character to be
unable to walk. Players with broken legs should
stand in place during combat. Severed limbs are
useless. Severed arms cannot perform any tasks, and
a character with any severed legs cannot walk or use
skills that require mobility (like dodge, evade, etc.).
Characters with severed heads cannot receive healing
effects.

There are many standard types of effects in the world
of Nocturne. This list includes many of those effects
and the ways they work, or ways that characters can
react to them. Many of these categories of effects
encompass skills of a similar nature, which cannot be
“stacked,” or added together for compounding effects
unless otherwise specified.

A REA E FFECTS
Area effects occur in one of two ways. First, an
effect like a spell or trap may work on multiple
targets in a specified area range. These effects are
described in game, and usually measured with an
easy marker like weapon range from a caster. Area
effects cannot be defended against unless a defense
specifically allows this. Trap dodge is meant for this
purpose, and evade may sometimes work. Total
defenses like negation and invulnerability will often
work against area effects. Second, effects may apply
to anyone within an in game area like a building or
room, or in an area that is clearly specified with
markers. These effects should be described on “area
notes” left in that area, or by a marshal if one is
present.

O N I T EM S
Break effects on weapons, shields, and armor will
cause these items to be destroyed in game, rendering
them useless. Armor that has only lost armor points
needs to be repaired, but is not broken and can still be
used with skills like soaks. These items cannot be
used in combat and grant no benefits. Items that are
tempered will resist one break effect at the expense of
the tempering. Items enchanted with a ritual will
resist one break effect while the ritual is active, or
resist one break effect at the expense of a latent ritual.
Shatter effects work exactly like break effects, but
shatter effects will destroy items regardless of
resistances to break effects.

A TTUNEMENTS
An attunement is a magical connection between an
object and a character. When an object is attuned to
a character, it cannot be removed from that
character’s presence by any means. The object must
remain within arm’s reach of the character at all
times. A character may choose to put down or hand
off an attuned item unless specified otherwise, but the
character loses all benefits of attunement until the
item is picked up again. If disarmed, a character
must drop an attuned weapon, but it cannot be taken
away. Should a character die and become a spirit, the
object will enter spirit form with the character, and if
the character is resurrected it will reform with the
character.

C HANNELED E FFECTS
Channeled effects are any type of effect that requires
continuous maintenance on the part of the character
that created the effect.
The requirements for
maintaining the effect must be continuously
performed for the duration of the effect to stay active.
If the requirements are not fulfilled at any point
during the duration, the duration and effect
immediately end.

E FFICIENCY E FFECTS
Sometimes a character can perform certain types of
effects more easily than others. Efficiency effects
reduce the costs of skills. Efficiency usually affects a
particular type of cost, like mana, vigor, essence, or

B REAK , S EVER , S HATTER E FFECTS
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power. For each level of efficiency, the cost of a skill
will be reduced by one. Unless otherwise specified,
the minimum cost of a skill is always 1 point of each
type of energy.

unless a given skill specifies that it is a mind effect,
assume that it is not. Defenses against mind effects
do not need to be called out loud unless the mind
effect skill requires the defense to be called, though a
marshal may ask for a clarification.

I MPRISONMENT AND S ANCTUARY
E FFECTS
M OVEMENT E FFECTS

Imprisonment and Sanctuary effects encase a
character or target in a type of energy in such a way
that they are blocked off from the rest of the in-game
world. Characters may only be affected by one
imprisonment or sanctuary effect at a time.

Movement effects force a target to move in a
particular direction, for a given distance, and/or to a
particular location by making the target physically
move through the space between the points. This
type of effect is usually caused by a force that knocks
a target back or pulls a target forward. Unless
otherwise specified, targets of movement effects may
be stopped if they are affected with +3 strength,
though this must come from sources other than
themselves.
Movement effects will relocate
characters under the effects of pins or binds, but after
the character is relocated the pin or bind effect
continues normally in the new spot.

L IFE E FFECTS
A life effect will bring a character back from the
brink of death. These effects will somehow bring a
character out of the critical stage of her death count.
A character may only successfully receive one life
effect per event, after which other life effects will
have no effect.

L IGHT E FFECTS

O VER -T IME E FFECTS

There are several effects in the game that will
generate light. Most of these are spells or prayers
that allow a character to carry a light or create light
on a target. Light effects may always be represented
in game through the use of a glow stick, small flash
light, or other device that creates a low level of
illumination, which a character creating a light effect
can carry. In addition to this, any light effect may
light a building using the electric lighting available
for the duration of the effect. Skills that create light
may have other effects as described by the individual
skill.

Many effects take place over time. For most effects,
a simple duration of the effect is specified as a part of
the skill description, and these effects take place
continuously for the duration of the skill. In some
cases, effects may be triggered at specified intervals
throughout the duration of a skill or effect.

P INS

AND

B INDS

Pin effects will hold a character’s foot in place on the
ground. The character may still pivot, but may not
move or lift the foot from that spot on the ground.
Bind effects more heavily restrict a character’s
movement. Bound characters may not move their
legs or arms, which are held in place. Bound
characters may still speak and make noise unless a
skill specifies otherwise. Unless a skill specifies
otherwise, the use of +2 strength (or three normal
characters combined effort) will break any pin or
bind effect. This requires 5 seconds of in-game
effort. Characters may only be affected by one pin or
bind effect at a time.

M IND E FFECTS
Some skills in the game are classified as “mind
effects,” which indicates that they affect a character’s
conscious thoughts in some way. Some defenses
(like willpower) or immunities apply only to mind
effects, and some creatures that have no sentient
thought of their own are unaffected by mind effects.
Unless a creature template specifies it is not affected
by mind effects, assume that it is. Furthermore,
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P OOL E FFECTS

specify their benefits for each individual stance skill.
Characters may only assume one stance at a time.

There are three types of effects that can increase a
character’s mana, vigor, essence, or power pools.
The first is a healing or damage effect, which will
restore points to or subtract points from the
appropriate pool, though most healing effects will not
raise a character’s pool above her maximum cap
unless otherwise specified.
The second is a
temporary increasing effect, which will add an
amount to a character’s pool even above her normal
cap, but once the additional points are gone they
cannot be restored unless a new temporary effect is
granted. The third is a healable increasing effect,
which raises the characters maximum cap in that pool
and allows effects like healing effects to restore
points to the pool including these additional points if
spent. Most healing effects are instant. Characters
may only be affected by one temporary effect for
each pool at a time. Characters may also be affected
by only one healable effect for each pool at a time.

S TEALTH E FFECTS
Stealth effects cause a character to blend into the
surroundings of an area, usually into the shadows.
Characters under a stealth effect cannot be
specifically identified, though characters can tell
there is someone or something in the area.
Characters under stealth effects can only be targeted
by skills that penetrate stealth, or that will
specifically end that stealth effect. Stealth effects are
indicated by green headbands. Characters may only
be affected by one stealth effect at a time.

S TUN
A stunned character cannot take any offensive action
in combat, nor can the character use any skills in a
defensive manner. This includes blocking with
weapons or shields, as well as using active. Stunned
characters may invoke latent defenses. Most stun
effects end if a character takes any kind of damage.
Characters may only be affected by one stun effect at
a time.

S LEEP
There are two types of sleep in the game. Natural
sleep means any time a character is sleeping in-game
because the player of that character is actually asleep
out-of-game. A character is only woken up from
natural sleep when a player is also successfully
woken up from sleeping. Magical sleep is created
through the use of in-game effects, and a character
can be sleeping due to a magical effect even if the
player is not asleep. The player must role play
sleeping, and the character is not aware of anything
happening in her physical environment while
magically asleep. Generally, characters can be
woken from magical sleep through loud noises or
damage, though some skills may prevent this as
described by the skill or effect. Sleep effects are not
necessarily considered mind effects unless a skill
specifies that it is a mind effect. Characters may only
be affected by one sleep effect at a time.

S URPRISE E FFECTS
Effects delivered from surprise are rare. These
effects must actually take effect on a target when the
target is not expecting the effect. Surprise effects
cannot be defended against with active defenses
unless they specifically specify they can be used
against surprise. Latent defenses may only be
invoked if they would successfully stop the surprise
attack. Latent effects that invoke automatically will
still trigger on a surprise attack.

T ELEPORTATION E FFECTS
Teleportation effects cause a target to travel from one
location to another without traversing the physical
space between the two points. Instead, the target
moves out of game between the two points, seeming
to disappear from the point of origin and appear at
the destination. This takes as much time in game as
it takes the target to move out of game. Characters

S TANCES
Stances are effects that allow a character to assume a
particular style of combat or tactics. Each stance
grants unique benefits depending on the type of
situation in which it is employed. Stances will
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moving with teleportation effects must wear a white
headband while traveling between the two points.

represent the length of the wall in-game. Different
walls may have different types of things that can or
cannot pass through them, or have different effects on
the things or characters that can pass through them.
Walls do not block line of sight unless they cover an
entire gap in a larger barrier, like a doorway or a
small entrance to a cave.

U NCONSCI OUSNESS
A character can be rendered unconscious in a number
of ways. The most common form of unconsciousness
takes place when a character suffers more damage
than her essence total. While dying a character is
unconscious unless an effect would somehow prevent
this. Characters can also be knocked unconscious for
a time without taking damage through certain skills,
like waylay. While unconscious, a character cannot
use any skills and is completely unaware of things
happening in her in-game surroundings. Characters
may only be rendered unconscious by one effect at a
time, though unconsciousness due to damage is not
considered an effect.

W ARDS
Wards are a special type of area effect that causes an
effect on all targets present within the ward’s area at
any time during its duration. Alternatively, a ward
may simply prevent any target that does not satisfy
certain prerequisites from entering the specified area
at all. Wards may be placed on a particular room or
small, open structure. Alternatively, wards can be
established an open or outdoor area (10’x10’ unless
otherwise specified). For a room, note and a lit
marking must be placed at each door to the room to
show that there is a ward. Outdoors a marker and
lighting must clearly denote the full area affected.
The ward can be raised and lowered with a password
set by the caster. The password must be kept on the
closed section of the area notes.

W ALL E FFECTS
Some of the skills in game will create barriers called
“walls.” Temporary, magical, or created walls can be
represented by pointing a small flashlight at the
ground and moving the light beam back and forth to
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D JINN
A P P E AR AN C E
Djinn have tattooed marking on their face that covers at least 25% of the skin. These markings are made in black, red, or gold. Djinn may have
crimson hues to their skin. Djinn also have horns.
R A CI AL S K I L L S
Djinn

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Djinn

Ability
Name
Trials by
Fire

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Ability
Name

5

2v

Blade of
Torment

3

1v

Demon’s
Scourge

5

4

Mimic Fiend

1e

3
3

3

Infernal Pact
Fiend Skin

1v

Fiery Breath
Demon’s
Fight

Ability Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

Djinn will take Minimal damage from all Infernal and
Fire based attacks. Demon explosions have no effect.

30
minutes

Instant

Self

Once per Weekend

Ability Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

30
minutes

Instant

Weapon

None

None

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

1 hour

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

Constant

Self

None

Constant

Self

None

Enchants a weapon or fist to swing +0 Infernal damage.
Effect ends if the weapon is held by anyone other than
the caster.
Immediately after receiving a Killing Blow, the Djinn
may use the skill “Demon Explosion” to toss 5 spell
packets, each of which does the casters current level in
Essence damage.
After studying a fallen demon for 1 minute, the Djinn
gains temporary use of any one 1-3 Vigor cost Skill or
Spell that the Demon knows. The ability is cast from the
Djinn's own Vigor pool. This Skill does not stack.
Djinn may use Essence in the place of Mana or Vigor to
fuel a Spell, Prayer, Skill, Sacrament, or Ritual. Any
Essence used this way is taken as aggravated damage.
Djinn gains + 3 healable essence.
Djinn may throw a spell packet that deals 1 point of
Infernal damage per Vigor used to fuel this skill
Once the Djinn's current Vigor total reaches 5 or below,
the Djinn may gain 10 additional temporary vigor. The
Djinn's Vigor pool will be reduced to 0 at the end of
duration of the skill regardless of current Vigor total.

Instant

Instant

Any

None

5 minutes

Invokable

Self

Once per Weekend

E LVES
A P P E AR AN C E
Sylvan Elves must wear elf ear tips. In addition, they must wear small light-shaded crystals on their face, one between the eyes above the nose,
and one at the outside corner of each eye. Additional crystals may be worn if desired.
Dark Elves must wear elf ear tips. In addition, any exposed skin must be covered in white makeup, and they must wear small dark-shaded
crystals on their face, one between the eyes above the nose, and one at the outside corner of each eye. Additional crystals may be worn if
desired.
Drow Elves must wear elf ear tips. In addition, any exposed skin must be covered in black makeup. Although many Drow have white hair, it is
not required.
R A CI AL S K I L L S
Sylvan

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Drow

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Elf

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost
4

Ability
Name
Bow
Mastery
Ability
Name
Shadow
Training
Ability
Name
Prayer
Immunity

3

Advanced
Concealment

4

Resist
Alchemy

Ability Description

Duration

Sylvan gains Knowledge Missile Mastery (Bow only)
and increases base damage of Bows they use by 1.

Constant

Ability Description

Duration

Dark Elf or Drow gains the knowledge skills Blind
Fighting and Backstab.

Constant

Ability Description

Duration

The Elf is immune to any one rank 1-3 Prayer of their
choosing.
An Item on the Elf cannot be found through any
Searching or Concealment Breaking effect from one
attempt.
The Elf may resist one Poison effect (Ingested, Contact,
Blade, or Dust).
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Effect

Effect

Effect

Constant

Target

Limit

Self

None

Target

Limit

Self

None

Target

Limit

Self

None

One
Search

Invokable

Self

Once per Tag

Instant

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

3

Call for Aid

4

Meld with
Tree

5

Mana Flow

3

Divine
Restoration

The Elf may force a Target to protect the Elf, after
striking them with a spell packet. The Target reacts
normally to all other players. Any attack from the caster
will break this effect.
An Elf may gain a “Sanctuary” effect, as long as they
maintain contact with a tree wider than them in at least 1
direction, and hold their arm up at a right angle with the
palm pointed forward. The Elf is considered inside of the
tree. The Tree may not be harmed in any way.
The Elf gains +1 Mana Efficiency, to a minimum cost of
1 Mana per Spell. This ability stacks with any other
Efficiency effect.
After praying at any Religious Site or Altar of any God
(e.g. Altar Stones, Druid Grove, Bruul Weapon), the Elf
may receive a “Regenerate All” effect.
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30
minutes

Instant

Any

Once per Event

30
minutes

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

5 minutes

Instant

5 minutes

Once per Tag

Instant

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

G ARGOYLES
A P P E AR AN C E
Gargoyles appear stone like, normally in shades of gray. They will have highlights in purple or black at the bone structure of the face. They
also have horns in most cases.
R A CI AL S K I L L S
Gargoyle

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Gargoyle

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

7

Ability
Name
Strength of
Stone
Ability
Name

Stone Sleep

2

2v

Stone
Footing

6

3v

Stone
Sanctuary

3

Stone Flesh

5

Stone Blood

Ability Description

Duration

The Gargoyle gains +1 permanent strength

Constant

Ability Description

Duration

When naturally going to sleep, the Gargoyle can make
himself Immune to all damage and harmful effects.
This effect ends when the player naturally wakes up
(waking a person up will not end this effect). The
Gargoyle is considered made of stone during this
effect.
The Gargoyle may make himself Immune to any type
of Movement Effect
The Gargoyle may place itself in a Sanctuary Effect for
1 min. During this time, they must keep their arm right
angle with palm pointing forward, and may only move
at a heel to toe rate. They may extend the duration of
this Sanctuary for 1 minute for every 3 Vigor spent.
The effect ends if the Gargoyle lowers their arm or runs
out of Vigor. The Gargoyle is considered made of stone
during this effect.
The Gargoyle gains +5 healable Essence.
The Gargoyle may delay a successful poison attack
from taking effect for 5 min immediately after the
attack.
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Effect

Target

Limit

Self

None

Effect

Target

Limit

8 hours

Reactive

Self

Once per Night

5 minutes

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

1 minute

Invokable

Self

None

Self

None

Self

Once per Tag

Constant
5 minutes

Reactive

4

Stone Stare

4

Meld with
Stone

After staring at a target for 5 seconds, the Gargoyle
may throw a spell packet at a target that has the ability
to turn them to stone. While made of stone, the target is
completely Immobilized and is Immune to any type of
attack. Eye contact is not required to use this skill
The Gargoyle may place itself in a sanctuary effect, as
long as they have both feet atop a natural, uncut stone
and keep their arm at a right angle from their body,
palm facing forward The Gargoyle is considered inside
the stone during this effect. The stone is Immune to all
types of damage during this effect.
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1 minute

Instant

Any

Once per Tag

30
minutes

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

H UMANS
A P P E AR AN C E
Characters of the Aeryn sub-race look like just about anyone you could picture walking on the medieval street. They have no restrictions of
costuming or make-up.
Dervish people dress in flowing clothing of drab colors. They will always cover their heads, men with head wraps, and women with scarves or
the like.
Erlish will always wear a considerable amount of leather and fur. It is encouraged that the costuming contains Celtic or Norse markings.
Imperials will dress in fine clothing, scholarly and formal. Men as well as women frequently wear robes.
Romani will wear bright clothing, usually with no apparent sense of scheme or order. They are also fond of gaudy jewelry, bells and coin belts
R A CI AL S K I L L S

Aeryn

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Dervish

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Erlish

Imperial

Build
Cost
Free
Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

Skill Description

Duration

Adaptability

Aeryns may learn a third subclass. The cost to learn the
third subclass buy-in skill is 5 build.

Constant

Ability Description

Duration

The Dervish can make themselves Immune to all Bind
effects.

Ability
Name
Freedom of
Motion
Ability
Name
Tireless
Ability
Name

Target

Limit

Self

None

Effect

Target

Limit

30
Minutes

Instant

Self

Once per Weekend

Ability Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

The Erlish gains +5 healable Vigor

Constant

Self

None

Target

Limit

Ability Description
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Duration

Effect

Effect

Flow of
Magic

Free

Romani

Human

The Imperial gains +5 healable Mana

Constant

Self

None

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

Free

1v

Lie

The Romani may give a false Clarification to any Truthtelling effect used against them. A Marshal is
recommended during the use of this Ability.

Instant

Instant

Self

None

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

Self

None

2

Call to Arms

5

Call Ranks
Inspiring
Presence
Strength of
Will

3
3

Suppress
Magic

5

3

6

1v

Tend
Wounds

Touch of
Magic

This ability will allow a Human to wield any melee
weapon. That weapon will do 1 point of damage unless
they are trained to use it. Using this Ability will only
allow the human to use one weapon at a time.
The Human gains +1 Vigor Efficiency, to a minimum of
1 Vigor per Skill or Spell. This ability stacks with any
other Efficiency effect.
The Human may cause another Target of their choice to
swing +1 damage. The caster may not cast this on itself.
The Human gains a use of the skill Willpower at no cost.
A Human may delay all Magical effects affecting them.
This includes all Spells, harmful or beneficial, cast at
them, using any Latent spells, and Magical Item effects.
At the end of the duration of this Ability, all suppressed
magical effects will take effect.
At the conclusion of any violent confrontation, the
Human may attempt to bandage himself for 1 minute in
order to heal up to 5 points of Essence from damage
sustained in the encounter. This may not be used on any
other Target.
A Human may learn any one rank 1-2 Mystic, Wizard,
or Spellsword spell. If a Spellsword spell is gained this
way, it must be cast from the Human's Mana pool.
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Constant

5 minutes

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

5 minutes

Instant

Other

Once per Tag

Instant

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

1 minute

Invoked

Self

Once per Tag

Instant

Instant

Self

Once per Encounter

Self

None

Constant

M ANARI ’K HU
A P P E AR AN C E
Khunari must have their face and any exposed skin made up to represent the fur patterns of a great cat. Fake fur is not required, but a
minimum of makeup must be used for this purpose. The face must also be made up to represent great cat-like features. Cat-like ears and a tail
are recommended, but are not required.
Nari must have their face and any exposed skin made up to represent the fur patterns of a house cat. Fake fur is not required, but a minimum of
makeup must be used for this purpose. The face must also be made up to represent house cat-like features. Cat-like ears and a tail are
recommended, but are not required.
R A CI AL
Khunari

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Nari

Build
Cost

Manari’khu

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

Claws of the
Hunter

Khunari gains the use of Large Claws as weapons. Any
Weapon Proficiencies (One-Handed) and Hand-to-hand
Proficiencies, as well as Strengths and Backstabs may
be used through these claws. In addition, 1-3 cost Vigor
skills may also be used through these claws. Spells may
not be used through these claws.

Constant

Casting
Cost

Free

Build
Cost
3
4

SK I L LS

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

Claws of the
Nimble

Nari gains the use of Small Claws as weapons. No
Proficiencies may be uses through these claws, but
Strengths and Backstabs may be used through these
claws. In addition, all Vigor skills may be used through
these claws. Spells may not be used through these claws.

Constant

Casting
Cost

Ability
Name
Quick
Reflexes
Poison Claw

Ability Description
The Manari'khu gains a use of the skill Dodge at no
cost
The Manari'khu may use Blade Poisons on their
Claws.
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Effect

Effect

Target

Limit

Self

None

Target

Limit

Self

None

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

Instant

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

Self

None

Constant

3

3
4

Nari Grace
Coat of the
Manari’khu
Feline
Agility

5

Feral
Instinct

4

Piercing
Claws

The Manari'khu may lower the rank of any lock they
are attempting to pick by 1, to a minimum of rank 1.
This ability may not be used with any other ability
that lowers the rank of a lock.
The Manari'khu may take minimal damage from a
single type of Elemental damage.
The Manari'khu may remove herself from one Pin or
Bind effect.
The Manari'khu may make themselves Immune to
any surprise actions. This must be invoked before the
surprise attack is delivered.
The Manari'khu may enchant their Claws to swing +0
essence for three consecutive strikes.
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Instant

Instant

Lock

Once per Tag

1 minute

Invoked

Self

Once per Tag

Instant

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

5 minutes

Invoked

5 minutes

Once per Tag

3 strikes

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

N ETHERFOLK
A P P E AR AN C E
Netherfolk are all very pale with dark eyes. Faces and exposed skin should be painted in white makeup while the eyes should be completely
surrounded by dark makeup of black or purple. The “eye circle” can be of any actual shape or design. Because Netherfolk are very zombie-like
in appearance, players are encouraged to add in exposed bones or bits of decaying flesh to complete their personal look. Netherfolk can be the
corpse of other PC races, so horns and pointed ears may also be incorporated. However, claws (as with the Feline races) are not permitted.
R A CI AL
Netherfolk

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Netherfolk

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

SK I L LS

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

Netherfolk
Willpower

Netherfolk are considered undead, and may be
affected by Nethermancer Prayers while maintaining
the ability to be affected by Eddar prayers. In addition,
Sacrament of the Mummy may be used in place of a
resurrection spell, resurrecting the Netherfolk to their
full Essence, but with no Mana or Vigor. They are
Immune to lesser Command Undead effects; however
certain greater Command Undead effects will affect
them. Netherfolk are not considered a summoned
undead.

Constant

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

1

Harvest Self

3

Spirit
Walker

Netherfolk can Dissect one dose of either of the
alchemical components Bone Dust and Decaying
Flesh from their own bodies.
The Netherfolk may turn incorporeal, making himself
Immune to almost all physical and magical damage.
The Netherfolk must hold his breath for the duration
of the effect and must show this by filling his cheeks
with air. The effect ends when the Netherfolk lets out
his breath and can never last more than 2 minutes.
While under this effect, the Netherfolk can move
freely.
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Effect

Target

Limit

Self

None

Effect

Target

Limit

Instant

Instant

Self

Once per Weekend

2 minutes

Invoked

Self

Once per Tag

6

Nether Born

A Netherfolk not of Eddar affinity may gain any one
rank 1-3 Nethermancer spell. A Netherfolk of Eddar
affinity may gain any one rank 1-3 Healer spell.

Constant

Self

None

3+
Build
Cost

Medical
Savvy

The Netherfolk may gain one Medic skill without
purchasing the subclass.

Constant

Self

None

6

Flesh-Eater

2

Grave
Robber

After spending 30 seconds consuming the flesh of a
body that is either unconscious or in its non-critical
death count, the Netherfolk may heal 5 Essence to
himself. This ability cannot be used to raise the
Netherfolk's essence above his maximum. This Ability
counts as a Killing Blow. Only PC playable Mortal
Races are susceptible to this Ability.
A fallen Netherfolk may self-resurrect wherever they
wish, without the need of a resurrection stone or
magical assistance.
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Instant

Instant

Self

3x per Hour

Constant

Reactive

Self

None

O RCS
A P P E AR AN C E
Orcs have a rich yellow skin, noticeable even at a distance, and usually wear their clan markings proudly on their face in red. Unlike some of
the wilder Horde races they do not have horns or tusks.
R A CI AL
Orc

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Free

Orc

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

Hated Foe

The Orc may choose a Target to deal +1 damage with all
Melee and +5 with all Numerical damaging Magical
Effects. This is a Self-buff, and as such, the Target may
not defend against the casting.

5 minutes

Invokable

Self

Once per Tag

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

Self

None

4

Leathery
Hide

3

Hard Headed

3

Sundered
from Malice

6

3v

SK I L LS

Blinding
Disdain

3 or 4

Unkillable

3

Protected by
Loathing

3

Perfect
Specimen

The Orc gains a damage Soak of 1. This Ability may be
stacked with any other Skill or Spell that raises a Soak,
provided the Soak is not raised above 2 by this means.
The Orc may call a single Immune to a Waylay effect.
The Orc may dispel a Dominate effect from any other
Target. This may not be cast on Self. The Dominate must
be active for this Ability to affect it.
The Orc may become Immune to any 1-3 vigor cost
abilities for 1 minute. This skill will not protect their
items.
The Orc may gain either +5 healable Essence for 3 build
or +10 Natural Armor for 4 build. Armor gained in this
way does not count towards total required for damage
Soaks. This armor is not repairable, but it does regenerate
every tag cycle.
The Orc may gain the Knowledge Shield. The Shield
grants Armor as per standard Shield rules.
The Orc may Dissect one dose of either of the alchemical
components Horde Saliva or Horde Blood from
themselves
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Constant
Instant

Instant

Self

Once per Tag

Instant

Instant

Other

Once per Weekend

1 minute

Invokable

Self

Once per Tag

Constant

Self

None

Constant

Self

None

Self

Once per Weekend

Instant

Instant

S HIFTERS
A P P E AR AN C E
In their natural form, Shifters are white skinned with white hair. They have no appreciable facial features in their natural form. It is extremely
rare to ever see a Shifter in their natural form. Upon use of a Resurrection Stone, the shifter is unable to take transform into their base form or
any purchased forms for 30 minutes.
R A CI AL
Shifter

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

SK I L LS

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Limit

Free

Base Form

The Shifter may take the form of the PC playable Race
of their parents. While in that form, the shifter also has
access to the Free Racial as well as one of the
Purchasable Racial skills of that form. This form may not
be Netherfolk or Orc. They may never gain the Aeryn,
Erlish, or Imperial Free Racial skills this way. The time it
takes to transform is equivalent to the time it takes to
change into costuming.

Willed

Invokable

Self

None

Free

Untruthable
Lie

No matter what means are used to find the truth, a Shifter
cannot be forced to admit that he is a Shifter or in any
way incriminate himself for being a Shifter

Constant

Self

None

Shifters are not limited in the amount of different Purchasable Racial skills they may acquire.
Shifter

Build
Cost

5, 7, 9,
11, 13

Casting
Cost

Ability
Name

Ability Description

Limit

Effect

Duration

Target

Transmute
Form

The Shifter may take on the form of a different Race.
While in that form, the Shifter gains access to the Free
Racial of that form. They may never gain the Aeryn,
Erlish, or Imperial Free Racial skills this way. They may
never assume an Orc form. They may not duplicate a
specific member of the race, just a generic member. Each
time the Shifter changes to that race, they will transmute
into the same form. If another form in the same race is
desired, the Ability must be purchased again. Only one

Willed

Invokable

Self

None
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7

Enhanced
Racials

5

Enhanced
Natural
Form

3+
Build
Cost

Mimic
Racial

form may be assumed at a time. The time it takes to
transform is equivalent to the time it takes to change into
costuming.
For each purchased Transmute Form, the Shifter gains
one Purchasable Racial from the racial list for each form
they possess. These racial abilities are usable only in
their specific racial forms. This Ability will apply to
newly purchased forms.
The Shifter may fully heal all Essence, Mana, Vigor, and
Power. They are also instantly forced into their natural
form, and are unable to transform into their base form or
any purchased forms for 1 hour. Plot must be notified
upon use of this Ability.
The Shifter may take a Purchasable Racial from any
form they possess and use it in every form they posses
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Constant

Instant

Constant

Invokable

Self

None

Self

Once per Weekend

Self

None

THE MARTIAL
PROFESSIONS

A RMSMEN
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Knowledge
Name

Rank

Build
Cost

Armor
Efficiency

4

Leather
Soak

4

Studded
Leather/
Chain Soak

5

Plate Soak

6

Armsmen
Stamina

3

Blind
Fighting

6

Casting
Cost

Knowledge Description
This ability increases the total armor points of the
characters armor (not including magical armor or
shields) by 25%.
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of
Armor (before modifications for Armor Efficiency,
magical armor, or shields), this Knowledge will
always provide a damage soak of 1, to a minimum of
1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 20 points of
Armor (before modifications for Armor Efficiency,
magical armor, or shields), this Knowledge will
always provide a damage soak of 2, to a minimum of
1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 40 points of
Armor (before modifications for Armor Efficiency,
magical armor, or shields) and a Plate armor chest
piece, this Knowledge will always provide a damage
soak of 3, to a minimum of 1 damage.
This knowledge will grant the Armsman +10 healable
Essence.
This ability allows a person to fight in any condition
that they cannot see. This includes, but is not limited
to, total darkness (unless it is simply real world dark)
or any ability that causes blindness. This does not
allow the person to see anything in the dark or when
blind, only to react and engage in combat once it is
initiated.

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

Leather Soak

Constant

Studded Leather/
Chain Soak

Constant

None

Constant

Stun, Crit Strike

Feint

Florentine

Florentine
Master

8

Through use of this skill, the Armsmen may retain 2
vigor from any skill that does not land on his target
for a minimum of 1 vigor. Possible reasons for noneffect could be the use of dodge, parry,
invulnerability, or simply a missed attack.

Constant

Break Limb

4

This Knowledge allows the character to use both a
One-handed sized and a Small sized weapon at the
same time in different hands. They may use the
weapons in both an offensive and defensive manner.

Constant

Any Weapon

5

This Knowledge allows the character to use two Onehanded sized weapons at the same time in different
hands. They may use the weapons in both an
offensive and defensive manner.

Constant

Florentine, Weapon
Proficiency

Constant

Florentine Master,
Weapon
Proficiency x2

Constant

Equal number of
Weapon
Proficiencies

Constant

None

Constant

Hand to Hand

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Florentine
Grand
Master

6

Florentine
Proficiency

4, 6, 8

This Knowledge allows the character to use any two
weapons at the same time in different hands. They
may only use weapons that can be wielded with one
hand offensively.
Each purchase of this Knowledge will allow all offhand attacks from the character to strike for +1
damage.

Hand to
Hand

4

This Knowledge allows a person to use their fists as
weapons. Fists are represented by small white or flesh
colored claws. Fist weapons can be up to 28” in total
length. Fists can be broken with a Break Limb effect.
Break weapon effects are useless against them. No
damage is taken from weapons when they hit a fist.
However, weapon cast spells cannot be blocked by
fists. Fist weapons cannot be disarmed. The character
may only use 1-3 Vigor cost Skills through fists.

Hand to
Hand
Proficiency

12

Each purchase of this Knowledge will allow the
character to swing for +1 damage with each Fist.

Literacy

2

Missile
Master
Shield

4
5

This skill grants a character to the ability to read and
write the common language.
This Knowledge will allow the character to wield all
Ranged Weaponry.
This ability allows the user to use any size shield.
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Strength +1

Constant

Weapon
Proficiency x2

Constant

Weapon
Proficiency x2

Constant

None

10, 12,
14

Each purchase of this ability will allow the character
to swing +1 damage with a particular style of
weaponry in their main-hand. The available styles of
proficiencies are One-handed, Two-handed or Missile
weaponry. If the character is using a bastard weapon,
only the proficiencies of the style they are using it in
(One- or Two-handed) would apply. Each style must
be purchased individually, and the build cost
progression is for each style of weapon.

Constant

Any Weapon

4

This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy
the prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as
well as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be
taught by player characters. A character cannot teach
a profession until she has an advanced list in that
profession and cannot teach a sub-profession until she
knows at least 15 build worth of skills from that subprofession.

Constant

Any 5 Vigor cost
Armsmen Skill

15

Sundered
Arms

4

Weapon
Master

3

Weapon
Proficiency

Teach

This Knowledge will grant the character +1 strength.
This skill will allow the character to fight with a
weapon that has received a break weapon effect.
During this time, the weapon will strike for half of its
base damage and proficiencies the character knows
and cannot have any new spells cast upon it. Strength
bonuses still apply as normal. If the weapon is struck
with a second break weapon, it will shatter beyond
use
This ability allows the character to wield all types of
Melee Weaponry.
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Utilize
Component

3

Martial
Essence

2

Mana

1-2

Vigor

1-2

This ability allows a character to use components.
The most common components can be drawn on by
characters for mana and vigor. Other components
may have different effects as described by the
component. Characters with this skill may also
harvest raw components located in-game. Harvesting
a component takes 1 minute. For mana and vigor
components this will harvest 2 points in a minute. A
single character may only harvest a maximum of 10
points from a single component node each hour.
Components can be traded between players, however
all components wither at the end of a standard
weekend.
For every Character Level they possess, the character
may gain +2 healable Essence per purchase of this
Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per
purchase of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of
Mana. When the character purchases 40 Mana
through this means, the cost increases to 2 build per
point of Mana. The character's Mana pool may never
exceed 80 through this means.
The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per
purchase of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of
Mana. When the character purchases 40 Vigor
through this means, the cost increases to 2 build per
point of Vigor. The character's Vigor pool may never
exceed 80 through this means.
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Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Skill
Name

Armor
Patch

Casting
Cost

2v

Build
Cost

5

Effect

Tactical

Duration

1 Minute

Target

Skill Description

Prerequisites

Any

This skill allows a character to repair 25% of the armor
point value of a target suit of armor after 1 minute of
work. The armor may be worn at the time. Doubling
the cost and spending an additional minute will repair
a total of 50% of the armor points to the suit of armor.
After this skill has been used on a suit of armor, it
cannot be used again until the armor has been repaired
to its full value by a smith or through another skill.

Armor Efficiency

This ability allows a character wielding a weapon or
shield to stop any one instance of numerical damage
from a physical source that is not delivered from
behind.
When striking any of the limbs of the Target, the
character may use this Skill to cause a Break effect to
the limb. If struck on an arm with this skill, that arm
will now strike for half damage rounded down with a
weapon as well as be unable to throw spells. If a target
is struck in the leg with this skill, the target may only
walk at a heel-to-toe rate.
This skill will break a target shield struck by the
character in combat.
This skill will break a target weapon struck by the
character in combat.

Any Weapon or
Shield

Block

3v

3

Tactical

Instant

Self

Break
Limb

3v

4

Offensive

Instant

Any

4v

6

Offensive

Instant

Any

4v

4

Offensive

Instant

Any

2v

3

Offensive

Instant

Any

This skill will allow a character to strike for Essence
damage for one strike. This skill may not be used in
conjunction with any damage enhancing effects.

Critical Strike

Any

This skill will strike a targets armor and reduce its full
repair value by half. This value may not be repaired,
and the armor must be re-forged. The armor may
receive a second Cleave Armor to bring its value to 0.

Weapon
Proficiency

Break
Shield
Break
Weapon
Bypass
Armor
Cleave
Armor

4v

6

Offensive

Instant
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Stun

Break Weapon
Weapon
Proficiency

Critical
Strike

3v

3

Offensive

Instant

Any

This skill will cause a physical attack by the character
to inflict 2 times the normal continuous damage of the
same type as a normal combat strike. The character
should call "Crit X damage" where X is the amount of
damage they will inflict. They should also specify the
damage type if it is not normal damage.

Deflect

4v

4

Tactical

Instant

Self

This defense allows a character wielding a shield to
stop any one effect from a physical source that is not
delivered from behind.

Block

Any

This Skill will cause the Target to drop their weapon
and be unable to pick it up for 5 seconds. This Skill is
delivered by striking the Target in the arm holding the
weapon. If the weapon is two-handed, the Target need
only remove the hand of the arm struck for 5 seconds.

Weapon
Proficiency

Disarm

Disarm

1v

2

Offensive

Instant

Weapon
Proficiency

Disarm
Master

3v

5

Offensive

Instant

Any

This Skill will cause the Target to drop their weapon
and be unable to pick it up for 5 seconds, including
two-handed weapons. This Skill is delivered by
striking the weapon.

Feat of
Strength

2v

4

Tactical

1 Minute

Self

This skill will grant the character an additional +1
strength.

Strength +1

Hamstring

2v

3

Tactical

1 Minute

Any

This skill forces a target to move at a heel-to-toe rate
and take 1 Essence damage per step. This skill must be
delivered to the leg.

Stun

Block

Stun, Block

Intercede

3v

3

Tactical

Instant

Any

This skill will allow a character to strike a target in
combat and take any physical or magical effect that
was just delivered to the target onto herself. Intercede
may be followed with an appropriate defense to stop
the attack as if it had hit the interceding character, but
avoidance defenses like dodge and evade cannot be
used as the interceding character has deliberately
placed herself in the way of the attack.

Knock
Back

3v

3

Tactical

Instant

Any

By striking a target in the tunic area the character can
drive their opponent back 10 feet.
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Lock
Weapon

3v

4

Tactical

30 Seconds

Parry

5v

5

Tactical

Instant

Power
Strike

Retain

Riposte

Sever
Limb

Shield
Bash

Stun

5v

2v

4v

5v

3v

3v

5

3

6

6

4

3

Offensive

Tactical

Tactical

Offensive

Tactical

Tactical

Instant

Instant

Instant

Offensive

5 Seconds

5 Seconds

Any

This skill can lock one of the characters weapons with
one of his targets preventing either combatant from
taking any action with that weapon. The user can end
this effect when they wish.

Disarm Master

Self

This defense allows a character wielding a weapon or
shield to stop any one effect from a physical source.

Block

Any

This skill will cause a physical attack by the character
to inflict 3 times the normal continuous damage of the
same type as a normal combat strike. The character
should call "Power strike X damage" where X is the
amount of damage they will inflict. They should also
specify the damage type if it is not normal damage.

Critical Strike,
Weapon
Proficiency x2

Self

This skill will stop the character from letting go of or
dropping a weapon, shield, or item being held when a
skill would normally force them to do so. This has no
effect if the player has dropped the item for any reason
other than the use of an in-game skill, spell, or effect.

Weapon
Proficiency

Self

This defense allows a character wielding a weapon or
shield to stop any one effect from a physical source not
delivered from behind, and then strike the Target that
originally used the effect with the exact same effect.

Block

Any

When striking any of the limbs of the Target, the
character may use this Skill to cause a Sever effect to
the limb, completely removing the limb. If a leg is
removed, then the target may not move.

Break Limb

Any

This skill will allow the character hit a target within
weapon reach with a spell packet and inflict them with
a stun effect. The character must be wielding a shield
to use this skill. At no time may someone bash another
player with their shield.

Shield, Stun

Any

This skill causes a characters target to be unable to
walk, attack, cast, or use any Defensive Skills. Latent
defenses may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken
against the Target will end this effect. This Skill must
be delivered to the Tunic Area.

Any Weapon
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Sure Shot

2v

5

Offensive

Instant

Any

Willpower

3v

5

Tactical

Instant

Self

This skill will cause any numerical Ranged weapon
attack to automatically hit the target. The target may
use defensive skills to stop this attack. The character
still must be able to feasibly inflict the ranged attack at
the distance the target is. The ammunition must then
be dropped and will not be able to be retrieved until
the end of the combat.
This defense allows a character to stop any one mind
effect. The use of willpower does not need to be called
unless the mind effect specifies otherwise.

Missile Mastery

Block

D I S CI P LI N E S
All disciplines must take at least two minutes to perform.
Discipline
Name
Discipline
of Essence
Discipline
of Vigor

Casting
Cost
4v
4v

Build
Cost
5
Build
5
Build

Effect

Duration

Target

Instant

6 hours

Any

Instant

6 hours

Any

Discipline
of Skill

4v

5
Build

Instant

6 hours

Any

Discipline
of Fury

4v

5
Build

Invoked

6 hours

Any

Banner of
Arms

4v

5
Build

Channeled

30 Minutes

Banner

Discipline Description
At the completion of the Discipline, all participants
will gain +5 healable Essence.
At the completion of the Discipline, all participants
will gain +5 healable Vigor.
At the completion of the Discipline, all participants
will gain the ability to use a skill that the leader
Discipline knows. The Skill must be chosen at the
casting of this Discipline and may not be a skill they
have gained temporarily, including through service
point gifts. The target uses this skill from his own
vigor pool.
At the completion of the Discipline, all participants
invoke it to use a single Offensive skill that they
know 3 times in a row while only expending the
Vigor cost for a single use. This skill must be chosen
at the casting of the Discipline. This Discipline may
only be invoked once per casting. The normal
Offensive Skill cool-down does not apply when
invoking this Discipline.
This Banner will allow allies who are in sight of it to
receive a Vigor efficiency of 1, to a minimum cost of
one Vigor. This banner takes 4 minutes to raise.
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Prerequisites
None
None

None

None

None

S PELLSWORDS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

3

Bladed
Weaponry

4

Leather Soak

5

Studded
Leather/
Chain Soak

5, 7

Demon
Hunter

4

Florentine

2

Literacy

5

Shield

10, 12

Weapon
Proficiency

Knowledge Description
This skill allows a person to use any bladed weapon
including small weapons, bastard blades, one and twohanded weaponry.
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 1, to a minimum of 1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 20 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 2, to a minimum of 1 damage.
For every purchase of the Demon Slayer Skill, the
Spellsword gains +1 to his melee damage against demons
when using any of his Kinara blades. This increases
damage only affects demons.
This Knowledge allows the character to use both a Onehanded sized and a Small sized weapon at the same time
in different hands. They may use the weapons in both an
offensive and defensive manner.
This skill grants a character to the ability to read and
write the common language
This ability allows the user to use any size shield.
Each purchase of this ability will allow the character to
swing +1 damage with a particular style of weaponry in
their main-hand. The available styles of proficiencies are
One-handed, Two-handed or Missile weaponry. If the
character is using a bastard weapon, only the
proficiencies of the style they are using it in (One- or
Two-handed) would apply. Each style must be purchased
individually, and the build cost progression is for each
style of weapon.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

Leather Soak

Constant

Ritual of Lord
D'virr

Constant

Any Weapon

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

Any Weapon

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

2

Hybrid
Essence

1-2

Mana

1-2

Vigor

This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
This ability allows a character to use components. The
most common components can be drawn on by
characters for mana and vigor. Other components may
have different effects as described by the component.
Characters with this skill may also harvest raw
components located in-game. Harvesting a component
takes 1 minute. For mana and vigor components this will
harvest 2 points in a minute. A single character may only
harvest a maximum of 10 points from a single
component node each hour. Components can be traded
between players, however all components wither at the
end of a standard weekend.
For every Character Level they possess, the Monk may
gain +2 healable Essence per purchase of this
Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
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Constant

Any Rank 5
Spellsword Spell or
Kinara

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

3

3v

Block

4

4v

Deflect

3

3v

Critical
Strike

3

3v

Stun

4

3v

Break Limb

2

1v

Disarm

Skill Description
This ability allows a character wielding a weapon or
shield to stop any one instance of numerical damage
from a physical source that is not delivered from behind.
This defense allows a character wielding a shield to stop
any one effect from a physical source that is not
delivered from behind.
This skill will cause a physical attack by the character to
inflict 2 times the normal continuous damage of the same
type as a normal combat strike. The character should call
"Crit X damage" where X is the amount of damage they
will inflict. They should also specify the damage type if
it is not normal damage.
This skill causes a characters target to be unable to walk,
attack, cast, or use any Defensive Skills. Latent defenses
may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken against the
Target will end this effect. This Skill must be delivered
to the Tunic Area.
When striking any of the limbs of the Target, the
character may use this Skill to cause a Break effect to the
limb. If struck on an arm with this skill, that arm will
now strike for half damage rounded down with a weapon
as well as be unable to throw spells. If a target is struck
in the leg with this skill, the target may only walk at a
heel-to-toe rate.
This Skill will cause the Target to drop their weapon and
be unable to pick it up for 5 seconds. This Skill is
delivered by striking the Target in the arm holding the
weapon. If the weapon is two-handed, the Target need
only remove the hand of the arm struck for 5 seconds.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Tactical

Self

Any Weapon or
Shield

Instant

Tactical

Self

Block

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

5 Seconds

Tactical

Any

Any Weapon

Instant

Offensive

Any

Stun

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

S P E L LS
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Spell Name

Verbal
1

2

1v

Detect
Demon

1

2

1v

Grant
Demon Hide

1

2

1v

Glow of
Erebus

1

2

1v

Summon an
Imp Blade

1

2

1v

Call forth
Demon Fire

2

1v

Spell of the
Dao: Curse
you with
Weakness

2

3

2v

Summon a
Demon Grip

2

3

2v

Summon
Demon
Leather

2

3

2v

Curse you to
Fumbling

1

Verbal

Spell Description
I invoke the Essence within to…
This spell will allow a caster to determine if their target
is a demon. This will not pierce the illusions that are
associated with greater demons.
This spell will grant the caster +5 non-healable essence.
This spell will allow the caster to summon a red light. A
flashlight with a red gel covering the beam is suggested
to be used when this spell is cast. This may be used to
light a building.
This spell will allow the caster to create a dagger from
thin air. This dagger will do infernal damage to any
target, however when fighting demons, this weapon will
do +2 fire damage. An out of game note: The caster must
provide the physical representation of this spell, or the
spell will fail. A hold may not be called to accomplish
this.
This spell will allow the caster to summon forth a bolt of
energy that will do 5 infernal damage to the target
The target of this spell will swing -1 in each claw to a
minimum of 1 damage. This spell affects each claw that
a target has. A target may not be affected by more than
one of these spells at a time. This spell must be learned
in game.
I invoke the Essence within to…
This spell will prevent all attacks that will cause the
target to be disarmed in a single hand. The hand affected
by this spell must be chosen at the time of casting.
This spell will grant the target +5 non-repairable armor
points. This armor is the first to be used. The target must
be wearing at least one piece of armor for this spell to be
effective.
This spell causes the target to drop whatever is in one
hand. The caster must state which hand is affected.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Instant

Any

Literacy

6 hours

Instant

Self

Literacy

1 hour

Instant

Light

Literacy

30
minutes

Instant

Self

Literacy

Instant

Instant

Any

Literacy

1 minute

Instant

Demon

Literacy

6 hours

Invoked/
1 Minute

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Spellsword
Spells

6 hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Spellsword
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Spellsword
Spells

2

3

2v

Curse you
with Sloth

2

3

2v

Cast an
Infernal
Boon

3

2v

Spell of the
Saber:
Tether
Lesser
Demon

3

4

3v

3

4

3v

Hold you at
Bay

3

4

3v

Invoke
Typhon’s
Shield

2

Verbal

Curse you to
Confusion

3

4

Varies

Invoke
Blood Pact

3

4

3v

Bestow a
Blade of
Wounding

This spell will cause the target to slow their movement
in such a way that they can only move at heel-to-toe rate. 1 minute
This spell can only work on one target at a time.
By means of this spell, the caster can increase the
efficiency of any components he uses. For the duration
5 minutes
of the spell, any vigor components used by the caster
will work for double vigor.
The spell lashes a demon to the caster. The demon
regards the caster as an ally and will act to defend the
caster and will fight alongside him. Because of the
tether, the caster is unable to use his off hand for the
5 minutes
duration of the enslavement. The demon cannot move
further than 10 feet away from the caster and the caster
can only have one demon tethered to him at any time.
This spell must be learned in game.
I invoke the essence within and the Lords of Erebus to…
This spell will allow the caster to confuse his enemy to
the point where the target of this spell will not remember
how to use a weapon, spells, or his name. Any damage
1 minute
taken by the victim will break the spell. This spell can
only work on one target at a time. This is a mind effect
This spell will keep demon creatures 10 feet away from
the caster. The caster must keep one arm extended with
palm out to maintain this spell. The caster may also
choose to keep other demons at bay; however, they must 5 minutes
pay 1 vigor for every minute for each additional demon
held in this manner. All demons must be hit with a spell
packet to be held
Once cast, this spell will negate any vigor draining
attack directed against the target for the duration.
This spell allows the caster to convert his vigor to
essence. The caster can transfer vigor at a rate of 1 vigor
for every 3 points of essence regained. The amount of
essence gained in this manner may not exceed the
caster's total essence. This spell may be used once per
hour.
This spell will allow the target bladed weapon to swing
for Essence damage. This spell is only effective when
cast on bladed weapons
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Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Spellsword
Spells

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 1 Spellsword
Spells

Channeled

Demon

Equal number of
Rank 1 Spellsword
Spells

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Spellsword
Spells

Channeled

Demon

Equal number of
Rank 2 Spellsword
Spells

6 hours

Invoked/
5 Minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Spellsword
Spells

Instant

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 2 Spellsword
Spells

5 minutes

Instant

Bladed
Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 2 Spellsword
Spells

4

3v

Spell of the
Scimitar:
Cripple your
Skill

4

5

4v

Invoke the
Armor of
Samael

4

5

4v

Bestow an
Abyssal
Blade

3
Verbal

4

5

4v

Summon a
Wall of
Demon
Barring

4

5

4v

Banner of
the
Spellsword

This spell will cause the target to spend an additional 5
vigor every time he uses the named skill. Skill affected is
1 minute
named at the time of casting. Only vigor skills may be
targeted. This spell must be learned in game.
I invoke the essence within and the Lords of Erebus to…
Once invoked, this powerful magic augments the target’s
essence by 100. During this time, the target of this spell
15
may only swing 1 damage regardless of proficiencies or
minutes
weapon enhancements. Further, the target is restricted
or 5
from using offensive vigor skills and his movement is
minutes/
slowed to a heel to toe rate. The target of this spell does
1 minute
not need to be willing. If cast on an unwilling target the
on
duration is 5 minutes for a Demonic target, 1 minute for
unwilling
all other unwilling targets. A caster may only have one
target
armor of Samael active at any given time.
When cast on a bladed weapon, this spell will make the
weapon swing for + 2 damage for the duration of the
6 hours
spell. This spell is only effective when cast on bladed
weapons.
The caster can create a 10’ by 10’ wall of infernal power
that demons cannot pass. The caster must keep one arm
extended with palm out to maintain this spell. Walls
require that the caster carry a flashlight. The flashlight
beam must be directed at the ground at the point where
5 minutes
the wall is cast and can be slowly pivoted to mark the
length of the wall. Targets that are caught in the wall
when cast will not take any damage and can choose to
appear on either side of the wall.
This powerful magic allows the casters allies to share his
prowess against de-buffing a foe. This banner will allow
all who are in sight to extend the duration of a negative
effect against an enemy target to 5 minutes. This only
30
affects spells that have a duration that is greater than
minutes
instant. For the complete rules on raising a banner please
reference the Ritualist section of the rule book on raising
banners.
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Instant

Demon

Equal number of
Rank 2 Spellsword
Spells

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Spellsword
Spells

Invoked/
5 Minutes

Bladed
Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 3 Spellsword
Spells

Channeled

Wall

Equal number of
Rank 3 Spellsword
Spells

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 3 Spellsword
Spells

4

5

4v

5

6

5v

5

6

5v

Infernal
Reflection

Verbal
Banish the
Corrupting
Foe
Possess the
Abyssal
Mind

When invoked, this spell will enable the target to reflect
one numerical melee damage attack back on the attacker.
In addition, it will reflect any spell that is cast by demon
6 hours
Invoked
back onto the original caster. The target that invokes this
spell does not take the damage directed against him.
I invoke the essence within and the Lords of Erebus long forgotten to…
This spell allows a caster to exorcise any demonic
influences inhabiting the target. This spell will take 1
Instant
Instant
minute to cast.

Any

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Spellsword
Spells

Equal number of
Rank 4 Spellsword
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 4 Spellsword
Spells

This spell will dominate the will of lesser demons
forcing them to obey the commands of the caster.

5 minutes

Instant

Demon

The victim of this spell is unable to use proficiencies,
strength, and enhancements effectively causing him to
swing for normal, base damage for the spell’s duration.
The target may still use any vigor skills that they know.

5 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Spellsword
Spells

5

6

5v

Cripple your
Weapon

5

6

5v

Summon a
Cloud of
Brimstone

This spell will grant the caster +1 armor soak. This soak
stacks with other soak effects.

30
minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Spellsword
Spells

Raise a Wall
of Hellfire

This spell allows a caster to raise a 10’ by 10’ wall of
hellfire that will deal 15 infernal damage against anyone
who attempts to cross. Standing in the direct line of the
wall, a person will take this effect every 5 seconds.
Walls require that the caster carry a flashlight. The
flashlight beam must be directed at the ground at the
point where the wall is cast and can be slowly pivoted to
mark the length of the wall. Targets that are caught in
the wall when cast will not take any damage and can
choose to appear on either side of the wall.

5 minutes

Channeled

Wall

Equal number of
Rank 4 Spellsword
Spells

5

6

5v

R I T U A LS
All Kinaras take one minute per rank to cast and require a one-handed blade to be focused into. Kinara blades are unshatterable and last for
two hours. Kinara blades can be disarmed and will be disenchanted if they are separated from the Spellsword for more than 10 minutes or if
any person that is not a bound Spellsword handles them while they are separated from the caster. Spellswords can pass their Kinara blades to
other bound Spellswords, but the blade will still become disenchanted after being away from its original wielder for more than 10 minutes.
All Kinaras must be learned in-game.
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Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Ritual
Name

1

3

2v, 1e

Ritual of
Lord D’virr

2

4

3v, 1e

Ritual of
Lord
Ghuwiel

3

5

4v, 1e

Ritual of
Lady Nethea

4

6

5v, 2e

Ritual of
Lord
Necriope

4

7

6v, 2e

Ritual of
Lord Ariak

Ritual Description
Enchants the Spellsword's blade with the power of Lord
D’virr. This allows the Spellsword to swing for +0 fire
damage and grants them the ability to weapon cast
through the Kinara blade itself.
Enchants the Spellsword's blade with the power of Lord
Ghuwiel. The Kinara blade will swing for silver damage.
This ritual may also summon a dagger to the Spellsword
and grants them the Florentine ability. Both weapons
also have the power to deflect any spell that touches it,
giving the Spellsword the power to “bat” away spell
packets.
Enchants the Spellsword's blade with the power of Lady
Nethea. This Kinara blade will swing +1 fire damage,
and +2 fire damage against demon kind. The Spellsword
may also choose to swing Demon Bane damage at the
cost of 2 vigor per attack.
Enchants the Spellsword’s blade with the power of Lord
Necriope. The Kinara blade will swing for + 0 Mithril
damage and grants the knowledge of the Skill Block for
2 vigor per use and the Skill Parry. The ritual may also
summon a shield to the caster and grants the caster the
ability to use it.
Enchants the Spellsword’s blade with the power of Lord
Ariak. The Kinara blade swings +2 magic damage. The
ritual may also summons a second blade to the casters off
hand and the knowledge Florentine Master. This second
blade is a twin to the first and also swings for +2 magic
damage.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

2 hours

Instant

Literacy

2 hours

Instant

Ritual of Lord
D'virr

2 hours

Instant

Ritual of Lord
Ghuwiel

2 hours

Instant

Ritual of Lady
Nethea

2 hours

Instant

Ritual of Lord
Necriope

R OGUES
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost
3

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name
One-Handed
Weaponry

4

Leather Soak

5

Studded
Leather/
Chain Soak

4

Florentine

4

Florentine
Proficiency

2

Literacy

4

Missile
Master

6, 8,
10, 12

Backstab

4

Pick Pockets

Knowledge Description
This ability will allow the user to wield any one-handed
weapon including small weapons.
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 1, to a minimum of 1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 20 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 2, to a minimum of 1 damage.
This Knowledge allows the character to use both a Onehanded sized and a Small sized weapon at the same time
in different hands. They may use the weapons in both an
offensive and defensive manner.
Each purchase of this Knowledge will allow all off-hand
attacks from the character to strike for +1 damage.
This skill grants a character to the ability to read and
write the common language
This Knowledge will allow the character to wield all
Ranged Weaponry.
With this Knowledge, any strikes to the back of the
opponent, while the character is positioned within back
180 degree arc of the target, may deal +1 damage. Any
damage dealt this way must have “Backstab” announced
as the damage type.
By placing a black clothespin on a pouch or pocket, the
Rogue can attempt to steal an item from it. The
clothespin must remain in place for at least 15 seconds
for the pick to be successful. At that time, the Rogue may
send someone out of game to request an item from the
target. The Rogue may specify a general type of item
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

Leather Soak

Constant

Any Weapon

Constant

Equal number of
Weapon
Proficiencies

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

(i.e. Coin, gem, ring, vial) but if it is not available, a
random item was pilfered.

6, 7, 8

Poison
Immunity

10

Weapon
Proficiency

3

Thieves Cant

4

Teach

The character may become immune to all effects form a
specific poison. The chosen poison must be taken once
an event for three consecutive events and the character
must endure the full effect of the poison. The tags for
each dose of the poison must be submitted to the teacher
of the skill.
Each purchase of this ability will allow the character to
swing +1 damage with a particular style of weaponry in
their main-hand. The available styles of proficiencies are
One-handed, Two-handed or Missile weaponry. If the
character is using a bastard weapon, only the
proficiencies of the style they are using it in (One- or
Two-handed) would apply. Each style must be purchased
individually, and the build cost progression is for each
style of weapon.
This Knowledge will allow the user to learn any Rank 1
spells. The character must learn each spell separately and
spend the appropriate build on them. This may not be
used to learn Cantrips. A Spellsword spell learned
through this means must be cast from the characters
mana pool. The verbals for spells learned through this
means, including Crusader spells, is “By ways unseen
and words unknown, I...” Normal pantheon restrictions
apply, and the user must be baptized to a pantheon to
learn a prayer from that pantheon.
This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
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Constant

Use Poison

Constant

Any Weapon

Constant

None

Constant

Any 5 Vigor cost
Rogue Skill

3

Utilize
Component

2

Hybrid
Essence

1-2

Mana

1-2

Vigor

This ability allows a character to use components. The
most common components can be drawn on by
characters for mana and vigor. Other components may
have different effects as described by the component.
Characters with this skill may also harvest raw
components located in-game. Harvesting a component
takes 1 minute. For mana and vigor components this will
harvest 2 points in a minute. A single character may only
harvest a maximum of 10 points from a single
component node each hour. Components can be traded
between players, however all components wither at the
end of a standard weekend.
For every Character Level they possess, the Monk may
gain +2 healable Essence per purchase of this
Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

Skill Description

3

3v

Break
Concealment

3

2v

Bypass
Armor

This skill notifies the user to the location of all hidden
items within a 10 foot radius
This skill will allow a character to strike for Essence
damage for one strike. This skill may not be used in
conjunction with any damage enhancing effects.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Tactical

Self

Conceal Item

Instant

Offensive

Any

Critical Strike

3

1v

Conceal
Item

3

2v

Critical
Backstab

4

3v

Counter
Strike

2

1v

Disarm

4

Varies

Disarm
Traps

5

4v

Dodge

7

5v

Evade

4

3v

Escape
Bonds

This skill may be used to cause an item of fist sized or
smaller hidden on the caster to require an additional
minute of standard searching time. This may be applied
multiple times to the same item to increase the search
time by one minute for each casting
This skill will cause a physical attack by the character
delivered in the back 180 degree arc of the target to
inflict 2 times the normal continuous damage of the same
type as a normal combat strike. The character should call
"Crit X backstab" where X is the amount of damage they
will inflict. They should also specify the damage type if
it is not normal damage.
This skill will negate the targets use of Block, Deflect,
Parry, Dodge, or Evade to defend against a Rogue
offensive skill. A counter struck Skill may not be
defended by Block, Deflect, Parry, Dodge, or Evade.
This Skill will cause the Target to drop their weapon and
be unable to pick it up for 5 seconds. This Skill is
delivered by striking the Target in the arm holding the
weapon. If the weapon is two-handed, the Target need
only remove the hand of the arm struck for 5 seconds.
This skill will allow the caster to disarm a trap. The
disarm starts with a base cost of 2 vigor plus an
additional vigor cost equal to the casting cost of the trap.
This ability allows a character to stop any one physical or
magical effect that is not delivered from behind.
This ability allows a character to stop any one physical or
magical effect, as well as surprise actions.
This Skill allows the character to escape from all
physical and magical pins and binds. This does not affect
imprisonments.
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Instant

Tactical

Item

Quick Search

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Tactical

Any

Dodge

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Tactical

Trap

Set Traps

Instant

Tactical

Self

Waylay

Instant

Tactical

Self

Dodge

Instant

Tactical

Self

Dodge

1-5

3

1v

Identify Trap

5

1v

Interrogate

5

3v

Master
Concealment

1, 2, 3,
4, 5

Varies

Pick Lock

3

1v

Quick
Search

This skill will allow a Rogue to determine if there is a
trap within 10 feet of them. It will take 15 seconds to
make this determination. The Rogue may pay an
additional 1 vigor per trap to determine the rank of and
whether or not the trap is customized. For customized
traps, the rogue will be able to determine if the trap is
customized with magic, skill, or alchemy, but will not
know the exact magic, skill or alchemy used. It takes 10
seconds to identify a trap. Any trap may be found
naturally, without the use of this skill. If this occurs, a
character may still pay 1 vigor to determine the effect of
the trap.
With this skill, the Target must answer a yes or no
question truthfully. This skill takes 1 minute to cast, and
the Target may request a martial.
This skill will allow the character to hide an item door
sized or smaller for 1 minute anywhere in a room. The
character may extend the duration of the concealment 1
minute per 3 Vigor spent.
Each rank of this skill allows a character to open a lock
of a slightly more complex nature. When a character sits
to open a lock, they determine the rank that they believe
it to be and spend an amount of vigor equal to that rank.
After 30 seconds per rank that they chose they may then
check the marshal notes for the actual rank of the lock.
If the lock was equal or lower in rank than what they
chose, the lock opens. If not, it remains closed. At
times, it may be possible for a number of additional
character with the Pick Lock Skill to assist opening an
extremely complex lock. To do this, they additional
characters must spend 1 vigor. This will raise the skill of
the primary caster by 1 per assistant. A character can
attempt to naturally pick any lock for 1 vigor. While
picking a lock, the caster gains knowledge of the rank.
This skill allows the rogue to search a target in 15
seconds rather than the normal minute
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Instant

Tactical

Self or
Trap

Set Traps

Instant

Tactical

Any

None

Instant

Tactical

Item

Conceal Item

Instant

Tactical

Lock

Previous Rank of
Pick Lock

Instant

Tactical

Any

None

3

2v

Retain

2

Varies

Set
Customized
Traps

4

Varies

Set Traps

6

5v

Shadow
Strike

3

3v

Stun

4

2v

Trap Dodge

5

2v

Use Blade
Poison

This skill will stop the character from letting go of or
dropping a weapon, shield, or item being held when a
skill would normally force them to do so. This has no
effect if the player has dropped the item for any reason
other than the use of an in-game skill, spell, or effect.
This skill will allow a Rogue to customize a trap in a
way that it can be imbued with any alchemical potion or
poison, spell or prayer or martial skill. The Rogue may
work in tandem with another player. Casting cost is 2
vigor in addition to the cost of the effect. If another
person is giving the effect placed within the trap, it falls
to that person to pay the casting cost of the skill or
prayer. If a trap is being customized through the use of
alchemy, 1 dose of the chosen potion or poison must be
expended. A phys rep for the trap must be set along with
the skill use. A marshal must approve the phys rep
before it can be used.
This skill will allow a Rogue to set a trap that does
damage. For every 1 vigor in the trap will do 5 points of
damage. A phys rep for the trap must be set along with
the skill use. A marshal must approve the phys rep
before it can be used.
This skill will cause a physical attack by the character
delivered in the back 180 degree arc of the target to
inflict 4 times the normal continuous damage of the same
type as a surprise action. The character should call
"Shadow Strike X backstab" where X is the amount of
damage they will inflict. They should also specify the
damage type if it is not normal damage.
This skill causes a characters target to be unable to walk,
attack, cast, or use any Defensive Skills. Latent defenses
may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken against the
Target will end this effect. This Skill must be delivered
to the Tunic Area.
This skill may be used to negate the effects of a trap,
seal, or radius effect as long as the target is 5 feet from
the edge of the radius. A marshal may decide when this
skill does or does not work.
Using this skill, the Rogue can apply any type of poison
to their weapon and use it as a blade poison.
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Instant

Tactical

Self

Weapon Proficiency

Weekend

Tactical

Trap

Set Traps

Weekend

Tactical

Trap

None

Instant

Offensive

Any

Waylay, Critical
Backstab

5 Seconds

Tactical

Any

Any Weapon

Instant

Tactical

Self

Dodge

Weekend

Tactical

Poison

Shadow Strike

5

4v

Waylay

This Skill will cause a character's Target to be rendered
unconscious. This Skill must be delivered between the
shoulder blades, no more than 6 inches from the base of
the neck, and must be delivered as a Surprise Action.
This effect will end if the Target receives 5 damage, or a
Sever or Break effect. This Skill will not affect
Summoned beings, nor will it affect a Target wearing an
armored helm of Chain or greater equivalency

5 minutes

Offensive

Any

Backstab

D A RT S K I LL S
Darts function like other vigor skills, but a dart may be delivered with a packet or on any weapon strike.
Darts are always considered physical effects.
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Dart Name

5

2v

Trip Dart

3

2v

Blind Dart

3

2v

Stunning
Dart

2

2v

Numb Limb
Dart

1

2v

Tangle Dart

Dart Description
If the character hits their target in the tunic area with this
dart, they will be forced to touch both knees and hands to
the ground before moving on.
If the character hits their target in the tunic area with this
dart, the target is rendered blind for 5 seconds.
If the character hits their target in the tunic area with this
dart, the target will be stunned for 5 seconds.
If the character hits their target in the tunic area with this
dart, a limb of the casters choice is paralyzed cannot be
used for 5 seconds.
If the character hits their target in the tunic area with this
dart, they are tangled and can only move at a heel-to-toe
rate for 5 seconds.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Tactical

Any

None

5 Seconds

Tactical

Any

None

5 Seconds

Tactical

Any

None

5 Seconds

Tactical

Any

None

5 Seconds

Tactical

Any

None

THE ARCANE
PROFESSIONS

M YSTICS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost
1

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name
Small
Weapon

2

Literacy

3

Staff

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

2

Caster
Essence

1-2

Mana

Knowledge Description
This ability will allow the user to wield a dagger or other
small weapons.
This skill grants a character to the ability to read and
write the common language.
This skill will allow the user the ability to wield a staff.
This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
This Knowledge allows the Monk to use Components
harvested from Component Nodes. Nodes can be
harvested at a rate of 2 points per minute. However a
single player can only harvest a single node for a
maximum of 10 points every hour. To harvest a
component, the player need simply add the white
component tags to his or her tag ring. These tags can be
traded between players, however all components wither
at the end of a standard weekend.
For every Even-numbered Character Level they possess,
the character may gain +1 healable Essence per purchase
of this Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

5th Circle Mystic
Spell

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

1-2

Vigor

The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Constant

None

S P E L LS
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Spell Name

Verbal

Spell Description

Duration

By Will Alone I Channel Magic To…
This spell will inflict damage on a target equal to the
target's last physical attack with a weapon or claw
that the target witnessed within 15 seconds. The
Instant
amount of damage and type are the same as the
target's last attack.
This spell will destroy any binds or pins on the
target. The target will also take 5 normal damage
Instant
when released.
This spell will inflict 5 points of normal damage on
Instant
the target.
When this latent spell is invoked, the next numerical
damage spell cast by the target will deal +5 damage.
This will not alter the type of damage, nor will it
change the amount of essence or energy gained from
6 Hours
a draining ability. If this is used on any spell that has
its damage divided into multiple parts, this will
affect only the first instance of damage for that spell.

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

Invoked

Any

Literacy

1

2

1m

Return Your
Damage

1

2

1m

Release You

1

2

1m

Summon a
Shard of Steel

1

2

1m

Empower
Your Spell

This latent spell will automatically invoke the next
time the target is struck with an attack or spell. The
attacker will reactively take 5 normal damage.

6 Hours

Reactive

Any

Literacy

This spell will extinguish any magical light source. It
will not stop any natural light provided by something
like a candle, fire, or the sun.

Instant

Instant

Magical
Light

Literacy

1

2

1m

Bestow a
Lesser
Damage
Shield

1

2

1m

Destroy Light
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1

2

1m

Empower
Your Blade

1

2

1m

Summon
Spheres of
Crystal

1

2

1m

Channel
Magic

2

3

2m

Burn Your
Enchantments

2

3

2m

Summon a
Shard of
Stone

2

3

2m

Summon
Scald of
Power

2

3

2m

Summon an
Arc of Power

Verbal

When this latent spell is invoked, the next physical
attack for numerical damage by the target will deal
+5 damage. This will not alter the type of damage,
and this additional damage is added on after skills
6 Hours
that multiply damage are used. This damage bonus is
not multiplied. The additional damage of this spell is
expended even if the attack misses.
This spell will allow the caster to throw 5 separate
15
packets with one casting of the spell. Each packet
seconds
inflicts 1 normal damage.
This spell will inflict 2 points of magic damage on
the target. For every additional point of mana the
caster spends at the time of casting, the spell will
inflict an additional +2 points of magic damage.
Instant
There is no limit to the amount of mana that can be
spent in this way other than the limit on the amount
of mana the caster has.
By Will Alone I Channel Magic To…
This spell will inflict 5 points of normal damage on
the target for every latent and active magical effect
on the target's person or equipment the target is
Instant
carrying. This includes spell, prayer, ritual, and
sacrament effects, as well as some special effects.
This does not dispel the effects on the target.
This spell will inflict 10 points of stone or normal
damage on the target. The damage type is chosen by
Instant
the caster when the spell is cast.
This spell will inflict 1 normal damage on the target
when cast. The caster may then maintain this spell by
holding her arm out and pointing at the target. Each
30
time the caster repeats the full verbal for this spell,
minutes
she may inflict 1 additional normal damage without
needing to strike the target with a new packet.
This spell is cast once and will inflict 5 points of
normal damage on a target. Another packet can then
be thrown at a second target for 4 points of damage,
5 seconds
and so on, decreasing by one for each packet, until
the final target takes 1 damage. These packets must
be thrown within one second of each other.
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Invoked

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells

Channeled

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells

2

3

2m

Break Your
Weapon

This spell will break a target weapon, or weapon of
the caster's choice carried by a target character.

Instant

Instant

Any

2

3

2m

Cast You
Away

This spell will force a target to move 10 feet farther
away from the caster as directly as possible.

Instant

Instant

Any

The target of this spell will take 1 point of normal
damage each time they swing or attempt to make any
physical attack, whether the attack is successful or
1 minute
Instant
not. The caster may only have one instance of this
spell active at a time.
This spell will dispel one latent defense on the target.
The caster must specify the name of the defense that
Instant
Instant
will be dispelled, but if the target does not have that
latent defense, the spell has no effect.
The target of this spell will take 2 points of normal
damage every time she casts a spell. The caster may
1 minute
Instant
only have one instance of this spell active at a time.
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Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells

2

3

2m

Backlash
your
Weapons

2

3

2m

Negate Your
Defense

2

3

2m

Create
Magical
Feedback

3

4

3m

Summon a
Shard of
Silver

This spell will inflict 15 points of silver or normal
damage on the target.

Instant

Instant

Any

3

4

3m

Scar Your
Flesh

This spell will inflict 10 points of essence damage on
the target.

Instant

Instant

Any

3

4

3m

Destroy Your
Mana

This spell will expend 5 points of mana from the
target's unspent mana pool.

Instant

Instant

Any

3

4

3m

Break Your
Limb

This spell will break a target's limb of the caster's
choice.

Instant

Instant

Any

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells

Verbal

3

4

3m

Destroy Your
Concentration

3

4

3m

Strip Your
Stamina

This spell will end the effects of any spell being
channeled or maintained by the target. This will
usually not work on sanctuary effects since the spell
cannot reach the target through the protection of the
sanctuary.
This spell will inflict 1 point of aggravated essence
damage on the target. A target cannot be affected by
this spell more than once per 6 hours.
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Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Mystic
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells

3

3

4

4

3m

Destroy Your
Vigor

This spell will expend 5 points of vigor from the
target's unspent vigor pool.

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells

3m

Bestow a
Greater
Damage
Shield

This latent spell will automatically invoke the next
time the target is struck with an attack or spell. The
attacker will reactively take 15 normal damage.

6 Hours

Reactive

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

4

3m

Shock Your
Mana/Vigor

4

5

4m

Summon a
Shard of
Mithril

4

5

4m

Create a
Volatile
Component

4

5

4m

Break Your
Shield

3

Verbal

4

5

4m

Raise a
Banner of
Power

4

5

4m

Shock Your
Armor

This spell will inflict normal damage on the target in
a numerical amount equal to half the target's current
unspent mana or vigor pool (round up). The caster
chooses whether this spell will be determined based
Instant
Instant
on mana or vigor when the spell is cast. This spell
cannot inflict more than 50 damage in a single
casting before other effects are applied.
By Will Alone I Channel Magic From Realms Beyond to…
This spell will inflict 20 points of mithril or normal
damage on the target. The damage type is chosen by
Instant
Instant
the caster when the spell is cast.
This spell turns a component into a small orb of
energy that will explode on impact inflicting 5 times
the amount of mana or vigor in the component in
normal damage on the target. When this spell is cast,
6 Hours
Instant
the orb is represented with a packet which any
character may then throw with no additional cost or
verbal. Whether the orb is used or not, the
component is consumed.
This spell will break a target shield or shield of the
caster's choice held by a target character.
This Banner will grant all allies who can see it mana
efficiency. All abilities that use mana cost 1 less
mana to a minimum cost of 1 mana. This is a spell
but still requires the help of a ritualist to raise. For
more details on banners please see the banners
section in the Ritualists section.
This spell will inflict an amount of essence damage
on the target equal to the amount of armor points the
target is wearing if it were at full repair. This spell
cannot inflict more than 50 damage in a single
casting before other effects are applied.
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Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

30
minutes

Channeled

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

4

5

4m

Create a
Conduit of
Magic

4

5

4m

Bestow
Armor of
Destruction

4

5

4m

Summon a
Wall of
Power

4

5

4m

Destroy Seal

5

6

5m

Bestow
Strength of
Vigor

5

6

5m

Summon a
Shard of
Crystal

5

6

5m

Summon a
Scourge of
Power

Verbal

This spell will grant the caster mana efficiency. All
abilities that use mana cost 1 less mana to a
minimum cost of 1 mana. This reduction will stack
30
with other mana reducing effects to a minimum of 1
Channeled
minutes
mana cost. To maintain this spell the caster must
hold one arm straight above her head for the
duration.
This latent defense can be invoked as a response to
any successful weapon attack on the target. When
invoked the weapon that delivered the attack
6 Hours
Reactive
reactively takes a break effect as per "Break Your
Weapon."
This spell will create a magical wall up to 10 feet in
length where the packet lands, perpendicular to the
caster. Passing through the wall, making an attack,
or casting a single spell through the wall causes the
character doing so to take 15 points of magic
5 minutes Channeled
damage. This will happen for each spell or attack
made through the wall, or every 5 seconds while
standing in the wall. To maintain the wall, the caster
must aim a flashlight beam on the wall and slowly
pivot it to mark the length of the wall.
This spell will expend 3 charges of any seal without
triggering the effects of that seal. If this expends the
Instant
Instant
last charge of a seal, it is dispelled.
By Will Alone I Channel Magic From Realms Beyond this Mortal Plane To…
This spell does not alter the type of damage dealt.
This spell will allow a target to spend any amount of
vigor he has on any physical attack he makes while it 1 minute
Instant
is active. For each point of vigor spent, he increases
the damage of the attack by +2 of the same type.
This spell will inflict 25 points of magic or normal
damage on the target. The damage type is chosen by
Instant
Instant
the caster when the spell is cast.
This spell will inflict 2 normal damage on the target
when cast. The caster may then maintain this spell by
holding her arm out and pointing at the target. Each
30
Channeled
time the caster repeats the full verbal for this spell,
minutes
she may inflict 2 additional normal damage without
needing to strike the target with a new packet.
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Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells

Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells

5

6

5m

Obliterate
Your Mana

This spell will expend 10 points of mana from the
target's unspent mana pool.

Instant

Instant

Any

5

6

5m

Obliterate
Your Vigor

This spell will expend 10 points of vigor from the
target's unspent vigor pool.

Instant

Instant

Any

10
seconds

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells

Instant

Instant

Sanctuary or
Imprisonment

Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells

30
minutes

Channeled

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells

1 hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Mystic
Spells

5

6

5m

Summon a
Greater Arc
of Power

This spell is cast once and will inflict 10 points of
normal damage on a target. Another packet can then
be thrown at a second target for 9 points of damage,
and so on, decreasing by one for each packet, until
the final target takes 1 damage. These packets must
be thrown within one second of each other.

5

6

5m

Obliterate
Your
Sanctuary

This spell will end any sanctuary or imprisonment
type of effect.

5

6

5m

Summon an
Arcane
Tempest

5

6

5m

Create a
Ward of
Energy

This spell will allow the caster to repeat the full
verbal at any time while it is active to cast a spell
that will inflict 5 magic damage on a target. To
maintain this spell the caster must hold one arm
straight above her head for the duration.
This ritual will create a ward that will inflict 1 magic
damage on anybody within the area every 30
seconds. This ward will affect a single indoor room
or structure, or an open area no larger than 10'x10'.
For a room, note and a lit marking must be placed at
each door to the room to show that there is a ward.
Outdoors a marker and lighting must clearly denote
the full area affected. The ward can be raised and
lowered with a password set by the caster. The
password must be kept on the closed section of the
area notes.
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R ITUALISTS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

5

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name
Elverin's
Strength

3

Ritual
Efficiency
Small
Weapon
Staff

2

Literacy

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

2

Caster
Essence

3
1

Knowledge Description
This skill will allow the Ritualist to replace the
aggravated essence requirement of any ritual or
sacrament they know with a normal vigor cost at the rate
of one for one. Ritual Efficiency applies before Elverin's
Strength.
This skill will allow the Ritualist to lower the Essence
cost of any ritual or sacrament she casts to 1 essence.
This ability will allow the user to wield a dagger or other
small weapons.
This ability will allow the user to wield a staff.
This skill grants a character to the ability to read and
write the common language.
This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
This Knowledge allows the Monk to use Components
harvested from Component Nodes. Nodes can be
harvested at a rate of 2 points per minute. However a
single player can only harvest a single node for a
maximum of 10 points every hour. To harvest a
component, the player need simply add the white
component tags to his or her tag ring. These tags can be
traded between players, however all components wither
at the end of a standard weekend.
For every Even-numbered Character Level they possess,
the character may gain +1 healable Essence per purchase
of this Knowledge.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

5th Rank Ritualist
Ritual

Constant

None

Constant

None

1-2

Mana

1-2

Vigor

The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Constant

None

Constant

None

M AN A S K I L L S
Rank

Build
Cost
2

Casting
Cost
3m

Skill Name
Raise
Banner

Skill Description
This ability allows the Ritualist to raise a banner as well
as aid others in the raising of a banner

Duration
30
minutes

Effect

Target

Prerequisites
st

Channeled

Banner

1 Rank Ritualist
Ritual

R I T U A LS
Golem summoning: Golems follow all normal rules for summoning. Targets must be conscious and willing at the time of casting. Casting any
golem requires the ritualist to have a piece of the raw material the golem is made of at the time of casting. This is consumed in casting unless
the ritualist spends an additional 2 mana, though that piece of material cannot be used for anything in game other than golem summoning in
the future. If the ritualist uses a non-standard type of the material (like a special creature's flesh, special metal, or unusual crystal) see plot for
possible additional effects or stats. The golem summoning is placed within the target at the time of casting and remains latent until invoked by
the target. The target must wear makeup or a mask to represent the summoning when it is invoked. The ritualist may also invoke the latent
golem summoning if they can see the target in game, and the target can hear them out of game. The target does not need to be conscious or
willing to have the golem invoked. When invoked, the target becomes the golem and replaces her stats and skills with the golem's. She loses
access to any active or latent rituals on her person though durations continue normally. If the character is unconscious her death count is
paused. When the golem summoning ends the target returns to the state she was in before the ritual was invoked, including resuming a death
count if applicable. Golems are not considered truly living or dead, but all healing abilities that work on living targets will work on golems.
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Transformations: All transformation rituals require a willing target. The target gives up all skills on standard professions, sub professions,
advanced and hidden lists. The character does not give up any racial skills known. The character gives up all unspent mana, vigor, and essence
purchased with build. All build from skills, mana, vigor, and essence that is given up becomes a pool that the target may spend on mana, vigor,
essence, and new skills based on the transformation ritual being used. The target requires a guide that knows her target profession, but may
have more than one guide in that profession. The target may purchase any mana, vigor, or essence according to the costs of the new
profession. The target may only buy skills from one primary profession and may only buy skills her guide or guides know. Targets may not buy
teach or teach skills to anyone else while transformed. A target may not transform into any class that conflicts with her baptisms or affinities.
At the end of the transformation ritual the target burns out, and all mana and vigor on the current tag ring is lost and cannot be regained by
any means until the target cycles power to a new tag ring.
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Ritual Name

Ritual Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Balance

When invoked, this ritual will allow the target
weapon to inflict +1 damage of whatever type the
weapon currently inflicts.

6 Hours

Invoked/
30
minutes

Weapon

Literacy

Lesser Armor
Enchantment

This ritual will enchant a piece of clothing (cloth
armor) so that it grants +10 repairable armor points.
These armor points function like regular armor, but
are spent before those granted by physical armor or
shields and they do not get reduced if worn with
other armor. Armor points gained in this way can be
repaired through the repair leather armor skill.

6 Hours

Instant

Cloth
Armor

Literacy

Bestow Ritual
Protection

This ritual, once invoked will protect the target from
being a target of any other ritual/sacrament that is
being used against them. Once invoked, this ritual
will protect the target from all rituals being cast upon
them for one hour from the same source.

6 Hours

Invoked/
1 hour

Any

Literacy

Ritual of
Closure

This ritual will protect one pocket or pouch from all
picking attempts. The tags for this ritual must be kept
inside the pocket that is under this enchantment.
Break concealment will pierce this ritual, but the
ritualist becomes instantly aware his or her picket has
been picked.

6 Hours

Instant

Pocket or
Pouch

Literacy

1

1

1

3

3

3

1m, 1v,
1e

1m, 1v,
1e

1m, 1v,
1e
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1

1

3

3

1m, 1v,
1e

1m, 1v,
1e

Imbue Object

This will allow a Ritualist to place one charge of any
spell or Prayer inside of any item that is not a
weapon, shield, armor, or something that is
consumed. The spell that is placed inside the item
requires the spell to be successfully cast on the object
when the enchantment is placed on the item. A
Ritualist may work in conjunction with any other
class to enchant the item. When working in
conjunction with another class, the helper spends
normal casting cost for the spell or prayer being held
within the item. Any character in possession of the
item may then cast the spell held in the item at no
additional cost using the normal verbal and casting
rules. Profession, baptism, and affinity restrictions do
apply to characters attempting to cast a spell imbued
in an item.

6 Hours

Imbue Food

This will allow a Ritualist to place one charge of any
spell or Prayer inside of any single piece of food or a
glass or bottle of drink. The spell that is placed inside
the item requires the spell to be successfully cast on
the food or drink when the enchantment is placed
into it. A Ritualist may work in conjunction with any
other class to enchant the item. When working in
conjunction with another class, the helper spends
normal casting cost for the spell or prayer being held
within the food or drink. Any character that takes the
first bite or sip of the food or drink has the spell
effect cast on them automatically with no verbal or
additional cost. They can receive this effect
regardless of baptism or affinity, though profession
restrictions still apply. If the effect is negative or
unknown, a tag must be left on the food or drink, or a
character or marshal must be present to inform
anyone who is affected by the imbued food or drink.

6 Hours

80

Instant

NonWeapon,
Shield,
Armor, or
Consumable
Item

Literacy

Instant

Consumable
Item

Literacy

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

1m, 1v,
1e

1m, 1v,
1e

1m, 1v,
1e

1m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Arcane
Transformation

When cast, a willing target gives up all knowledge of
the arts they know and may duplicate the knowledge
of an arcane profession. All rituals and latent spells
or prayers cast before this transformation will remain
in effect, though profession restrictions of the new
profession apply. See the transformation rules for the
full effects and limitations.

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Literacy

Magical Aura

This ritual will cause a non-magical target to have a
magical aura for the duration. It will not grant the
target any magical properties, only the aura of magic
for detection purposes. It will also cause a target with
a magical aura to detect as mundane with no special
aura for the duration.

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Literacy

Dim Seal

This ritual allows the caster to disable a seal for the
duration even if she does not know the password.
The seal is not dispelled, but will not be triggered.
Once this ritual ends the seal goes back to its normal
state of functioning and has as many charges as it did
before casting.

1 Minute

Instant

Seal

Literacy

Flesh Golem

This Ritual allows the energy of a flesh golem to be
placed within a target. This ritual follows the normal
rules for summoning abilities, as well as the special
rules for golem summoning. The Ritualist cannot
cast this ritual on himself.

6 Hours

Invoked/
1 hour

Any

Literacy

81

Flesh Golem - Costume: mask or makeup with
stitches on face
Essence: 25
Mana: 5
Vigor: 0
Racials: Supple flesh (double effects of numerical
healing)
Attack: base with weapons/hands
Defenses: none
Weaknesses: vulnerable to essence (+1 melee/+5
spell)
Skills: weapon master, shield, florentine, master
florentine, hand-to-hand, armor efficiency (plate)
“As the ritual commands, I…”
Spells: inflict weakness of flesh (1m or e) – spell cast
disarm (as per lose your grip)

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Augmentation

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Wording

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Ritual Coffin

This ritual will grant the target +5 healable essence.
This will stack with other effects that increase
healable essence.
Some seals and wards require a password to raise
and lower the magical forces of these powers. This
ritual will allow the Ritualist to change the word of
power for a seal or ward. The original caster must be
present, give consent, and tell the caster the original
password.
This ritual will allow a Ritualist to pause a target’s
death count. This ritual will cause the death count to
be halted as long as the Ritualist stays in contact with
the target body. If the Ritualist loses contact, the
target resumes his death count from the moment
where it was stopped. As soon as the Ritualist starts
this ritual, the target’s death count will stop. Once
the ritual is completed, the Ritualist can resume the
effects if she loses contact with the body by making
contact with it again before the ritual duration
expires.
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6 hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

Instant

Instant

Seal or
Ward

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

30
minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Banner of the
Ritualist

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of Rest

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Retribution

This banner will allow any rituals or sacraments cast
by allies who can see the banner to be cast in one
minute. The ritual can be from any class. For the
complete rules on raising a banner please reference
the Ritualist section of the rule book on raising
banners.
A person who is well rested is worth their weight in
gold. This ritual will invoke when a target goes to
sleep. If someone tries to affect the target with any
in-game skills or abilities while they are sleep, those
abilities will automatically fail. The target of this
ritual must be asleep naturally, and should leave an
area note to clarify this effect. Sleep induced with an
in-game skill or item will not activate this ritual. If
the target wakes up out of game by a failed attack or
noise they may choose to remain asleep in game, but
must remain asleep in game for the whole duration of
the ritual. If they choose to wake up from an attack
or skill that would make enough noise to wake them
up in game, they lose the protection of the ritual.
The Ritualist may only cast this ritual on herself or
another ritualist. When invoked, it will return one
instance of numerical damage back upon the person
who inflicted it for the same amount. This damage is
magic damage. The Ritualist still takes the damage.
If the damage causes the Ritualist to fall to
unconscious, this ritual will automatically invoke and
cause the target 3 times the damage of the original
strike. The return damage in this case is smite
damage.
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30
minutes

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

6 Hours

Reactive/
8 hours

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

6 Hours

Invoked
or
Reactive

Ritualist

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Empowerment

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Minor
Attunement

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Wood Golem

This ritual will allow the user to recharge magic
items and scrolls, as well as recharging seals, and
extending the duration of a golem. To recharge a
seal, the Ritualist just casts this ritual on the already
expended seal mark. If it is within the duration of the
original seal, the seal regains its normal effects and
full charges until the end of its original duration. To
recharge a magical item, the Ritualist must expend
the mana, vigor, or power needed to cast the items
spell for each use to be recharged. If the item has a
unique ability or an ability that does not cost mana,
vigor, or power, it cannot be recharged in this way.
Magic items must have at least 1 charge left to for
this ritual to work and cannot be recharged above
their original maximum charges. When cast upon an
invoked golem, this ritual will extend the duration of
the active golem for 1 additional hour beyond its
original expiration.
This ritual will prevent 1 target item from being
removed from a person present and willing at the
time of casting. The item cannot be removed from
within arm's reach of the person named when the
ritual is cast. If the person dies while this ritual is
active, the item becomes a spirit with them. They
will resurrect with the item as long as the
resurrection takes place before the ritual ends. The
item cannot be stolen. It can be disarmed, but is still
bound within arm's reach of the named person.
This Ritual allows the energy of a wood golem to be
placed within a target. This ritual follows the normal
rules for summoning abilities, as well as the special
rules for golem summoning. The Ritualist cannot
cast this ritual on himself.
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Varies

Instant

Magic
Items,
Scrolls,
Seals, and
Golems

6 hours

Instant

Any Item

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

6 Hours

Invoked/
1 hour

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

Equal number of
Rank 1 Ritualist
Rituals

Wood Golem - Costume: mask or makeup with bark
and leaves
Essence: 25
Mana: 10
Vigor: 5
Racials: Consume tree (contact with living tree for 1
min, regain 5 e, m, or v), Meld with Tree (as per elf
racial, once per hour)
Attack: base with weapons/long white claws
Defenses: Immune to poisons
Weaknesses: vulnerable to elemental (+1 melee/+5
spell)
Skills: escape bonds (1v), thorns – as per numb limb
dart (2v or e), entangle – as per tangle dart (2v or e)
“As the ritual commands, I…”
Spells: root (1m or e) – pin leg of choice 1 min, snare
your limbs (2m or e) – bind limbs 1 min

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Swapping

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Dispel Ritual

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Ward of
Barring

This ritual causes all of a target’s vigor to become
mana and all that targets mana to become vigor. This
ritual transforms both the target's current and
maximum levels for these pools. At the end of the
ritual, the two pools swap again at their current and
maximum levels. The target does not need to be
willing.
This ritual will end the effects and duration of any
rank 1-5 ritual or sacrament. Rituals and sacraments
with an instant duration cannot be dispelled.
This ritual will create a ward preventing any
character of lower than level 20 from entering the
room. This will also stop all rank 1 through 4
creatures.
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1 hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

Instant

Instant

Rituals and
Sacraments

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

6 hours

Instant

Ward

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Greater Imbue
Object

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Greater
Balance

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of Race
Change

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Armor
Enchantment

This will allow a Ritualist to place three charges of
any spell or Prayer inside of any item that is not a
weapon, shield, armor, or something that is
consumed. The spell that is placed inside the item
requires the spell to be successfully cast on the object
when the enchantment is placed on the item. A
Ritualist may work in conjunction with any other
class to enchant the item. When working in
conjunction with another class, the helper spends
normal casting cost for the spell or prayer being held
within the item. Any character in possession of the
item may then cast the spell held in the item at no
additional cost using the normal verbal and casting
rules. Profession, baptism, and affinity restrictions do
apply to characters attempting to cast a spell imbued
in an item.
When invoked, this ritual will allow the target
weapon to swing +2 damage of whatever type the
weapon currently inflicts.
This ritual will allow a willing target to permanently
change her race. The target gains the free racial of
the new race. All build that was spent on purchasing
racial skills may immediately be spent on racial skills
of the new race, with any left over becoming unspent
build. A person of the race that the target is changing
into must be present to guide the change. This ritual
may only be performed once per lifetime of any
given character.
This ritual will enchant a piece of clothing (cloth
armor) so that it grants +20 armor points. These
armor points function like regular armor, but are
spent before those granted by physical armor or
shields and they do not get reduced if worn with
other armor. Armor points gained in this way can be
repaired through the repair leather armor skill.
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6 hours

Instant

NonWeapon,
Shield,
Armor, or
Consumable
Item

6 Hours

Invoked/
30
minutes

Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

Permanent

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

6 hours

Instant

Cloth
Armor

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

3

3

5

5

3m, 1v,
1e

3m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Priestly
Transformation

When cast, a willing target gives up all knowledge of
the arts they know and may duplicate the knowledge
of a divine profession of the Eddar, Sh'ddar or
Woddar. All rituals and latent spells or prayers cast
before this transformation will remain in effect,
though profession restrictions of the new profession
apply. See the transformation rules for the full effects
and limitations.

6 hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

Stone Golem

This Ritual allows the energy of a stone golem to be
placed within a target. This ritual follows the normal
rules for summoning abilities, as well as the special
rules for golem summoning. The Ritualist cannot
cast this ritual on himself.

6 Hours

Invoked/
1 hour

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Ritualist
Rituals

6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals

Stone Golem - Costume: gray or stone makeup or
mask
Essence: 30
Mana: 5
Vigor: 15
Racials: Stone Flesh (invoke once per hour, minimal
to physical for 1 min)
Attack: base +2 with weapons, long white claws 5
Defenses: Minimal to elemental, immune to poisons,
soak of 1, break resist 1v
Weaknesses: vulnerable to mithril (+1 melee/+5
spell)
Skills: weapon master, strength +2, claw prof x1,
knockback 3v, break limb 3v
“As the ritual commands, I…”
Spells: strike you with stone (1m or e) – 5 stone,
bestow stone skin (1m or e) – +5 armor, bestow
stone blood - +5 essence (2m or e), conjure a stone
arm (3m or e)

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of
Weapon
Casting

This ritual when invoked will allow the target to cast
any spell or prayer she knows through any weapons
or claws she is holding and knows how to use. Spells
cast in this way follow the standard rules for weapon
casting.
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4

4

4

4

6

6

6

6

4m, 2v,
2e

4m, 2v,
2e

4m, 2v,
2e

4m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of
Extension

This ritual will extend the duration of any imbuing to
3 months. The imbuing otherwise remains the same.

3 months

Instant

Imbued
Item

Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals

Imbue Energy
Gem

This ritual will allow a gem to be used by any person
to store mana or vigor. The gem is charged when the
ritual is cast, at which point any character may
donate mana or vigor into the gem. The mana or
vigor expended in donation is considered aggravated.
A maximum of 30 mana or vigor may be stored in
any combination. Any character may draw upon the
mana or vigor in the gem by touching it.

6 hours

Instant

Gem

Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals

Ritual of
Martial
Transformation

When cast, a willing target gives up all knowledge of
the arts they know and may duplicate the knowledge
of a martial profession. All rituals and latent spells or
prayers cast before this transformation will remain in
effect, though profession restrictions of the new
profession apply. See the transformation rules for the
full effects and limitations. Note: Targets who
transform into spellswords may not summon Kinara
blades unless their guide gives up the ability to
summon Kinara blades for the duration of this ritual.

6 hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals

Ritual of
Recall

This ritual must first be cast at a place that will act as
a recall point for the willing target. A personal item
belonging to the target must be left at the recall
point. The target may then invoke this ritual with the
verbal, "As the ritual commands, I invoke Ritual of
Recall!" to return to the point of casting. When
invoked, the player must put on a white headband
and go directly to the predetermined spot and appear
in game.

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals
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4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of Entry

This ritual when invoked will allow the target to pass
through a wall, be it magical or mundane with all
items that they possess. They may pass out through
the same wall, but only at the same spot at which
they came in and the second passing must take place
within 5 minutes of the first. A player who is passing
through a wall may not attack or defend while any
part of them is still in the wall, though they can be
attacked from the side they are emerging into.

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of
Greater
Augmentation

This ritual will grant the target +10 healable essence.

6 hours

Instant

Any

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of
Power

This ritual will grant the target either +10 healable
vigor or mana.

6 hours

Instant

Any

Metal Golem

This Ritual allows the energy of a metal golem to be
placed within a target. This ritual follows the normal
rules for summoning abilities, as well as the special
rules for golem summoning. The Ritualist cannot
cast this ritual on himself.

6 Hours

Invoked/
1 hour

Any

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e
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6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals

Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals
Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals
Equal number of
Rank 3 Ritualist
Rituals

Metal Golem: Steel - Costume: metallic makeup or
mask
Essence: 40
Mana: 5
Vigor: 25
Racials: Metal made (fully healed mana, vigor, and
essence through smith reforging, can be healed for
armor or essence with armor patch), One with metal
(gain points for metal armor worn, metal armor worn
can be healed as if living but is attuned)
Attack: base +3 with weapons, long white claws 5
Defenses: Minimal to normal, immune to poison,
immune to breaks, immune to waylay, stun resist 1v,
sever resist 3v, soak of 2
Weaknesses: heat metal causes slowness (heel to toe,
1 min)
Skills: weapon master, strength +2, claw prof x1,
stun 2v, intercede 2v, armor patch 2v, crit 3v, block
3v, parry 5v
“As the ritual commands, I…”
Spells: summon a shard of steel (2m or e) – 10
damage

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of
Concentration

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of
Greater
Retribution

This ritual will give the target the ability to cast
spells or prayers or invoke abilities without
interruption from damage. Other effects that would
prevent casting like silence or stuns will still
interrupt the target.
The Ritualist may only cast this ritual on herself or
another Ritualist. When invoked, it will return one
instance of numerical damage back upon the person
who inflicted it 3 times a strong. This damage is
magic damage. The Ritualist still takes the damage.
If the damage causes the Ritualist to fall to
unconscious, this ritual will automatically invoke and
cause the target 9 times the damage of the original
strike. The return damage in this case is smite
damage.
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6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

6 Hours

Invoked
or
Reactive

Ritualist

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Imbue Gem of
the War Mage

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of
Destruction

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of Life

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Ward of
Blocking

This ritual will allow a gem to be imbued with a spell
or prayer. A Ritualist may work with any other
willing character to place a spell inside of the gem.
Once placed in the gem, the owner of the spell loses
all ability to cast that one spell for the duration of the
imbuing. Any character holding the gem may then
cast the spell using her own vigor pool, not mana, to
pay the original casting cost. The wielder uses the
original spell's verbal and all normal casting,
baptism, and affinity rules apply.
This ritual will destroy any one item or permanent
effect. Please note that some powerful, artifact items
or enchantments may be unaffected by this ritual.
Ritualists are good to have as friends especially
towards the end of one's life. This ritual can be
performed on the remains of a dead body or any parts
of those remains. The target may return to life no
matter how long they have been dead as if
undergoing a normal resurrection. The target of this
ritual must be willing to come back and cannot be
forced back to the mortal realm. A character may
only have this ritual cast once ever. Keep in mind
that the longer that a target has been dead, the less
likely that she will want to come back. This ritual
must be marked as successfully preformed on the
target’s card.
This ritual will create a ward preventing any
character of lower than level 25 from entering the
room. This will also stop all rank 1 through 4
creatures, and most rank 5 creatures (at marshal's
discretion). For each character that assists in the
casting of the ritual and donates 1 mana and 1
aggravated essence, the level restriction increases by
2.
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6 hours

Instant

Gem

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

Instant

Instant

Item or
Effect

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

6 hours

Instant

Ward

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Ritual of
Restore
Memory

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Winds of
Change

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Crystal Golem

This ritual will restore all of a target's memories to
normal as long as their memories have been altered
within the last 6 hours. This will both restore missing
memories as well as removing false memories. The
target will only remember things that their character
could have known or perceived before their memory
was altered. This will also give a character in their
normal body the memories of what they experienced
while they were host to a summoned form.
This ritual will allow a willing target to completely
re-spend all spent build on a character except for
racials. The target may choose to sacrifice any mana,
vigor, power, essence, skills, professions, subprofessions, and advanced or hidden lists. The target
may then choose to spend build on any mana, vigor,
professions, sub-professions, or skills belonging to
those, even if she did not know them before, as long
as she has guides who can teach any new
professions, sub-professions, or skills she is
attempting to learn. All pre-requisites must be
satisfied for any skills, professions, or subprofessions learned or kept. If a faith profession is
chosen, the target must have an appropriate baptism
or affinity for any skills learned. Any build that the
target does not want to re-spend, may be held as
unspent build on their card. Plot must be informed
when this ritual is cast, and a note must be made on
the card along with an explanation of everything lost
and gained. This ritual will not allow the person to
change races or re-spend any build spent on racial
abilities. A target of this ritual cannot learn any
hidden or advanced lists through this ritual. This
ritual may only be cast once ever on any given
character.
This Ritual allows the energy of a crystal golem to be
placed within a target. This ritual follows the normal
rules for summoning abilities, as well as the special
rules for golem summoning. The Ritualist cannot
cast this ritual on himself.
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Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

Permanent

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

6 Hours

Invoked/
1 hour

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Ritualist
Rituals

Crystal Golem
Essence: 50
Mana: 30
Vigor: 15
Racials: Refract magic (any time the golem negates a
spell it may choose to absorb the casting cost as per
absorption, or spend 1 mana to redirect the spell to a
new target with no verbal, as if the golem were the
caster)
Attack: base +2 with weapons, long white claws 6
magic
Defenses: minimal to normal/magic/spells/prayers
(other than infernal damage), immune to poison,
immune to breaks, stun resist 1v, sever resist 3v
Weaknesses: vulnerable to infernal (+1 melee/+5
magic)
Skills: weapon master, weapon casting (includes
claws), strength +2, claw prof x2, withdraw power
2v
“As the ritual commands, I…”
Spells: grant light (0m), empower your spell (1m) –
invoked +5 next spell, summon a scald of power –
channel 1 dmg per verbal (2m), scar your flesh – 10
essence (3m), shock your armor (4m), summon a
shard of crystal (5m or e) – 25 magic, bestow
invulnerability (3m), bestow negation (4m)
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W IZARDS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost
1

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name
Small
Weapon

2

Literacy

3

Staff

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

2

Caster
Essence

1-2

Mana

Knowledge Description
This ability will allow the user to wield a dagger or other
small weapons.
This skill grants a character to the ability to read and
write the common language.
This skill will allow the user the ability to wield a staff.
This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
This Knowledge allows the Monk to use Components
harvested from Component Nodes. Nodes can be
harvested at a rate of 2 points per minute. However a
single player can only harvest a single node for a
maximum of 10 points every hour. To harvest a
component, the player need simply add the white
component tags to his or her tag ring. These tags can be
traded between players, however all components wither
at the end of a standard weekend.
For every Even-numbered Character Level they possess,
the character may gain +1 healable Essence per purchase
of this Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

5th Circle Wizard
Spell or Ritual

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

1-2

Vigor

The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Constant

None

S P E L LS
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Spell Name

Verbal

0

2

Touch Magic

0

2

Grant Light

0

2

Bestow
Wizard’s
Armor

0

2

Knock

0

Verbal

2

Discern Spell

Spell Description

Duration

I Wield the Arcane Astral Power to…
This spell allows a Wizard to tell if a target is magical
or not. This spell requires touching the object, thus
setting off any traps or effects that may be latent and
Instant
triggered by touch. This spell will not reveal the
nature of the magic or how it works, only the
presence of a magical aura.
This prayer allows a Wizard to summon an in-game
light. The light used may be a glow stick or small
30
flashlight of any color. This light must remain in the
Minutes
possession of the caster. This spell may also be used
to light a room for the duration.
This spell will grant the target +1 temporary armor.
This will be the first armor point to be destroyed
when in battle and may not be repaired. This armor
6 Hours
point will not stack with any other armor enhancing
effects.
This spell will dispel a Wizard’s lock.

Instant

This spell will allow the Wizard to ask for the rank,
name, and description of a magical effect they have
seen cast in the last 15 seconds. The wizard does not
Instant
need to hit any target with a spell packet for this
spell. This may not work on some rare or unique
effects.
I Wield the Arcane Astral Power to…
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Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Wizards
Lock

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

1

2

1m

Detect Magic

1

2

1m

Summon an
Energy Bolt

1

2

1m

Pin Your
Limb

1

2

1m

Bestow
Illiam’s
Defense

1

2

1m

Bestow Spirit
Sight

1

2

1m

Stay Your
Distance

1

2

1m

Create a
Mana Bridge

1

2

1m

Create a
Wizard’s
Lock

This spell allows a Wizard to tell if a target is magical
or not. This spell will not reveal the nature of the
magic or how it works, only the presence of a
magical aura.
This spell will inflict 5 points of magic damage on
the target.
The caster may hold a target's foot of the caster's
choice in place on the ground. The target may still
pivot and move, just cannot move that single foot
from where it was pinned. Use of +2 Strength will
break this pin in 5 seconds.
This spell will bestow 5 points of temporary armor to
the target. These will be the first armor points spent
and once spent this effect ends. These points can raise
a target above her maximum but cannot be repaired.
This spell allows the caster to see spirits. Spirits are
represented by people wearing red headbands. The
caster cannot speak with or hear the spirits with this
spell.
This spell will push a target 10 feet away from the
caster and hold them at that distance. The target may
not approach the caster closer than 10 feet, though if
the caster approaches the target closer than this the
distance is reduced. Once cast, the caster must hold
their arm out with an open palm facing the target. If
the caster lowers her arm, the effect ends.
This spell will transfer mana points from one target
with a mana pool to another target with a mana pool.
Casting this spell requires 1 full minute during which
the caster must touch both willing targets. Any
number of mana points may be transferred between
the targets at the end of this minute. Normal mana
pool maximums apply for both targets.
This spell creates a rank 1 magical lock on the target
gate, door, or container. This lock has no key, though
the caster may unlock or lock it freely. It can be
picked normally, and if picked the lock is dispelled.
This spell will not work on a target that has an ingame lock.
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Instant

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Instant

Any

Literacy

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Literacy

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Literacy

30
Minutes

Instant

Any

Literacy

5 Minutes

Channeled

Any

Literacy

Instant

Channeled

Any Two
Willing

Literacy

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Literacy

Verbal

2

3

2m

Bind Your
Limbs

2

3

2m

Summon an
Energy Ball

2

3

2m

Discern Truth

2

3

2m

Seal this
Scroll to
Memory

2

3

2m

Heal Mana

2

3

2m

Absorb Your
Defense

2

3

2m

Bestow an
Aura of
Defense

I Wield the Arcane Astral Power to…
This spell will bind a target's arms and legs. The
target's feet are stuck to the ground, and the target's
arms must remain crossed or at her sides. The target
may still wiggle, speak, and invoke latent effects, but
1 minute
may not actively cast or fight. Use of +2 Strength will
break this bind in 5 seconds. A sever effect or 10
damage will also break this bind.
This spell will inflict 10 points of magic damage on
the target.
This spell will determine if the last statement a target
said within 15 seconds was true. This will only
confirm if the target believes she said something that
is true to the best of her knowledge. This spell does
not require a packet. This spell has Perfect Aim.
Either the caster or target may request a marshal.
This spell will allow the caster to expend one charge
of a target scroll and gain the ability to use the ability
on the scroll for the duration. If the ability on the
scroll has a standard cost, the caster must spend this
cost from her own pools. This may not work on
scrolls for rare or unique abilities.
This spell will allow the caster to restore 2 mana to
the target's pool. Normal pool maximums still apply.
There is no additional cost to this spell besides
casting cost. If the casting cost of this spell is
changed by any means, the amount of mana restored
by the spell is changed in the same way.
This spell will affect an unconscious, dying, or dead
target. If the target has any latent magical effects,
they will lose a latent effect of their choice. If the
target loses a latent effect in this way, caster will then
gain 3 mana. Normal pool maximums still apply.
This spell places a latent negation effect on the target.
It may be invoked in response to any rank 4 or 5 spell
or prayer. This spell will negate that effect, as well as
bestowing a new negation effect of the same type
every minute thereafter for five minutes. If these
negation effects are not used when a new one is
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Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Spells

6 hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any
Unconscious
or Dead

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Spells

6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Spells

bestowed or the duration runs out, they are lost.

3

2m

Bestow
Shimmering
Skin

3

4

3m

Summon an
Energy Blast

3

4

3m

Bestow
Illiam’s Mail

3

4

3m

Bestow Ward
of the
Arcanum

3

4

3m

Summon a
Wall of
Magic

3

4

3m

Break Your
Weapon

Empower
Seal

2

Verbal

3

4

3m

This spell will bestow 5 points of temporary essence
to the target. These will be the first essence points
spent and once spent this effect ends. These points
6 Hours
can raise a target above her maximum but cannot be
healed. These points may not be spent to fuel effects
like rituals.
I wield the Arcane Astral Power of Elysium to…

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Any

Instant

Instant

Any

6 Hours

Instant

Any

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Spells

5 Minutes

Channeled

Wall

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Spells

This spell will break a target weapon, or weapon of
the caster's choice carried by a target character.

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Spells

This spell will add one charge to an active or
expended seal, as long as it is still within the seal's
original duration. Instead of the original effect, the
seal will deal 20 points of magic damage. The
recharge time between charges of the seal is reduced
to 30 seconds. This will extend the duration of the
seal to 6 hours from this spell's casting time.

6 Hours

Instant

Seal

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Spells

This spell will inflict 15 points of magic damage on
the target.
This spell will bestow 10 points of temporary armor
to target. These will be the first armor points to be
destroyed when in battle and may not be repaired.
This spell places a latent defense on the target that
can be invoked any time the target is struck with a
physical or magical effect. When invoked, this
defense will reactively inflict 10 essence damage on
the character that struck the target.
This spell will create a magical wall up to 10 feet in
length where the packet lands, perpendicular to the
caster. Passing through the wall, making an attack, or
casting a single spell through the wall causes the
character doing so to take 10 points of magic damage.
This will happen for each spell or attack made
through the wall, or every 5 seconds while standing
in the wall. To maintain the wall, the caster must aim
a flashlight beam on the wall and slowly pivot it to
mark the length of the wall.
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Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Spells

This latent defense will protect a target's mana or
vigor pool. The caster must choose whether it will
protect mana or vigor at the time of casting. This can
be invoked as a reaction to effects that would damage
6 Hours
or drain a target's mana or vigor based on the
protection granted, and prevents these effects from
working on the target for the next minute.
When this spell is cast on a target weapon, that
weapon's next attack inflicts only 1 point of damage
regardless effects that increase the target's damage.
The target's weapon damage type is unchanged. The
next strike will do 2 points and so on increasing by 1
damage per strike until the target inflicts 5 damage
5 minutes
with a strike. At that point, the next strike decreases
by 1 damage point and so on each swing until it again
reaches 1 point of damage. This cycle repeats for a
full 5 minutes. The target of this spell must be willing
for it to take effect. Blocked blows do count as a
strike.
I wield the Arcane Astral Power of Elysium to…
This spell will end the effects and duration of one
target spell effect. It will not end imprisonment or
Instant
sanctuary effects, ritual or sacrament effects, or the
effects of power-based spells.

3

4

3m

Bestow a
Mana/Vigor
Shield

3

4

3m

Bestow a
Weapon of
Uncertainty

4

5

4m

Dispel Magic

4

5

4m

Summon an
Energy Storm

This spell will inflict 20 points of magic damage on
the target.

Verbal

4

5

4m

Create an
Imprisonment

This spell will encase a target in a field of magic,
rendering them completely immune to attacks and
effects. On the downside, they are also completely
unable to move, including speaking, casting, and
fighting. They also may not be picked up or moved
in any way. The target is unaware of her
surroundings. Active durations and counts are paused
while a target is in an imprisonment.

4

5

4m

Bestow an
Energy Blade

This spell will cause a target weapon to inflict magic
damage.
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Invoked/
1 minute

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Spells

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Spells

30
Minutes

Instant

Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Spells

4

5

4m

Make you
Fumble
Tongued

4

5

4m

Create a
Vigor Bridge

4

5

4m

Bestow
Astral Sight

4

5

4m

Steal Your
Sanctuary

6

5m

Create a Wall
of Force

Verbal

5

This spell will require a target to repeat the correct
verbal for a spell 3 times to cast the spell once
1 Minute
Instant
normally.
This spell will transfer vigor points from one target
with a vigor pool to another target with a vigor pool.
Casting this spell requires 1 full minute during which
the caster must touch both willing targets. Any
Instant
Channeled
number of vigor points may be transferred between
the targets at the end of this minute. Normal vigor
pool maximums apply for both targets.
This spell allows the caster to see strong auras as well
as leylines of power. The caster can ask what type of
aura a creature has (mundane/none, magical, undead,
elemental, or demonic are typical). The caster can tell
if any object is magical or has a magical effect on it. 5 Minutes
Instant
The caster can also tell if a target has any latent
defenses on them, though not what they are. This will
pierce concealment if the item concealed is magical
or enchanted.
This spell will steal a target sanctuary effect. The
character currently in the sanctuary loses all benefits
of the sanctuary and the caster of this spell gains
those protections and limitations as described by the
15
original sanctuary effect. The caster must hold her
Channeled
Minutes
arm at a 90 degree angle to maintain this effect. The
duration of the sanctuary pulled onto the caster
becomes 15 minutes regardless of its original
duration.
I wield the Arcane Astral Power of Elysium, Realm of the Fey to...
This spell will create a magical wall up to 10 feet in
length where the packet lands, perpendicular to the
caster. Characters, objects, and effects cannot pass
through this wall. This wall will not stop a channeled
effect unless it cuts a target off from the effect's
5 Minutes Channeled
caster by closing off a doorway or otherwise
preventing the effect from reaching the target. To
maintain the wall, the caster must aim a flashlight
beam on the wall and slowly pivot it to mark the
length of the wall.
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Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Spells

Any Two
Willing

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Spells

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Spells

Sanctuary

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Spells

Wall

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Spells

5

6

5m

Bestow Titan
Strength

5

6

5m

Create a
Bridge of
Latency

5

6

5m

Create a
Charm of
Following

5

6

5m

Force You to
Use your
Defenses

5

6

5m

Spell Lock

5

6

5m

Mimic Your
Spell

Once invoked, this latent spell will grant the target +1
strength for the next 5 minutes.
This spell will transfer latent effects from one target
to another target. Casting this spell requires 1 full
minute during which the caster must touch both
willing targets. Any number of latent effects may be
transferred between the targets at the end of this
minute. Latent effects transferred in this way do not
have to obey baptism, affinity, or class restrictions.
This spell will allow the caster to follow any target
teleportation or magical transportation effect she has
seen within the last 15 seconds. The caster will go out
of game and can follow the character she saw teleport
to that effect's destination, and the caster will appear
in game at that destination in as long as it took her to
cast this spell.
This spell will invoke all latent effects on a target,
regardless of the triggers for those effects. The
durations of those invoked effects will run normally.
If invoked effects have no appropriate target, they are
lost.
The target of this spell may only cast any spell they
know or are able to cast through any means one time
during the duration. Any attempt to cast the same
spell a second time will fail. This is a mind effect.
This spell will replicate the effects of any spell the
caster has witnessed within the last 15 seconds. The
replicated spell has the same effects and duration as
the original spell the caster witnessed. The replicated
spell must be held in a packet in the caster's hand and
can be held for up to 1 minute. It may be cast with no
verbal or additional cost any time during this minute.
If it is not cast in this time, the effect is lost.
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6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Channeled

Any Two
Willing

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Instant

Teleportation

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Spells

5 Minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Spells

1 Minute

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Spells

R I T U A LS
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Ritual
Name

1

3

1 m, 1v,
1e

Ritual of
Entry

1

3

1 m, 1v,
1e

Buttress
Your Mana

1

3

1 m, 1v,
1e

Stone of
Resurrection

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Resurrection

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Transform
Aura

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Astral Tether

Ritual Description
This ritual is cast to hold a doorway open. It will not
open the door, only hold it open. No amount of strength
can pull the door closed, and standard magical effects to
pull the door closed will fail. If the door is closed when
this ritual is cast and opened during the duration, the
ritual will then take effect for the remaining duration.
The Wizard is able to cast this Ritual to transfer some of
her capacity for mana to another. The caster may choose
to increase the maximum amount of mana that a target
may have in her pool by reducing her own mana pool by
that amount. The caster takes this reduction in
aggravated damage to her mana pool. Unspent points
sacrificed by the caster are bestowed to the target
unspent, and expended points still increase the target's
cap but must be restored through other means.
The caster of this ritual can enchant a stone, gem, or
crystal to allow herself or another willing participant in
the ritual to resurrect at that stone if she dies. Each
participant requires her own ritual and her own stone. A
target corpse or spirit within arm's reach of the stone
may receive a ritual of resurrection as per the Wizard
ritual at no extra cost. The player must find a marshal to
determine the validity of the resurrection.
This ritual will return the target corpse or spirit to life at
full essence and exactly as much mana and vigor as she
had when she died. After cast, the target must find a
marshal to determine the validity of the resurrection.
This ritual will change the aura of the target to detect as
either magical, demonic, or mundane for the duration.
The type of aura that will be detected must be chosen
when the ritual is cast. This does not change any other
aspect of the target or her abilities.
This ritual will allow the caster and her target to
combine their spent and unspent mana pools into one
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

1 Hour

Instant

Doorway

Literacy

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Literacy

Weekend

Instant

Gem

Literacy

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Rituals

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard
Rituals

1 Hour/
Special

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Wizard

pool that is the sum of both. One of the two may then
take the entire pool and use it freely for the duration. At
the end of the ritual, neither party can use mana again
until the two meet, at which point their maximums return
to normal and they can distribute any remaining unspent
mana from the combined pool between the two however
they choose.

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Seal of
Dampening

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Revitalize
Ritual

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Magical
Blade

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Ward of
Magic

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Banner of
the Wizard

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Magical
Beacon

5

Dissipate
Energy

This ritual places a latent defense on the target. When
invoked, the defense will prevent any effects that are
returned or redirected from affecting the target. This will
work on skills like ripostes and reflections.
When triggered, this seal will prevent the target from
casting any spells or prayers, or from having any latent
spell or prayer effects cast upon them.
This Ritual will restore the effects of a ritual or
sacrament that was dispelled before the end of its
original duration. A ritual restored in this way will take
effect again on the target for its full original duration.
Alternatively, if this ritual is cast on another ritual or
sacrament in the first hour after the end of the original
duration, it will take effect again for the equivalent of its
original duration up to 6 hours.
This ritual will enchant a weapon to inflict magic
damage for the duration.
This ritual will create a ward that prevents any spell
higher than the 3rd circle from being cast within the
area.
This banner allows any friendly target who is in sight of
this banner to inflict magic damage with her weapons if
she chooses. As with all banners, a Ritualist must aide in
the creation of this banner.
This will bind two targets together. At the time of
casting one target is chosen to act as the beacon. All
magical spells and prayers that hit either of the targets
will affect only the beacon as long as they are within 10
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Rituals

6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Rituals

1 Hour

Instant

Seal

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Rituals

Instant

Instant

Ritual

Equal number of
Rank 2 Wizard
Rituals

6 Hours

Instant

Weapon

6 Hours

Instant

Ward

30
Minutes

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Rituals

1 Hour

Instant

Any Two
Willing

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Rituals

Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Rituals
Equal number of
Rank 3 Wizard
Rituals

feet of each other. This will have no effect if either party
is unconscious.
5

5

7

7

5m, 2v,
2e

5m, 2v,
2e

Fey Armor

This ritual allows the target to take minimal damage
from numerical damage of the magic type.

1 Hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Rituals

Pouch of
Magic

This ritual will enchant an empty pouch to store rituals
that have been successfully cast until a target can be
found. The completed ritual is represented with a packet
which is placed in the pouch. The ritual duration is
paused until the pouch expires and it is lost, or the
packet is removed and the ritual is placed onto an
appropriate target. No more than one of any casting of
the same ritual can be placed in the pouch at a time, and
no more than five total rituals can occupy the pouch at
once.

6 hours

Instant

Pouch

Equal number of
Rank 4 Wizard
Rituals
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THE EDDAR
PROFESSIONS

C RUSADERS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost
3
4

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name
One-Handed
Weaponry
Two-Handed
Weaponry

4

Armor
Efficiency

4

Leather Soak

5

Studded
Leather/
Chain Soak

6

Plate Soak

2

Literacy

3, 4

Crusader's
Stamina

5

Shield

Knowledge Description
This ability will allow the user to wield any one-handed
weapon including small weapons.
This ability will allow the user to wield any two-handed
weapon including polearms, and bastard weapons.
This ability increases the total armor points of the
characters armor (not including magical armor or
shields) by 25%.
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 1, to a minimum of 1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 20 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 2, to a minimum of 1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 40 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields) and a Plate armor chest piece, this
Knowledge will always provide a damage soak of 3, to a
minimum of 1 damage.
This ability grants the character the ability to read and
write the common language
This ability will grant the Crusader +5 healable essence.
This will stack with other effects that increase healable
essence.
This ability allows the user to use any size shield.

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisite

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

Leather Soak

Constant

Chain Soak

Constant

None

Constant
Constant

None

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

10

Weapon
Proficiency

2

Hybrid
Essence

1-2

Mana

This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
This ability allows a character to use components. The
most common components can be drawn on by
characters for mana and vigor. Other components may
have different effects as described by the component.
Characters with this skill may also harvest raw
components located in-game. Harvesting a component
takes 1 minute. For mana and vigor components this will
harvest 2 points in a minute. A single character may only
harvest a maximum of 10 points from a single
component node each hour. Components can be traded
between players, however all components wither at the
end of a standard weekend.
Each purchase of this ability will allow the character to
swing +1 damage with a particular style of weaponry in
their main-hand. The available styles of proficiencies are
One-handed, Two-handed or Missile weaponry. If the
character is using a bastard weapon, only the
proficiencies of the style they are using it in (One- or
Two-handed) would apply. Each style must be purchased
individually, and the build cost progression is for each
style of weapon.
For every Character Level they possess, the character
may gain +1 healable Essence per purchase of this
ability.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
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Constant

5th Circle Crusader
Prayer or Sacrament

Constant

None

Constant

Any Weapon

Constant

None

Constant

None

1-2

Vigor

The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I L ls
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

5

2v

Armor Patch

3

3v

Block

4

4v

Break
Weapon

3

3v

Critical
Strike

4

4v

Deflect

Skill Description
This skill allows a character to repair 25% of the armor
point value of a target suit of armor after 1 minute of
work. The armor may be worn at the time. Doubling the
cost and spending an additional minute will repair a total
of 50% of the armor points to the suit of armor. After this
skill has been used on a suit of armor, it cannot be used
again until the armor has been repaired to its full value
by a smith or through another skill.
This ability allows a character wielding a weapon or
shield to stop any one instance of numerical damage
from a physical source that is not delivered from behind.
This skill will break a target weapon struck by the
character in combat.
This skill will cause a physical attack by the character to
inflict 2 times the normal continuous damage of the same
type as a normal combat strike. The character should call
"Crit X damage" where X is the amount of damage they
will inflict. They should also specify the damage type if
it is not normal damage.
This defense allows a character wielding a shield to stop
any one effect from a physical source that is not
delivered from behind.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisite

Instant

Tactical

Self

Armor Patch

Instant

Tactical

Self

Any Weapon or
Shield

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Tactical

Self

Block

3

2v

Intercede

3

1v

Retain

3

3v

Stun

5

3v

Willpower

5

5v

Parry

This skill will allow a character to strike a target in
combat and take any physical or magical effect that was
just delivered to the target onto herself. Intercede may be
followed with an appropriate defense to stop the attack as
if it had hit the interceding character, but avoidance
defenses like dodge and evade cannot be used as the
interceding character has deliberately placed herself in
the way of the attack.
This skill will stop the character from letting go of or
dropping a weapon, shield, or item being held when a
skill would normally force them to do so. This has no
effect if the player has dropped the item for any reason
other than the use of an in-game skill, spell, or effect.
This skill causes a characters target to be unable to walk,
attack, cast, or use any Defensive Skills. Latent defenses
may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken against the
Target will end this effect. This Skill must be delivered
to the Tunic Area.
This defense allows a character to stop any one mind
effect. The use of willpower does not need to be called
unless the mind effect specifies otherwise.
This defense allows a character wielding a weapon or
shield to stop any one effect from a physical source.

Instant

Tactical

Any

Block

Instant

Tactical

Self

Weapon Proficiency

5 seconds

Tactical

Any

Any Weapon

Instant

Tactical

Self

Block

Instant

Tactical

Self

Block

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisite

Instant

Instant

Instant

Instant

Instant

Instant

P RA Y ER S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Prayer
Name

Verbal

Prayer Description
No additional verbal

1

2

1m

1

2

1m

Lesser Heal

1

2

1m

Detect Lie

Smite Beast

This prayer will do 10 smite damage to demons and
undead. It will have no effect on other types of creatures.
This prayer will heal a living target for 5 essence up to
the target's maximum healable essence pool.
This spell will determine if the last statement a target
said within 5 seconds was a lie. This will only confirm if
the target believes she said something that was false to
the best of her knowledge. This prayer has perfect aim.
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Demon
and
Undead
Any
Living
Any

Literacy
Literacy

Literacy

Either the caster or target may request a marshal.

1

This spell will push a target 10 feet away from the caster
and hold them at that distance if the target is undead or a
demon. The target may not approach the caster closer
than 10 feet, though if the caster approaches the target
closer than this the distance is reduced. Once cast, the
caster must hold their arm out with an open palm facing
the target. If the caster lowers her arm, the effect ends.
l
This prayer will cause the caster to enter a stance that
will heal the caster for 5 essence up to her maximum
healable essence pool each time she uses the block,
parry, or deflect skill.

5 minutes

Channeled

Demon
and
Undead

Literacy

5 minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 1 Crusader
Spells

This prayer will prevent the target undead or demon
from making any verbal noise.

1 minute

Instant

Demon
and
Undead

Charge

This prayer will allow the caster to instantly break free
from and dispel any pin or bind type of effect on herself.
This will work on the Crusader prayer "Immovable."

Instant

Instant

Self

Smite Foe

This prayer will do 5 Essence damage to any creature the
caster regards as an enemy.

Instant

Instant

Any

30
minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Crusader
Spells

1 minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Crusader
Spells

2

1m

Repel Beast

2

3

2m

Healing
Stance

2

3

2m

Quiet Beast

2

3

2m

2

3

2m

Verbal

Verbal

3

4

3m

Illuminate

3

4

3m

Divine
Judgment

No additional verbal
This prayer will cause the target creature or object to
emanate light. The target will lose any resistances or
immunities to normal damage before soak. This does not
affect resistances or immunities to non-normal damage
types. The target cannot be concealed. If a target is not
expected to be destroyed quickly, it should be marked
with a glow necklace or glow stick. If used to light a
room, the duration of this prayer increases to 6 hours.
This prayer will reduce the target's weapon damage
against the caster only to no more than 5 damage if it is
more than 5 damage due to any skills or effects. The
type of damage remains unchanged, though even
vulnerability will not increase the damage above 5. A
caster may only affect one target with this prayer at a
time.
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Equal number of
Rank 1 Crusader
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 1 Crusader
Spells
Equal number of
Rank 1 Crusader
Spells

3

4

3m

Immovable

3

4

3m

Protector’s
Stance

4

5

4m

I command
you to attack
me

4

5

4m

Shield of
Essence

4

5

4m

Holy
Weapon

4

5

4m

Holy Armor

Verbal

Verbal

This prayer will cause the caster to become immune to
all movement effects. The caster is inflicted with a pin
effect that cannot be broken with strength or effects that
normally break pins. The caster may lift both feet to shift
or pivot, but cannot move from the spot.
This prayer will cause the caster to enter a stance in
which the caster can only defend and use defensive or
protective combat skills. When the caster enters this
stance, she gains +20 temporary vigor which can raise
the caster above her normal maximum. At the end of the
stance any remaining vigor from this temporary bonus is
lost.
No additional verbal
This prayer will cause the target to unable to attack any
target other than the caster as long as the caster is
conscious and able to fight. The target may choose not to
attack anyone, but if the target chooses to attack the
caster is the only eligible target. If another character
attacks the target, the target may then attack that
character in addition to the caster. This prayer is a mind
effect.
A target may invoke this latent defense to treat any
essence type damage as normal damage. Once invoked,
all essence damage will be treated as normal for the
duration.
This prayer will allow a target weapon to swing for +1
magic damage or elemental damage as chosen by the
caster when the spell is cast. If the caster is the only
character to carry the weapon, the duration is increased
to 30 minutes
This prayer will grant the caster +1 soak.
No additional verbal
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5 minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 2 Crusader
Spells

5 minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 2 Crusader
Spells

5 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Crusader
Spells

6 hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Crusader
Spells

6 hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 3 Crusader
Spells

5 minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Crusader
Spells

5

6

5m

Spell Delay

5

6

5m

Crusader’s
Shield

5

6

5m

Crusade

5

6

5m

Hero’s
Mercy

This prayer can be used as a defense to allow the caster
to prevent a magical effect that strikes her from having
any immediate effect. The effect is not negated but
paused. When this prayer expires, the held effect will
take place normally. If the caster has an appropriate
dispelling effect cast during this time, it will destroy the
effect being delayed. Alternatively, an appropriate
defense may be invoked when this prayer ends and the
delayed effect is released.
This prayer will cause a target shield to absorb the
explosions of any demons killed by the caster. These
explosions are completely negated if the caster is
holding the shield and inflicts the killing blow on the
demon.
This prayer allows the caster not to suffer numerical
damage dealt by the specified target until either the
caster or the target falls unconscious due to damage. The
caster cannot use mana while this prayer is active. If
either the caster or target falls due to damage, the prayer
will end. When this prayer ends, the caster will enter the
critical stage of her death count.
This prayer will allow a target that is dying to rise at full
essence. This will take effect whether the target is in her
non-critical or critical stage death count. The caster will
then enter her own death count at whatever stage and
count the target left off. This prayer does not count
toward a target's life effect limit for an event. If this
prayer has no effect for any reason, the caster regains the
mana spent in casting.

6 hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Crusader
Spells

1 hour

Instant

Shield

Equal number of
Rank 4 Crusader
Spells

5 minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Crusader
Spells

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Crusader
Spells

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisite

6 hours

Instant

Any

Literacy

6 hours

Reactive

Seal

Literacy

S AC R A ME N T S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Sacrament
Name

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Benediction

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Seal of
Retaliation

Sacrament Description
This sacrament allows the caster to gain +6 healable
essence. This will stack with other effects that increase
healable essence.
This seal is triggered only by undead and demons. It will
inflict 15 bane damage (which is thus increased to 30
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damage) on a target that triggers the seal.

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Blessed
Protection

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Summon
Armament

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Oath
Binding

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Field
Baptism

Once invoked, this sacrament will allow the caster to
instantly convert 1 mana to 3 points of temporary
repairable magical armor. This temporary armor will
stack with any other temporary armor increase including
other armor generated with this sacrament. There is no
limit to how much mana the caster can convert into
armor at one time, though this sacrament will end if 40
mana has been converted into armor. This sacrament
may only be invoked by a caster once per tag ring.
This sacrament can be invoked to summon any weapon
or shield the caster knows how to use. The caster must
provide a prop for the weapon or shield. The item is
made of steel, inflicts normal damage unless augmented
after summoning, grants full armor points as if newly
repaired, and is considered to be tempered and
enchantment quality. The item is attuned to the caster.
A willing target who has not been coerced through
magical means must swear an oath when this sacrament
is cast. If the target breaks the oath, the following
consequences are invoked. The target is compelled to
immediately seek out the caster through the fastest nonharmful means. She must then completely confess how
she broke the oath to the caster. The target will then be
under the caster's full control as per the prayer "Bestow
Domination" for 30 minutes, after which point the
sacrament ends. These consequences are mind effects,
but once the sacrament has been successfully cast they
cannot be resisted or defended against by any means
including immunities.
This sacrament will grant a target the ability to cast
"Lesser Heal" as per the Crusader prayer. The target will
also increase all weapon damage by +1 of the same type.
The target may assist in the raising of any Crusader
banner even if she is not the caster or ritualist involved,
allowing her to act as the banner bearer. A character with
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6 hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Crusader
Sacraments

6 hours

Invoked/
30
minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Crusader
Sacraments

Weekend

Reactive

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Crusader
Sacraments

6 hours

Invoked/
30
minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Crusader
Sacraments

a conflicting affinity cannot be the target of a Field
Baptism.

4

6

4m, 1v,
2e

Sacrament of
the Truth
Sayer

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Sacrament of
Honor
Combat

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Banner of
the Divine
Mantle

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Sacrament of
Valor

The target of this sacrament may only speak truthful
statements. The target is compelled to respond to any
questions asked by the caster or the caster's allies. This is
a mind effect, but any defenses against it must be called
aloud when the sacrament is cast.
When the caster invokes this sacrament, she must strike
a successful damaging blow against a target within 1
minute or the sacrament is lost. If the caster succeeds,
she and the target become locked in Honor Combat. The
caster and target are only affected by skills or effects
delivered by the other character in the Honor Combat.
All skills or effects from outside sources have no effect.
Neither the caster nor target may leave line of sight of
the other, and any skills that would allow either to retreat
from combat automatically fail. The sacrament's effects
end when either the caster or target falls unconscious due
to damage.
This banner will repair 2 armor for all allies every 10
seconds. This will only repair armor currently worn by a
target up to its normal maximum armor point value.
A caster may invoke this latent sacrament to regenerate,
repair, or cure any one instance of non-numerical
damage or physical status impairing effect every 15
seconds.
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30
minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Crusader
Sacraments

6 hours

Invoked

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Crusader
Sacraments

30
minutes

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 4 Crusader
Sacraments

6 hours

Invoked/
15
minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Crusader
Sacraments

H EALERS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

4

Leather Soak

5

Studded
Leather/
Chain Soak

2

Literacy

5

Shield

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

Knowledge Description
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 1, to a minimum of 1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 20 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 2, to a minimum of 1 damage.
This skill grants a character to the ability to read and
write the common language
This ability allows the user to use any size shield.
This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
This ability allows a character to use components. The
most common components can be drawn on by
characters for mana and vigor. Other components may
have different effects as described by the component.
Characters with this skill may also harvest raw
components located in-game. Harvesting a component
takes 1 minute. For mana and vigor components this will
harvest 2 points in a minute. A single character may only
harvest a maximum of 10 points from a single
component node each hour. Components can be traded
between players, however all components wither at the
end of a standard weekend.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

Leather Soak

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

5th Rank Healer
Prayer or Sacrament

Constant

None

3

See Spirit

2

Caster
Essence

1, 2, 3

Mana

1, 2, 3

Vigor

This ability allows the character to see spirits and spirit
effects. This does not allow a character to perceive spirits
with any sense other than sight.
For every Even-numbered Character Level they possess,
the Sorcerer may gain +1 healable Essence per purchase
of this Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

6

4v

Perfect Aim

3

3v

Block

4

4v

Deflect

Skill Description
This skill will allow the character to use any healing,
regeneration, or cleansing spell she knows on a target
without throwing a packet. The spell gains perfect aim.
The character still must be able to feasibly throw a
packet as far as her target.
This defense allows a character wielding a weapon or
shield to stop any one instance of numerical damage
from a physical source that is not delivered from behind.
This defense allows a character wielding a shield to stop
any one effect from a physical source that is not
delivered from behind.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Tactical

Tactical

Any

5th Rank Healer
Prayer or Sacrament

Tactical

Tactical

Self

Any Weapon or
Shield

Tactical

Tactical

Self

Block

P RA Y ER S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Prayer
Name

Verbal
1

2

1m

Grant Lesser
Heal

1

2

1m

Detect Life

1

2

1m

Repel You

1

2

1m

1

2

1m

1

2

1m

Bestow
Grace of
Alizia

1

2

1m

Create an
Amethyst
Flask

1

2

1m

Purify Food
and Drink

3

2m

Grant
Greater Heal

Detect
Unlife
Grant
Mercy’s
Strength

Verbal
2

Prayer Description

Duration

By the Ivory Shield of the Goddess I…
This prayer will heal a living target for 5 essence up to
Instant
the target's maximum healable essence pool.
This prayer will tell a caster whether or not a target is
living. If the target is a living creature but is dying, it
will tell the caster the target's current death count. This
Instant
prayer will also tell the caster if the target is currently
diseased, poisoned, or unconscious for some other
reason (like waylay).
This spell will push a target 10 feet away from the caster
and hold them at that distance. The target may not
approach the caster closer than 10 feet, though if the
caster approaches the target closer than this the distance 5 minutes
is reduced. Once cast, the caster must hold their arm out
with an open palm facing the target. If the caster lowers
her arm, the effect ends.
This prayer will tell a caster whether or not a target is
Instant
undead.
This prayer will grant the target +1 strength. The effects 1 minute/
of the prayer will end if the target delivers 5 weapon
5 weapon
strikes with this benefit.
strikes
This prayer will automatically invoke if the target
reaches the end of her non-critical death count. This
6 hours
prayer will add one minute to the non-critical stage of
death before the target enters the critical stage.
This prayer will increase the numerical effects of any
healing potion by 3 times. The potion must be consumed
1 minute
within 1 minute or the effect ends, and the potion is
destroyed.
This prayer will remove all poison or disease effects on
food or drinks. This will not remove magical effects or
Instant
enchantments.
By the Ivory Shield of the Goddess I…
This prayer will heal a living target for 10 essence up to
Instant
the target's maximum healable essence pool.
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Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Any
Living

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

Channeled

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any

Literacy

Instant

Any
Living

Literacy

Reactive

Any
Living

Literacy

Instant

Numerical
Healing
Potion

Literacy

Instant

Food or
Drink

Literacy

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer

2

3

2m

Mend Limb

2

3

2m

Bestow
Healer's
Grace

2

3

2m

Grant
Peaceful
Rest

2

3

2m

Cure Disease

2

3

2m

Calm Your
Heart

2

3

2m

Cause You
to Lose Your
Grip

2

3

2m

Bestow
Flowing
Health

4

3m

Grant a
Boon of
Healing

Verbal
3

This prayer will mend one broken limb on a target. This
has no effect on severed limbs or damage to organs.
This spell will bestow 5 points of temporary essence to
the target. These will be the first essence points spent
and once spent this effect ends. These points can raise a
target above her maximum but cannot be healed. These
points may not be spent to fuel effects like rituals.
This prayer will cause the target to fall into a light
magical sleep. Any damage to the target, touching, or
loud noises very close to the target will wake the target
up and end this effect. This prayer will have no effect on
an unconscious target.
This prayer will cure any rank 1 or 2 disease on a target.

Instant

Instant

Limbs

6 hours

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Prayers

1 minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Prayers

Channeled

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Prayers

This prayer will make a target unable to take any
harmful action against the healer. If the healer takes any
harmful action against the target, the effect will end. The 5 minutes
caster may only have this prayer active on one target at a
time. This is a mind effect.
This prayer will cause the target to drop a weapon of the
caster's choice as per the disarm skill. This can also
cause a target to drop a non-weapon item, but not a
Instant
shield. Skills that counter disarm will counter this
prayer.
This prayer allows the caster to cast the prayer "Grant
Lesser Heal" with the full verbal on the target any
number of times at no additional cost. The prayer is
maintained by keeping constant physical contact with
1 minute
the target for the entire duration. If physical contact is
broken or the target falls unconscious for any reason,
this prayer ends.
By the Ivory Shield of the Goddess Evora I…
This prayer will heal a living target for 15 essence up to
the target's maximum healable essence pool.
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Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Prayers

Instant

3

4

3m

Regenerate
Limb

3

4

3m

Grant
Vitalia’s
Sanctuary

3

4

3m

Bestow
Empathic
Aid

3

4

3m

Cure
Blindness

3

4

3m

Grant Breath
of Alizia

3

4

3m

Bestow
Blessed
Endurance

Verbal
4

5

4m

Seal these
Wounds

4

5

4m

Summon
Chain
Healing

This prayer will fully regenerate one limb on a target.
This will fix broken or damaged limbs and restore
severed limbs. This has no effect on organs.
This prayer will create a sanctuary effect on the caster,
protecting her from all skills and effects. The caster
must maintain this prayer by holding her arm out at a
90-degree angle at her elbow. Her hand must be raised
with an open palm. The arm must remain unsupported.
In the sanctuary the caster is slow and may only move at
a heel-to-toe rate.
This prayer will remove up to two negative effects from
a target, transferring them to the caster instead. The
effects transfer to the caster with the same duration and
stage of development if applicable. This prayer has no
effect on a target who is dying or dead.
This prayer will restore a blind target's ability to see.
This will end any magical effects causing blindness, as
well as regenerating physical damage to the eyes. This
does not allow a target to see in darkness.
This prayer will invoke automatically the next time a
target reaches the end of her non-critical death count.
This will cause both stages of the target's death count to
last for 2 times as long. This includes any bonuses added
to any part of a target's death count when this prayer is
cast.
This prayer will heal a target for 3 vigor up to the
target's maximum healable vigor pool.

Instant

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Prayers

30
minutes

Channeled

Self

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Prayers

6 hours

Reactive

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Prayers

By the Ivory Shield of the Goddess Evora I…
This prayer will heal a living target for all essence
damage up to the target's maximum healable essence
Instant
pool.
This prayer will heal a living target for 10 essence up to
the target's maximum healable essence pool. The target
may then heal another living target for 9 essence in the
same way, and so on reducing the healing caused by 1
1 minute
per target until the effect is reduced to 0. This prayer
cannot effect the same target more than once per casting.
After each target is healed, the next target must be
healed within 5 seconds or the prayer ends.
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4

5

4m

Create a
Shield Door

This prayer will allow the caster wielding a shield to
create a wall effect over a doorway or passage opening
up to 5 feet wide. No spells, skills, or beings can pass
through the opening, nor will spells affect the caster's
shield. The caster must maintain this spell by holding
her shield in the opening, and does not need to use the
normal light effect for walls. Any effect that will break
the caster's shield will end this effect, though the caster
may use defensive skills to counter these effects.

4

5

4m

Cleanse
Mind

This prayer will end all mind effects currently affecting
a target.

4

5

4m

Create a
Shield Wall

4

5

4m

Bestow a
Defender’s
Blessing

4

5

4m

Grant
Alizia’s
Touch

6

5m

Regenerate
All

Verbal

5

30
minutes

Channeled

Doorway

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Prayers

Wall

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Prayers

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Prayers

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Prayers

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Prayers

This spell will create a magical wall up to 10 feet in
length and height where the packet lands, perpendicular
to the caster. Characters and physical objects or weapons
cannot pass through this wall. Spells, prayers, and
30
Channeled
magical effects can still pass through the wall. To
minutes
maintain the wall, the caster must aim a flashlight beam
on the wall and slowly pivot it to mark the length of the
wall.
This latent prayer is cast on a target shield. A character
wielding the shield in combat may invoke the latent
effect once at a time of their choosing when the shield is
struck for numerical physical damage in combat. The
6 hours
Invoked
shield will heal the wielder for the same amount of
essence as the damage that just hit the shield up to the
wielder's maximum essence pool.
This prayer will pause a target's death count at its
current point. The target will remain at this point in her
death count but progress no further as long as this prayer
30
lasts. If the prayer ends, the target resumes the death
Channeled
minutes
count at the point at which it was paused. To maintain
this prayer the caster must stay in constant physical
contact with the target.
By the Ivory Shield of the Goddess Evora, Lady of Light I…
This prayer will heal a living target for all essence
damage up to the target's maximum healable essence
pool. It will also regenerate all limbs and organ damage.
Instant
Instant
This prayer will cure all diseases of rank 1 through 4 on
the target. This prayer will have no effect on a target
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without an intact torso and attached head.

5

6

5m

Follow a
Healer’s
Calling

5

6

5m

Revive You

5

6

5m

Grant
Vitalia's Gift

5

6

5m

Summon
Vitalia’s
Reach

5

6

5m

Grant you
Resurrection

5

6

5m

Bestow
Vitalia’s
Bond

This prayer will allow the caster to teleport to within
arm's reach of an unconscious target. The caster must
put on a white headband and travel to her target as fast
as possible out of game, at which point the effect ends.
If the caster has not reached her target within one
minute, at the end of one minute she appears in game
wherever she is. This prayer is considered to have
perfect aim, but cannot be cast on a target farther away
than the caster can throw a packet.
This prayer will heal a living target for all essence
damage up to the target's maximum healable essence
pool. This will work on a target that has entered the
critical stage of her death count. This is a life effect.
This prayer will create a sanctuary effect on the target,
protecting her from all skills and effects. The target must
holding her arm out at a 90-degree angle at her elbow.
Her hand must be raised with an open palm. The arm
must remain unsupported. If the arm fails to meet these
requirements, the prayer ends. In the sanctuary the caster
is slow and may only move at a heel-to-toe rate.
This prayer will allow a caster to reach through any
magical barrier to cast a beneficial healing effect. This
can include sanctuary, imprisonment, wall, and ward
effects, among others. The caster may only extend
through the barrier up to her shoulder to cast the healing
effect. They may not have any other interaction on the
other side of the barrier. Once the healing effect is cast,
this prayer ends.
This prayer will return the target corpse or spirit to life
at full essence and exactly as much mana and vigor as
she had when she died. After cast, the target must find a
marshal to determine the validity of the resurrection.
This prayer will create a sanctuary effect on the caster
and a target the caster maintains physical contact with,
protecting both from all skills and effects. The caster
must maintain this prayer by holding her arm out at a
90-degree angle at her elbow. Her hand must be raised
with an open palm. The arm must remain unsupported.
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1 minute

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Prayers

30
minutes

Channeled

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Prayers

1 minute

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Corpse or
Spirit

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Prayers

30
minutes

Channeled

Self and
Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Prayers

In the sanctuary neither the caster nor target may move
from the spot, but they can affect each other.

S AC R A ME N T S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Sacrament
Name

1

3

1m,1v,
1e

Shield of
Stone

1

3

1m,1v,
1e

Tithing
Shield

1

3

1m,1v,
1e

Lesser
Resurrection

2

4

2m,1v,
1e

Spell
Shielding

2

4

2m,1v,
1e

Sh’ddar
Shield

Sacrament Description
This sacrament will enchant a target shield with a latent
effect which can be invoked by the shield's wielder any
time the shield is struck with a weapon. When invoked,
this effect will reactively cause a break effect on the
weapon. Once this effect is invoked, this sacrament
ends.
This sacrament will enchant a target shield to act as a
mana bridge to a Healer. Any character that touches the
shield may instantly transfer any amount of mana to the
Healer holding the shield, up to the Healer's maximum
healable mana pool.
This sacrament will return the target corpse or spirit to
life at full essence and exactly as much mana and vigor
as she had when she died. After cast, the target must find
a marshal to determine the validity of the resurrection.
This sacrament will enchant a target shield with 3
charges to stop the next three spells that strike the shield.
After the charges are spent, the sacrament will end.
This sacrament places a latent defense on the target
which can be invoked at any time, or invoked to stop any
draining effect. This will work on any effect that causes
mana, vigor, power, or essence damage on the target and
somehow restores or transfers it to a character or target
of a character. This will also prevent effects which
unwillingly transfer a skill, ability, or active effect from
a the target to another character. Once invoked this
protection will last 30 minutes.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

6 hours

Invoked

Shield

Literacy

6 hours

Instant

Shield

Literacy

Instant

Instant

Corpse or
Spirit

Literacy

6 hours

Instant

Shield

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Sacraments

6 hours

Invoked/
30
minutes

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Sacraments

4

2m,1v,
1e

Generosity
of the
Faithful

3

5

3m,1v,
1e

True
Resurrection

3

5

3m,1v,
1e

Banner of
Regeneration

3

5

3m,1v,
1e

Mirrored
Shield

2

4

6

4m,2v,
2e

Ethereal
Armor

4

6

4m,2v,
2e

Arrionne’s
Blessing

4

6

4m,2v,
2e

Ward of the
Safe Heart

This sacrament will transfer one Healer prayer from the
caster to a target for the duration. This cannot grant a
Healer prayer to a target with a conflicting affinity. The
target gains the prayer and may cast it using her own
mana pool and the appropriate Healer verbal. The caster
loses the prayer for the duration.
This sacrament will return the target corpse or spirit to
life at full essence, mana, and vigor. After cast, the target
must find a marshal to determine the validity of the
resurrection.
This banner will heal 2 essence for all allies every 10
seconds. This will only heal targets up to their maximum
healable essence pools.
This sacrament will enchant a shield with 3 charges to
reflect the next three spells that strike the shield onto a
new target. The original caster of the spell is still
considered the caster. The character wielding the shield
must throw a packet at a new target within 5 seconds to
represent this redirection. If the reflected spell was
weapon cast, the new target must be within 5 feet. The
original caster is an eligible target. If the character does
not throw a packet within 5 seconds the spell is still
stopped. After the charges are spent, the sacrament will
end.
This sacrament will place a latent defense on the target,
which can be invoked at any time or in response to any
attack or effect that causes essence damage. Once
invoked, this sacrament will cause the target to take
minimal to essence type damage.
This sacrament will grant the target +10 healable
essence. This will stack with other effects that increase
healable essence.
This ritual will create a ward that prevents any target in
the area from being affected by a killing blow.
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6 hours

Instant

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 1 Healer
Sacraments

Instant

Instant

Corpse or
Spirit

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Sacraments

30
minutes

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Sacraments

6 hours

Instant

Shield

Equal number of
Rank 2 Healer
Sacraments

6 hours

Invoked/
30
minutes

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Sacraments

6 hours

Instant

Any
Living

6 hours

Instant

Ward

Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Sacraments
Equal number of
Rank 3 Healer
Sacraments

5

7

5m,2v,
2e

Protect
Shield

5

7

5m,2v,
2e

Seal of
Peace

5

7

5m,2v,
2e

Font of
Healing

This sacrament will enchant a shield and protect it from
all break and shatter effects. This sacrament will also
attune the shield to the caster.
When triggered, this seal with cause the target to become
unable to take any offensive or harmful actions for 30
minutes. This is a mind effect, but defenses against mind
effects will not stop it. The prayer "Cleanse Mind" will
not remove this effect.
When this sacrament is cast, the caster must lift both
arms and hands straight over her head and cannot move
from the spot. A character casting any healing,
regenerating, or cleansing type of prayer from one of the
Eddar professions may cast that prayer for 1 mana as
long as that character is in physical contact with the
caster of this sacrament when the prayer is cast. If the
caster of this sacrament lowers her arms or hands, the
effect ends.
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6 hours

Instant

Shield

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Sacraments

6 hours

Instant

Seal

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Sacraments

30
minutes

Channeled

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Healer
Sacraments

M ONKS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

2, 3, 4,
5, 6

Contemplative
Mind

8

Favored
Meditation

4

Hand to Hand

12, 14,
16

Hand to Hand
Proficiency

2

Literacy

3

Staff
Weapons

Teach

4

Knowledge Description
For each purchase of this Knowledge, the Monk may
have an additional 2 simultaneous latent Meditation on
them at a time.
Allows the Monk to purchase a single Meditation one
extra time. This Meditation can be invoked at will once
per tag ring. This Meditation does not count toward the
total number of latent Meditations that the monk may
have on them at a time.
This Knowledge allows a person to use their fists as
weapons. Fists are represented by small white or flesh
colored claws. Fist weapons can be up to 28” in total
length. Fists can be broken with a Break Limb effect.
Break weapon effects are useless against them. No
damage is taken from weapons when they hit a fist,
however weapon cast spells cannot be blocked by fist
weapons. Fist weapons cannot be disarmed. The
character may only use 1-3 Vigor cost Skills through
fists.
Each purchase of this Knowledge will allow the monk
to swing for +1 damage with each Fist.
This Knowledge grants a Monk the ability to read and
write the common language.

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisite

Constant

None

Constant

5th Circle
Meditation

Constant

None

Constant

Hand to Hand

Constant

None

This Knowledge allows a person to use a Staff Weapon.

Constant

None

This Knowledge will allow the Monk to teach any
Knowledge, Skill, Spell, Meditation, or Discipline that
they know to another person. In the case of muti-classed
Monks, they must meet the Prerequisites of the
Knowledge Teach for each specific class in order to
teach from that class. Advanced Lists, Hidden Lists,
Lost Lore, or Classes may never be taught this way.
This does not give the Monk the ability to Baptize.

Constant

5th Circle
Meditation or
Discipline
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3

Utilize
Component

5

Wholeness

2

Martial
Essence

1,2

Mana

1,2

Vigor

This Knowledge allows the Monk to use Components
harvested from Component Nodes. Nodes can be
harvested at a rate of 2 points per minute. However a
single player can only harvest a single node for a
maximum of 10 points every hour. To harvest a
component, the player need simply add the white
component tags to his or her tag ring. These tags can be
traded between players, however all components wither
at the end of a standard weekend.
While the Monk is meditating, after they have meditated
for at least 1 minute, their Aggravated Essence, Vigor,
and Mana damage may be healed normally. Flowing
Health, Seal these Wounds, Regenerate All and First
Aid will not work to heal Essence in this way.
For every Character Level they possess, the Monk may
gain +2 healable Essence per purchase of this
Knowledge.
The Monk may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase of
this Knowledge at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the Monk purchases 40 Mana through this means,
the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana. The
Monk's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through this
means.
The Monk may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase of
this Knowledge at a rate of 1 build per point of Vigor.
When the Monk purchases 40 Vigor through this means,
the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor. The
Monk's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through this
means.

Constant

None

Constant

5th Circle Discipline

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

Skill Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisite

3

3v

Block

As long as the Monk is using a weapon or a shield they
may use this Skill to stop a numerical physical attack
from that is not delivered from behind.

Instant

Tactical

Self

Any Weapon or
Shield
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4

3v

Break Limb

3

3v

Critical
Strike

5

4v

Dodge

2

1v

Disarm

3

3v

Stun

3

3v

Throw

5

3v

Willpower

When striking any of the limbs of the Target, the Monk
may use this Skill to cause a Break effect to the limb. If
struck on an arm with this skill, that arm will now strike
for half damage rounded down with a weapon as well as
be unable to throw spells. If a target is struck in the leg
with this skill, the target may only walk at a heel-to-toe
rate.
This Skill will allow the Monk to swing x2 of their
current damage. Magical damage enhancing effects that
last for 1 minute or less do not get factored into the
multiplication of this skill.
This ability allows a character to stop any one physical or
magical effect that is not delivered from behind.
This Skill will allow cause the Monk's Target to drop
their weapon and be unable to pick it up for 5 seconds.
This Skill is delivered by striking the Target in the arm
holding the weapon. If the weapon is two-handed, the
Target need only remove the hand of the arm struck for 5
seconds.
This Skill causes a Monk's target to be unable to move,
attack, cast, or use any Defensive Skills. Latent defenses
may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken against the
Target will end this effect. This Skill must be delivered
to the Tunic Area.
By use of this Skill a Monk can force a target 5 feet in
any direction of the Monk's choosing. This Skill must be
delivered to the Tunic area. The Target must touch one
knee to the ground at the end of that movement. May
only be used with Hand to Hand
The Skill allows the Monk to fend off any 1 mind effect
attempting to affect them. Unless specified by the
particular ability used, the Monk does not need to
announce when this skill is used.
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Instant

Offensive

Limb

Stun

Instant

Offensive

Any

Hand to Hand
Proficiency

Instant

Tactical

Self

Hand to Hand
Proficiency, 1st
Rank Greater
Discipline

Instant

Offensive

Any

Hand to Hand
Proficiency

Instant

Tactical

Any

Any Weapon

Instant

Tactical

Any

Hand to Hand,
Blade Turn

Instant

Tactical

Self

Block

M EDI T A T I O N S
Monks may have 4 latent meditations on them at a time.
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Meditation
Name

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisite

Reactive

Self

None

Instant

Self

None

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

None

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

None

6 hours

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Equal number of
Rank 1 Monk
Meditations

6 hours

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Equal number of
Rank 1 Monk
Meditations

6 hours

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Equal number of
Rank 1 Monk
Meditations

st

Note:
1

2

1m,1v

Meditation of
Waking Eye

1

2

1m,1v

Meditation of
Cloak of
Contemplation

1

2

1m,1v

Meditation of
Quick Healing

1

2

1m,1v

Meditation of
Monks Staff

3

1m, 2v

Meditation of
Immunity

Note:
2

Meditation Description

2

3

1m, 2v

Meditation of
Spell Turning

2

3

1m, 2v

Meditation of
the Wakened
Mind

1 Rank Meditations take 1 minute to perform
This Meditation allows the Monk to “see” while
unconscious, waylaid or while under the effects of
6 hours
magically induced sleep. This does not affect normal
non-magical sleeping.
Surrounds the Monk in a protective Sanctuary effect
while meditating. The Sanctuary will go into effect once
the initial casting time of the Meditation has been
reached. The Monk cannot move, however they may
1 hour
perform other meditations. They must keep and arm out
to the side at a right angle, palm facing out, while this
Sanctuary is in effect.
This Meditation allows the Monk to heal an additional 2
Essence when they are affected by any healing effects.
6 hours
This meditation does not itself count as a healing effect.
This Meditation allows the Monk to use the technique
and motions of their Hand to Hand training, and apply
6 hours
their Hand to Hand Proficiencies with their Staff
Weapon.
2nd Rank Meditations take 2 minutes to perform
This Meditation, when invoked, allows the Monk to a
resist a Poison effect for 1 Vigor per use.
Allows the monk to negate any spell that they can catch.
Spell packet must be caught for this meditation to work.
Spell packets may be batted with fist phys reps,
however at additional cost of 1 vigor per Spell packet.
This Meditation will also allow Monks to Block
Weapon-cast Spells.
The Monk may negate a sleep or stun effect at the cost
of 1 Vigor for the duration of the Meditation. This will
not work on Waylay.
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2

3

1m, 2v

3

4

1m, 3v

3

4

1m, 3v

3

4

1m, 3v

Meditation of
the Iron Palm

Note:
Meditation of
the Battle
Hardened
Meditation of
the Arrow
Catcher
Meditation of
Spatial
Awareness

4

1m, 3v

Meditation of
Focus Pushing

4

5

2m,4v

Meditation of
Purging

4

5

2m,4v

Meditation of
Hardened
Skin

4

5

2m,4v

Meditation of
Transferring
Wounds

3

Note:

Allows the Monk to treat his hands as weapons. This
allows them to be enhanced by any Spell that targets
weapons. The Skill Break Limb will not affect the
6 hours
Monks Fists, however the Skill Break Weapon will
affect them as if it were a Break Limb.
3rd Rank Meditations take 3 minutes to perform

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Equal number of
Rank 1 Monk
Meditations

Equal number of
Rank 2 Monk
Meditations
Equal number of
Rank 2 Monk
Meditations
Equal number of
Rank 2 Monk
Meditations

Grants +10 healable essence. This counts as a Latent
Meditation.

6 hours

Instant

Self

Allows the monk to resist any missile attacks against
the Monk, including thrown weapons and darts, at the
cost of 1 vigor per missile

6 hours

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

This Meditation causes the Monk to be Immune to all
Surprise actions. They still take 1 Damage.

6 hours

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Equal number of
Rank 2 Monk
Meditations

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Monk
Meditations

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Monk
Meditations

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Monk
Meditations

When Invoked, this Meditation will allow the Monk to
Focus Push, an ability that forces a target back and to
stay a minimum of 10 feet from the Monk for as long as
6 hours
the Monk holds his fully extended arm, palm out, at the
Target. Each Focus Push costs 1 vigor per 5 minutes.
4th Rank Meditations take 4 minutes to perform
This Meditation will remove a single Poison or Disease
effect from the Monk. The Effects of the Poison or
Instant
Disease will be suspended while this Meditation is
being performed.
Grants the monk 10 Natural Armor, and the Knowledge
of Leather Soak without the need to wear the
appropriate amount of armor. This armor may not be
repaired through traditional means, however for every
6 hours
30 seconds of meditation and 1 Vigor spent, the monk
may repair 5 of this armor. The monk will always take a
minimum of one damage.
This Meditation allows the Monk to convert a persons
Aggravated Essence damage to Regular damage. The
1 hour
Monk takes an equal amount of Aggravated Essence
damage as the amount that they heal.
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5

2m,4v

Meditation of
the Wayward
Soul

5

6

2m, 5v

Meditation of
Master Reach

5

6

2m, 5v

Meditation of
<Damage>
Resistance

5

6

2m, 5v

5

6

2m, 5v

4

Note:

Meditation of
the
Clairvoyant
Meditation of
the Grand
Master

This Meditation allows the Monk to use their Spirit to
see and Speak with other Spirits. While they are
performing this Meditation, the Monks body is
completely defenseless, and a marker must be left for
1 hour
their bodies location. The Monks Spirit may not travel
more than 10 feet from their body. The Monk may
choose to end this Meditation whenever they wish. This
Meditation will not force a Spirit to appear or speak.
5th Rank Meditations take 5 minutes to perform
Allows the Monk to fight with a set of Long Claws. The
Monk treats the claws as if they were their fists, and
may use all hand to hand proficiencies and Monk
6 hours
abilities through them. This counts as a Latent
Meditation
Allows the monk to call Minimal to a single Damage
type. (Normal, Infernal, Elemental, Mithril, Silver,
Magic, or Essence) This damage type must be chosen
6 hours
when the meditation is invoked. It will cost the monk 1
vigor every time a minimal call is used. The monk may
choose when to call the minimal effect.

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Monk
Meditations

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Monk
Meditations

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Monk
Meditations
Equal number of
Rank 4 Monk
Meditations
Equal number of
Rank 4 Monk
Meditations

This Meditation allows the Monk to use the Skill Evade

6 hours

Invoked /
1 hour

Self

Allows the Monk to extend the Invoked duration of a
single meditation by two hours. Casting time is ten
minutes plus the time devoted to the chosen meditation.

Special

Reactive

Self

Duration

Effect

Target

Instant

Instant

Any

None

Instant

Instant

Any

Monks Apostle

L ES S ER D I S CI P LI N E S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Discipline
Name

1

2

Varies

Monks
Apostle

2

3

2v

Balance

Discipline Description
This Discipline allows a monk to bestow a meditation on
another Target. The Monk must lead the participant
through the Meditation. The Monk must expend the cost
for both participants. A person can only be under the
effects of 1 meditation through the use of Monks Apostle
This Discipline allows the Monk to Negate the effects of
a Pin, Bind, or Movement effect. This does not work on
Imprisonment.
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3

4

3v

Compassion

4

5

4v

Nerve Strike

5

6

5v

Enlighten

By maintaining contact with the Target, this Discipline
may be used to halt the Targets Death count.
When the Monk strikes a Targets limbs with this
Discipline, they become paralyzed and unable to be used
for 1 minute.
The Monk may strike a Target and remove all Mind
effects from them.

1 minute

Instant

Self

Balance

Instant

Instant

Any

Compassion

Instant

Instant

Self

Nerve Strike

Duration

Effect

Target

Instant

Instant

Self

Monks Apostle

Instant

Instant

Self

Balance

Instant

Instant

Self

Compassion

Instant

Instant

Self

Nerve Strike

1 hour

Instant

Self

Enlighten

G R EA T ER D I S CI P LI N E S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Discipline
Name

1

3

Mend

2

4

Twelve Fists

3

5

Triple Wield

4

6

Recover

5

7

Spirit of the
Ages

Discipline Description
This Discipline will enable the Monk to heal themselves
for his total Essence. It takes 10 seconds to perform this
discipline and it may be used once per tag cycle.
For the next 12 strikes, the Monk may swing +3 Essence
damage. This Ability may be used once per tag cycle.
This Discipline allows the Monk to swing double
damage with one Fist for 5 minutes. This may only be
used on Hand to Hand or Claws. This Ability may be
used once per tag cycle.
Allows the Monk to heal themselves for 10 vigor. The
Monk may not heal themselves beyond their Vigor pool
in this way. This Ability takes 10 seconds to perform and
may be used once per tag cycle.
Summons an Avatar of Cho-Ren. The Avatar has no will
and can only be directed by the commands of a Healer or
Crusader. Only one of these Summonings may be active
at any given time throughout the weekend. This Ability
may be used once per tag cycle. After this ability ends,
the Monk is in an exhausted state. They cannot swing
above 1 damage Meditate, or activate Spirit of the Ages
for 30 min. All Avatars must wear illumination around
their neck.
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The Sagely One

The Focused One

The Uncorrupted One

The Selfless One

The Caring One

30 Essence
40 Mana
0 Vigor

50 Essence
20l Armor, Soak 3
50 Vigor
0 Mana

Essence: 80
Vigor: 0
Mana: 0

Essence: 20
B. Vigor: 30
B. Mana: 30
Swings: Base w/ fists or staff

Essence: 20
Mana: 50
Vigor: 0

Swings 3 Magic with Fists or
Staff
May throw Packets for 3 Magic
(physical effect)
Empower Chi 1m- This ability
cause the Targets next Attack or
Spell to do +5 Magic Damage
Weaken Chi 2m- Causes the
Target to take full Effect from
Magic Damage
Energize Chi 3m- Changes the
Damage type of the Targets
Attacks and Spells to Magic for 5
min
“I submit myself to the Guardian
of the Stars to...”
Become a Mana Bridge 1m
Release you 1m
Summon a Scald of Power 2m
Summon an Arc of Power 2m
Destroy Your Concentration 3m
Shock Your Mana/Vigor 3m
Dispel Magic 4m
Become a Vigor Bridge 4m
Summon an Arcane Tempest 5m

Defense: Minimal from All
Swings 7 Magic Damage with
Fists or Staff
Dodge 4v
Balance 2v
Disarm 1v
Master Disarm 3v
Break Limb 3v
Tendon Shrike 4v
Crit Strike 3v
Stun 3v
+2 Strength
Focused Armor 1v- If the
Focused One concentrates for 15
seconds, they may heal 5 Armor
to themselves. This may not be
used to exceed 20 Natural
Armor.
Chi Strike 5v- This strike cannot
be Blocked or Parried, and can
hit through a weapon or shield.
This can be added to any strike
or ability the Disciplined One
can perform.
True Strike 1v- This causes the
next strike to deal Smite damage.
This can be used in addition to
any strike or ability the
Disciplined One can perform.

Swings for 1 damage with Short
Fists
Abilities:
Steadfast Armor- Any attack or
Ability that strikes the
Uncorrupted One only does 1
damage regardless of strength or
effect. This includes all
beneficial effects. The
Uncorrupted One receives no
detriments or benefits from any
abilities, it simply takes 1
damage. Any channeled effects
against the Uncorrupted One
break after the first casting.
Tithing Blade- Anyone may
donate Essence to the
Uncorrupted One at a rate of 1
Essence per second. The donated
Essence counts as aggravated
damage, and only 5 Essence may
be donated per person.
Balance 1e
Intercede 1e
“I submit myself to the Guardian
of the Stars to...”
Create Shield Wall 3e
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Hymn of Mana 1 B.M.- By
maintaining contact with a
Target and humming for 30
seconds, the Selfless One may
heal them 1 Mana
Hymn of Vigor 1 B.V.- By
maintaining contact with a
Target and humming for 30
seconds, the Selfless One may
heal them 1 Vigor
Hymn of Wisdom 1 B.M.- After
striking their Target with a spell
packet, for 1 minute, for as long
as the Selfless One points at and
maintains line of sight with the
Target, they will cast spells at +5
Numerical Effect. No Target may
be under the effect of more than
5 Hymns of Wisdom or Hymns
of Discipline in an hour.
Hymn of Discipline 1 B.V.After striking their Target with a
spell packet, for 1 minute, for as
long as the Selfless One points at
and maintains line of sight with
the Target, they will swing +1
Damage and gain +1 Soak. No
Target may be under the effect of
more than 5 Hymns of Wisdom
or Hymns of Discipline in an
hour.

May not carry a weapon or
Shield
“I submit myself to the Guardian
of the Stars to...”
Repel You 1m
Bestow Grace of Alizia 1m
Calm Your Heart 2 m
Cure Disease 2m
Bestow Breath of Alizia 3m
Bestow Blessed Endurance 3m
Cleanse Mind 4m
Grant Alizia's Touch 4m
Bestow Vitalia's Bond 5m
Chi Shield 1m- This ability will
stop one Physical effect
delivered from the front.
Channel Compassion- This
ability will heal 5 essence per
second at a cost of 1m per heal to
any Target, Living or Undead,
that the Caring One maintains
contact with.
Compassion's Sacrifice- If the
Target is in the Critical stage of
their death count, the Caring One
may use this skill to bring them
back to life at full essence.
However, this will end the Spirit
of the Ages Discipline. This does
not count towards the Targets
Life effects per weekend.

THE SH’DDAR
PROFESSIONS

N ETHERMANCERS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost
1

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name
Small
Weapon

3

See Spirit

3

Staff

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

2

Literacy

2

Caster
Essence

Knowledge Description
This Knowledge will allow the Nethermancer the ability
to wield any Small type weapons.
This Knowledge allows the Nethermancer to see Spirits.
Spirits are represented by people wearing a red
headband. This will not allow the Nethermancer to speak
with spirits.
This Knowledge will allow the Nethermancer the ability
to wield any Staff type weapons.
This Knowledge will allow the Nethermancer to teach
any Knowledge, Skill, Prayer or Sacrament that they
know to another person. In the case of Muti-classed
Nethermancers, they must meet the Prerequisites of the
Knowledge Teach for each specific class in order to
teach from that class. Advanced Lists, Hidden Lists, Lost
Lore or Classes may never be taught this way. This does
not give the Reaver the ability to Baptize.
This Knowledge allows the Nethermancer to use
Components harvested from Component Nodes. Nodes
can be harvested at a rate of 2 points per minute.
However a single player can only harvest a single node
for a maximum of 10 points every hour. To harvest a
component, the player need simply add the white
component tags to his or her tag ring. These tags can be
traded between players, however all components wither
at the end of a standard weekend.
This Knowledge grants a Nethermancer the ability to
read and write the common language
For every Even-numbered Nethermancer Level they
possess, the Nethermancer may gain +1 healable Essence
per purchase of this Knowledge.

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

5th Circle
Sacrament or Prayer

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

1-2

Mana

1-2

Vigor

The Nethermancer may gain +1 healable Mana per
purchase of this Knowledge at a rate of 1 build per point
of Mana. When the Nethermancer purchases 40 Mana
through this means, the cost increases to 2 build per point
of Mana. The Nethermancer's Mana pool may never
exceed 80 through this means.
The Nethermancer may gain +1 healable Vigor per
purchase of this Knowledge at a rate of 1 build per point
of Vigor. When the Nethermancer purchases 40 Vigor
through this means, the cost increases to 2 build per point
of Vigor. The Nethermancer's Vigor pool may never
exceed 80 through this means.

Constant

None

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

Skill Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

3

3v

Soul Hook

This Skill allows the Nethermancer to forcibly raise an
unwilling target as their minion. A Nethermancer may
only have one forcibly raised minion at a time.

End of
Summoning

Instant

Any

None

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Any

None

Instant

Any

None

P RA Y ER S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Prayer
Name

Verbal
1

2

1m

Feign Death

1

2

1m

Siphon your
Soul

Prayer Description

I break the Cycle of life and death to…
This Prayer allows the target to appear as dead. Any
detect or assess life skills will determine that the
1 Hour
target of this spell is dead. Any movement from the
Target will end this effect
This Prayer deals 5 Essence damage. If the Prayer is
delivered successfully, the Nethermancer may heal 2
Essence to themselves. The Nethermancer may not
Instant
heal themselves above their maximum healable
Essence pool through this means. The Target must
have at least 1 Essence to be affected by this Prayer.
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1

2

1m

Siphon your
Strength

1

2

1m

Grant Shield
of the
Virtuous

1

2

1m

Grant Speed
to the
Soulless

This Prayer will drain the Target of 1 Strength. If the
Prayer is delivered successfully, the Nethermancer
will then gain +1 Strength for the duration. A Target
may never be drained below the ability to swing 1
damage with by this means. This Prayer may not be
combined with any other Strength Stealing effect.
This Prayer will allow the Target to stop an attempt to
be forcibly raised by one person. This Prayer is
invoked automatically by the first person that
attempts to forcibly raise the Target of this Prayer.
This Prayer will remove the Shambling effect from
Summoned Undead.

1 minute

Instant

Any

None

6 Hours

Reactive /
5 Minutes

Any

None

End of
Summoning

Instant

Summoned
Undead

None

Instant

Any

None

Instant

Rank 1-2
Undead

None

This Prayer allows the Target to speak with and hear
Spirits. The Target does not gain the ability to see
5 minutes
Spirits. The spirit cannot be forced to answer, or
answer truthfully.
This Prayer will allow the caster to control any rank
1-2 Undead, forcing the Target to follow all the
Nethermancer's commands. The Nethermancer may
30 minutes
only have one Undead under their command at a time
from this spell.
I break the Cycle of life and death to…

1

2

1m

Grant
Whisper of
the Spirits

1

2

1m

Command
Lesser
Undead

This Prayer allows the Target to see Spirits. They
may not speak with or hear Spirits.

5 minutes

Instant

Any

Verbal
2

3

2m

Grant You
Death’s
Vision

2

3

2m

Grant You
Soul Shield

The Prayer defends the target from any one effect that
directly damages their Essence pool.

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

2m

Grant
Strength of
Bone

This Prayer grants a Summoned Undead +1 strength.
This strength cannot be combined with any other
strength giving Spell or Prayer effects. It will add to
any natural strength of the Undead.

End of
Summoning
/ Reduced: 5
minutes

Instant

Summoned
Undead

2m

Bestow
Guise of the
Living

This Prayer will allow any Undead to appear as a
living person. The Undead will detect as alive to all
life detection skills and effects.

End of
Summoning/
Reduced: 1
hour

Instant

Summoned
Undead

2

2

3

3
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Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Prayers

2

2

2

3

3

3

2m

Shred your
Soul

2m

Bestow
Death’s
Grasp

2m

Summon
Skeleton

This Prayer deals 10 Essence damage to a Target. If
the Prayer is delivered successfully, the caster may
heal 5 essence to themselves. The caster may not heal
above their maximum healable Essence pool through
this means. The target of this spell must have at least
1 essence to be affected by this Prayer.
This Prayer will cause the Target to be Paralyzed
from the waist down. This will prevent the target
from moving their legs on their own. This is not a pin
or bind effect.
This Prayer allows the caster to raise a Fallen Target
as a Skeleton. The Targets Death count is suspended,
and will resume upon completion of the duration of
this Prayer. However, if the Skeleton is brought to its
Critical Stage Death Count, the Target will also be
put into their Critical Stage Death Count at the
conclusion of the Skeleton's Death.
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Instant

1 minute

1 Hour

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Fallen
Target

Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Costume Requirements:
Skeleton Mask or Makeup, Undead Tabard
Essence 10
Mana 0
Vigor 6
Knowledges: Short Claws (Black), Claw Proficiency,
One-handed Weaponry
Skills: Stun, Block
Racials: Mindless, Tear Limb, Staggered Gait,
Shambling, Mute
Weakness: Elemental Damage
Mindless: Undead cannot be affected by mind effects.
Staggered Gait: Undead cannot be completely
stopped by a pin/bind effect. The Undead will slow to
half whatever speed he was at when struck with these
effects; cumulative.
Tear Limb: After 30 seconds, a Skeleton can tear a
limb from an unmoving victim. The limb can be used
to replace a broken or severed limb on the Skeleton.
The limb can also be used to feed a Zombie or Ghoul
healing either for 5 essence.
Shambling: May only move at a walking pace.
Mute: May not speak.
Verbal

3

3

4

4

3m

3m

Share your
Soul

Heal Unlife

I break the Cycle of Life and Death Unending to…
This Prayer deals 10 Essence damage to a Target. If
the Prayer is delivered successfully, the caster may
heal 5 essence to themselves or another target. The
caster may not heal above their Target's maximum
healable Essence pool through this means. The Target
Instant
of this spell must have at least 1 Essence to be
affected by this Prayer. The caster may throw a spell
packet to redirect the stolen Essence. This prayer will
not heal Undead.
This Prayer allows the caster to heal Undead targets
for 15 essence.
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Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Summoned
Undead

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Prayers

3

3

4

4

4

3

4

3m

Extend your
Service

3m

Siphon your
Might

3m

Grant you
my Blessings

3m

Create a
Wall of
Shadows

This Prayer will extend the duration of a Summoned
Undead for +30 minutes. This Prayer will not affect
minions summoned under the effect of Soul Hook.
This Prayer lowers the constant damage that its
Target swings (Base Damage + Weapon Proficiencies
+Strength) by half (round down). If the Prayer is
delivered successfully, the amount of damage the
caster swings is increased by the amount drained. A
target may not be drained below ability to swing 1
damage. The caster may not combine the damage
enhancement gained in this way with any other
temporary damage enhancing effect.
This Prayer will transfer any or all beneficial effects,
Latent or Active, currently on the caster and bestow
them onto a summoned undead as long as the undead
is an eligible target for the transferred effects. All
durations of effects remain the same, they are not
refreshed. At the end of the Summoned Undead's
duration, all effects are lost.
This Prayer will create a 10 foot wide by 10 foot tall
Wall that any Rank 1-4 Undead cannot pass. This
Wall will remain standing for 5 minutes or as long as
the caster keeps his arm extended with the palm out,
whichever duration happens first. The caster may
move away from the Wall at a Heel-to-toe rate, but if
the Nethermancer loses eye contact with the Wall, it
will drop. The Wall will remain at the location that
the Nethermancer created it. Walls require that a
flashlight beam must be directed at the ground at the
point where the it is cast and can be slowly pivoted to
mark the length of the Wall. Targets that are caught in
the Wall when cast will not take any damage and can
choose to appear on either side of the it.
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30 minutes

1 minute

End of
Summoning
/ Reduced: 1
hour

Channeled 5
minutes

Instant

Instant

Instant

Instant

Summoned
Undead

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Prayers

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Prayers

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Prayers

Ground

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Prayers

4

4

3m

Borrow your
Skill

Verbal
4

5

4m

Bestow
Rehnquist’s
Servant

4

5

4m

Bestow
Death’s
Exhaustion

4

4

5

5

4m

Bestow my
Knowledge

4m

Create a
Barrier of
Undeath

This Prayer allows the caster to steal a Skill or
Knowledge from an Unconscious Target. The caster
must know the name of the Skill or Knowledge they
are Targeting at the time of casting. If a Skill, the
caster uses the Skill from their own Vigor pool.
Weapon Proficiencies or Knowledge of Weapon or
30 minutes
Shield use. The Target of this Prayer cannot use the
given Skill or Knowledge while under the duration of
this Prayer. The caster may only benefit from one
stolen Skill or Knowledge at a time, and must wait
until the end of the duration before they are able to
steal a different one.
I break the Cycle of Life and Death Unending to…
This Prayer gives a Summoned Undead 2 uses of the
Skill Intercede on the caster at no additional cost. The
1 hour
caster will always determine what attack is
Interceded.
This Prayer deals 5 Vigor damage.
This Prayer will grant a Summoned Undead use of
any Nethermancer Prayer that the caster knows.
When the priest bestows this knowledge upon a
minion, the caster will lose use of that Prayer for the
duration. In addition, the caster may also give the
Undead up to 20 temporary Mana from their own
pool at a 1 for 1 ratio. When the duration of this
Prayer is over, the caster gains back the lost Prayer,
but any Mana transferred to the Undead remains
spent. Undead must be able to speak in order to cast
Prayers. This can be used with the Borrow your
Knowledge Prayer.
This Prayer will allow the caster to prevent any Rank
1-4 Undead from entering a room through one
entrance. This Barrier will remain standing for a 30
minutes or as long as the caster keeps his arm
extended with the palm out, whichever duration
happens first. The caster may move at a heel to toe
rate while inside the room. If used in a room where
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Instant

End of
Summoning
/ Reduced: 1
hour

Channeled
30 Minutes

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Instant

Summoned
Undead

Instant

Any

Instant

Summoned
Undead

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Prayers

Entrance

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Prayers

the caster cannot see all entrances, the Undead may
enter but not come within line of sight of the caster

3

4

4

5

5

5

4m

Borrow your
Knowledge

4m

Create a
Nethermantic
Tether

4m

Summon a
Skeletal
Champion /
Summon a
Skeletal
Arcanist

This Prayer allows the caster to steal a Spell or Prayer
from an unconscious Target. The caster must know
the name of the Spell or Prayer that they are stealing
at the time of casting. Eddar Prayers may not be
Targeted by this Prayer. The target loses the spell for
the duration, and the caster may cast the Spell or
Prayer from his own Mana pool. The Nethermancer
may only have one stolen Spell or Prayer at a time,
and must wait until the end of the duration before
they are able to steal a different one.
This Prayer will allow the caster to summon into the
target a latent undead summoning that will remain
dormant until such a time that the Target falls to -1
Essence, at which point the Target will immediately
raise as the Undead. The Undead Summoning Prayer
or Sacrament must be cast along with this Prayer. The
caster must give the Target all Tags associated with
the summoning and mark on the tags what undead
was summoned. In addition, the Undead may also be
given any beneficial caster Prayer at this time, but
again, the tags must be given to the target with the
name of the spell written on them. Those Prayers may
not be used until the Undead is Invoked.
This Prayer allows the Nethermancer to raise a Fallen
Target as a Skeletal Champion or Skeletal Arcanist.
The Target's Death count is suspended, and will
resume upon completion of the duration of this
Prayer. However, if the Champion or Arcanist is
brought to its Critical Stage Death Count, the Target
will also be put into their Critical Stage Death Count
at the conclusion of the Champion's or Arcanist's
Death.
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30 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Prayers

6 Hours

Reactive /
Varies

Any
Living

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Fallen
Target

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Prayers

1 hour

Skeletal Champion
Costume Requirements: Skeleton Mask or Makeup,
Undead Tabard
Essence 40
Mana 0
Vigor 25
Knowledges: Long Claws (Black), Weapon Master,
Weapon Proficiency (One-handed), Weapon
Proficiency (Two-handed), Strength +2, Master
Florentine or Shield.
Skills: Critical Strike, Block, Break Limb, Power
Strike
Racials: Mindless, Staggered Gait, Tear Limb, Mute
Defenses: Minimal from Normal damage
Weakness: Elemental Damage
Skeletal Arcanist
Costume Requirements: Skeleton Mask or Makeup,
Undead Tabard
Essence 15
Mana 30
Vigor 0
Knowledges: Long Claws (Black)
Racials: Mindless, Staggered Gait, Tear Limb
Weakness: Elemental Damage
Spells: I invoke the shadows of darkness to...
Create a Sword of Shadows 1m
Stay your Distance 1m
Return your Damage 1m
Dim your Vision 2m
Summon a Scald of Power 2m
Summon an Energy Ball 2m
Slow your Weapon 3m
Verbal
5

6

5m

Bestow
Facade of the
Dead

I break the Cycle of Life and Death Unending and Eternal to…
This will allow the Target to appear to be one of any
type of Undead that the caster knows how to
1 hour
Instant
summon. The target will detect as undead to any
skills.
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Any

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Prayers

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

5m

Spirit Tether

5m

Grant Vision
of Death

5m

Grant the
Knowledge
of the Ages

5m

Grant Speech

5m

Bestow
Teaching of
the Known
World

This Payer allows all beneficial Prayers, Spells,
Sacraments or Rituals that the target had upon them at
Death to remain after Resurrection.
This Prayer will allow the caster to see through the
eyes of a Summoned Undead. The caster is not
granted this sight until his minion reports it to him.
Radios may be used for this effect. If the undead is
killed, its Spirit will report what happened to the
caster.
This Prayer allows the caster to steal a Skill or
Knowledge from an Unconscious Target and bestow
it to a Target ally. The caster must know the name of
the Skill or Knowledge they are Targeting at the time
of casting. If a Skill, the Target ally uses the Skill
from their own Vigor pool. Weapon Proficiencies or
Knowledge of Weapon or Shield use. The Target of
this Prayer cannot use the given Skill or Knowledge
while under the duration of this Prayer. The caster
may grant one stolen Skill or Knowledge at a time,
and must wait until the end of the duration before
they are able to grant a different one.
This Prayer will give any target undead the ability to
speak. Any Rank 1-3 Undead will only repeat what
their creator told them to say whereas an Rank 4 or
higher has independent thought and may carry on full
conversations without guidance from their creators.
This will also dispel any active silence effects on the
target undead.
This Prayer will grant an undead minion of the
caster's any spell that the caster knows, even if it is
not Nethermancy. When the caster bestows this
knowledge upon a minion, the caster will lose use of
that Prayer for the duration, unless that Prayer is a
Nethermancer Prayer. Furthermore, the Nethermancer
may also grant knowledge of a spell from a scroll to
his minion at the cost of 1 charge of the scroll,
provided the scroll is not of the Eddar or Woddar
faith. In addition, the caster may also give its creation
up to 40 temporary mana from their own pool at a 1
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6 Hours

End of
Summoning/
1 hour on
nonsummoned

30 minutes

End of
Summoning

End of
Summoning/
1 hour on
nonsummoned

Reactive

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Summoned
Undead

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Summoned
Undead

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Prayers

Instant

Summoned
Undead

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Prayers

for 1 ratio. When the duration of this Prayer is over,
the caster gains back the lost Prayer, but any Mana
transferred to the Undead is still spent. Undead must
be able to speak in order to cast Prayers. This can be
used with the Borrow your Knowledge Prayer.

5

6

5m

Merge Soul

This Prayer will allow the caster to merge two
separate Summoned Undead into one stronger undead
being. This Prayer will merge the pools and abilities
of the two creatures together. The weakness of the
new creature will be that of either original creature at
the caster's discretion. Two of the same creatures may
not be merged. This creation is considered a 5th rank
undead. The creation has the stats of summonings at
the time of casting, the stats are not refreshed.

Instant

2
Summoned
Undead

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Prayers

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

6 Hours

Reactive

Any

None

6 hours

Instant

Any

None

1 hour

S AC R A ME N T S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Sacrament
Name

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Death Armor

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Zombie Arm

Sacrament Description
This Sacrament will stop the next killing blow that is
successful on the target, after which it will end. This
killing blow will have no effect. The player does not
need to call no effect, though a marshal may clarify this
out of game. This sacrament may target a living or
undead being.
This Sacrament allows the caster to replace a target's arm
with the arm of a Zombie. The arm is created during this
Sacrament. This new arm inflicts 1 normal damage with
Small Claws (black). This arm may not use any Skills.
After the duration, the Arm will rot off, leaving the
Targets arm with a Sever effect.
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1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Zombie
Summoning

This Sacrament allows the caster to raise a Fallen Target
as a Zombie. The target's Death count is suspended at the
start of the casting of this Sacrament, and will resume
upon completion of the duration of the Sacraments
effect. However, if the Zombie is brought to its Critical
Stage Death Count, the Target will also be put into their
Critical Stage Death Count at the conclusion of the
Zombie's Death.

1 hour

Instant

Any

None

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Zombie
Costume Requirements:
Undead Tabard, Disheveled clothing
Essence -15
Mana - 0
Vigor - 8
Knowledges- Small Claws (Black)
Skills – Stun, Devour
Racials- Mindless, Staggered Gait, Mute (may groan)
Weakness: Elemental
Devour: 1 Vigor
Caste heals 10 Essence after devouring a Fallen Target
for 30 seconds. Counts as a Killing Blow.

2

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Banner of
Unlife

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Skeletal Arm

This Banner allows all allies within sight cast all
individual Summoning Sacraments and Rituals in 1
minute. A Ritualist must aide in the creation of this
Banner. For the complete rules on raising a Banner
please reference the Ritualist section of the Rule Book.
This Sacrament allows the caster to replace a target's arm
with that of a Skeleton. The arm is created during this
Sacrament. This new arm inflicts 2 normal damage with
Small Claws (black), as well as 2 uses of the Skill Break
Limb at no additional cost. This arm may not use any
other Skills. After the duration, the Arm will rot off,
leaving the Targets arm with a Sever effect.
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Channeled
30
Minutes

6 hours

Instant

Instant

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Ghoul
Summoning

This Sacrament allows the caster to raise a Fallen Target
as a Ghoul. The Targets Death count is suspended at the
start of the casting of this Sacrament, and will resume
upon completion of the duration of the Sacraments
effect. However, if the Ghoul is brought to its Critical
Stage Death Count, the Target will also be put into their
Critical Stage Death Count at the conclusion of the
Ghoul's Death.
Ghoul
Costume Requirements:
Undead Tabard, Disheveled clothing, Red makeup
around the mouth
Blood Pool – 45
Knowledges – Short Claws (black), 2 Claw
Proficiencies, Mindless, Staggered Gait, Drink Blood,
Blood Blond
Skills – Stun, Critical Strike, Block, Disarm
Racials: Mindless, Staggered Gait, Drink Blood, Blood
Blond
Spells – I break the Cycle of Life and Death to...
Charm your Mind 1m
Create Tendrils of Despair 2m
Siphon your Might 3m
Blood Pool: The Blood Pool represents the Ghouls
Essence Pool. The Blood Pool is also used in place of
Vigor or Mana to fuel Skills and Prayers.
Drink Blood: After 5 seconds of contact with an
Unmoving Target, the Ghoul will deal 1 essence to the
Target, and gain 1 Blood. The Target must have at least
1 Essence for this ability to work. This cannot be used to
increase the Ghoul's Blood Pool above 90. This may not
be used against Undead Targets.
Blood Bond: The Ghoul may gain any 1 Racial as well
as all alchemical effects from any Target that it has
gained 10 Blood from.
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1 hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1
Nethermancer
Sacraments

3

3

3

5

5

5

3m, 1v,
1e

3m, 1v,
1e

3m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Nether
Weapon

This Sacrament will cause a weapon to inflict +0 essence
damage.

Sacramental
Ghoul Arm

This Sacrament allows the caster to replace a target's arm
with that of a Ghoul. The arm is created during this
Sacrament. This new arm may swing 3 Damage with
Small Claws (black). In addition, arm may invoke a
Paralyzing Poison 3 times on any strike, which will
completely paralyze the target for 1 minute. 5 damage
will break this effect. This arm may not use any Skills.
After the duration, the Arm will rot off, leaving the
Targets arm with a Sever effect.

Sacrament of
the Banshee

This Sacrament allows the caster to raise a Fallen Target
as a Banshee. The Targets Death count is suspended at
the start of the casting of this Sacrament, and will
resume upon completion of the duration of the
Sacraments effect. However, if the Banshee is brought to
its Critical Stage Death Count, the Target will also be
put into their Critical Stage Death Count at the
conclusion of the Banshee's Death.
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30
minutes

6 Hours

1 Hour

Instant

Instant

Instant

Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Banshee:
Costume Requirements:
Undead Tabard, White clothing, White face makeup
Essence – 30
Mana – 25
Vigor – 0
Knowledges- Small Claws (black)
Racials- Wail
Defenses- Minimal from Normal
Weakness- Elemental
Spells- I break the Cycle of Life and Death to...
Command Lesser Undead – 1m
Shred your Soul – 2m
Create a Wall of Shadows – 3m
I invoke the Shadows of Darkness to...
Charm your Mind – 1m
Make you Quiet – 2m
Hold you in Thrall – 3m
Wail- 2 Mana
Wail causes a Target to be unable to move, attack, cast,
or use any Defensive Skills for 30 seconds. Latent
defenses may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken
against the Target will end this effect. Only one Target
may be under the effects of Wail at a time, and this
attack must be delivered with a Spell Packet.

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Sacrament of
Revenant
Arm

This Sacrament allows the caster to replace a target's arm
with that of a Revenant. The arm is created during this
Sacrament. This new arm inflicts 3 normal damage with
Large Claws (black), as well as 2 uses of the Skill Break
Weapon and 1 use of the Skill Break Shield at no
additional cost. In addition, the arm has +1 Strength and
may use all known Skills. After the duration, the Arm
will rot off, leaving the Targets arm with a Sever effect.
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6 Hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Triggering this Seal will cause an Undead to appear. At
the time of casting, the caster will determine what
undead will be summoned. The caster can only name
undead that they have the knowledge to summon.

4

4

6

6

4m, 2v,
2e

4m, 2v,
2e

Seal of
Undead
Sentinel

Sacrament of
the Wraith

If cabin raiding, a person should have a Marshal with
them. The marshal with them will play the undead. If for
some reason, the cabin is being raided while the caster of
this Seal is inside, he may play the sentinel himself, or
designate a person present to do so. The stats of the
undead used should be included on the area notes for this
Seal. It is the Nethermancer’s responsibility to leave a
set of claws and mask in the room where the Seal is for
its minion to use. For more information on seals, please
reference the Casting of Seals section of the rulebook.
This Sacrament allows the caster to raise a Fallen Target
as a Wraith. The Targets Death count is suspended at the
start of the casting of this Sacrament, and will resume
upon completion of the duration of the Sacraments
effect. However, if the Wraith is brought to its Critical
Stage Death Count, the Target will also be put into their
Critical Stage Death Count at the conclusion of the
Wraith's Death.
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6 Hours

1 Hour

Reactive /
5 Charges

Instant

Seal

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Wraith:
Costume Requirements:
Undead Tabard, Dark flowing clothing
Essence 40
Mana 15
Vigor 15
Knowledges- Long Claws (black), +3 Strength, Essence
damage
Skills - Stun Resist, Dodge
Racials- Mindless, Staggered Gait, Possession, Touch of
Death, Mute
Defenses- Minimal from Normal, Immune to Strength
Drain
Weakness- Elemental
Stun Resist- 1v
Resist One Stun Effect
Touch of Death- 1m Claw-cast
Target must drop everything in both hands, and drop to
one knee and shiver. The target is Under the effect of
Stun.
Possession- 3m Claw-cast, max 3x per summoning
The Wraith inhabits the Targets body. The Wraith will
don a white Headband and direct all actions of the
Target. Wraith must remain close to the Target while
Possessing. The Wraith will flee the Target if they fall to
-1 Essence.

5

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Sacrament of
Séance

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Sacrament of
the
Phantasm

This Sacrament will allow a caster to let a Spirit enter
into their body so that an entire room may interact with
it. The spirit cannot be forced to answer a summons nor
forced to tell the truth. The Nethermancer will retain full
memory of everything that transpired while this
Sacrament has taken place.
This Sacrament allows the caster to replace a Targets
arm with that of a Phantasm. The arm is created during
this Sacrament. This new arm inflicts 2 normal damage
with Large Claws (black). This arm will also gain the
ability to use any two rank 1 Reaver or Sorcerer Prayers
and any two rank 2 Reaver or Sorcerer Prayer chosen at
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30
Minutes

6 hours

Instant

Instant

Spirit

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Sacraments

the time of casting. This arm may not use any skills.
After the duration, the arm will rot off, leaving the
Targets arm with a Sever effect.

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Sacrament of
the Mummy

This Sacrament allows the caster to raise a Fallen Target
as a Mummy. The Targets Death count is suspended at
the start of the casting of this Sacrament, and will
resume upon completion of the duration of the
Sacrament's effect. However, if the Mummy is brought
to its Critical Stage Death Count, the Target will also be
put into their Critical Stage Death Count at the
conclusion of the Mummy's Death.
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1 hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4
Nethermancer
Sacraments

Mummy:
Immune to Pins, Mind effects, Breaks and Severs (made
of dust)
Weaknesses - Fire and Earth Elemental and Magic
Takes +1 Melee/+5 Spell Damage from Elemental and
Magic
Takes Double Damage from Bane, Death Bane, Mummy
Bane
Essence-50
Vigor-20
Mana-20
Knowledges- Long Claws (black), +1 Strength, 3 Claw
Proficiencies
Racials- Mindless, Staggered Gait, Choke
Skills- Block, Parry
Defenses- Minimal from Normal, Minimal from Silver,
Minimal from Mithril, Immune to Breaks, Immune to
Severs
Weaknesses- Elemental, Magic
Spells - From the Ancient Darkness, I ...
Engulf you 1m- Both Legs are under a Pin effect
Shred your Soul 2m
Wither your Mind 3m- Spell casting is slowed to 1 spell
every 10 seconds. Lasts 1 minute
Wither your Body 3m- Weapons swings slowed to 1
swing per 5 seconds. Lasts 1 minute
Choke – The Mummy must Deliver this ability by
striking the tunic area with both claws. Having more
Strength as the Mummy may be used to defend against
this attack. Target is unable to move, attack, cast, or use
any Defensive Skills for as long as both Claws remain
on the Target. Latent defenses may be invoked. In
addition, the Mummy may deal 1 damage per second to
the Target, stated as “Choke, 1 damage”. For every
damage dealt this way, the Mummy may heal 1 Essence.
A person or group of people with a combined greater
Strength than the Mummy may break the Target out of
the effect.
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R EAVERS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost
3

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name
One-Handed
Weaponry

Knowledge Description
This Knowledge will allow the character the ability to
wield any One-Handed or Small type weapons.
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 1, to a minimum of 1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 20 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 2, to a minimum of 1 damage.
This knowledge grants a character the ability to read and
write the common language
With this Knowledge, any strikes to the back of the
opponent, while the character is positioned within back
180 degree arc of the target, may deal +1 damage. Any
damage dealt this way must have “Backstab” announced
proceeding the damage call.
This Knowledge allows the character to use both a Onehanded sized and a Small sized weapon at the same time
in different hands. They may use the weapons in both an
offensive and defensive manner.
This Knowledge allows the character to use two Onehanded sized weapons at the same time in different
hands. They may use the weapons in both an offensive
and defensive manner.

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

Armor Efficiency
Leather

Constant

None

Constant

Any Weapon Type

Constant

One-Handed
Weaponry

Constant

Florentine, Weapon
Proficiency

4

Leather Soak

5

Studded
Leather/
Chain Soak

2

Literacy

6

Backstab

4

Florentine

5

Florentine
Master

4, 6, 8,
10

Florentine
Proficiency

Each purchase of this character will allow all off-hand
attacks from the Reaver to strike for +1 damage.

Constant

Equal number of
Weapon
Proficiencies

3

Reaver
Stamina

This Knowledge grants the Reaver +5 healable Essence

Constant

None
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4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

10, 12,
14, 16

Weapon
Proficiency

2

Hybrid
Essence

1-2

Mana

1-2

Vigor

This Knowledge will allow the character to teach any
Knowledge, Skill, Prayer or Sacrament that they know to
another person. In the case of Muti-classed Reavers, they
must meet the Prerequisites of the Knowledge Teach for
each specific class in order to teach from that class.
Advanced Lists, Hidden Lists, Lost Lore or Class may
never be taught this way. This does not give the Reaver
the ability to Baptize.
This Knowledge allows the character to use Components
harvested from Component Nodes. Nodes can be
harvested at a rate of 2 points per minute. However a
single player can only harvest a single node for a
maximum of 10 points every hour. To harvest a
component, the player need simply add the white
component tags to his or her tag ring. These tags can be
traded between players, however all components wither
at the end of a standard weekend.
Each purchase of this Knowledge will allow the
character to swing +1 damage with a certain type of
weapon in their main-hand. The available types of
proficiencies are One-handed, Two-handed or Missile
weaponry. If the character is using a bastard weapon,
only the proficiencies of the style they are using it in
(One- or Two-handed) would apply. The build cost
progression is for each type of weapon.
For every Character Level they possess, the character
may gain +1 healable Essence per purchase of this
Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this Knowledge at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the Reaver purchases 40 Mana through this means,
the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana. The
Reaver's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through this
means.
The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this Knowledge at a rate of 1 build per point of Vigor.
When the Monk purchases 40 Vigor through this means,
the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor. The
Monk's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through this
means.
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Constant

5th Circle
Sacrament or Prayer

Constant

None

Constant

Any Weapon Type

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

3

3v

Block

4

3v

Break Limb

6

4v

Break Shield

4

4v

Break
Weapon

3

3v

Critical
Strike

2

1v

Disarm

3

2v

Retain

3

3v

Stun

Skill Description
As long as the character is using a weapon or a shield
they may use this Skill to stop a numerical physical
attack from that is not delivered from behind.
When striking any of the limbs of the Target, the
character may use this Skill to cause a Break effect to the
limb. If struck on an arm with this skill, that arm will
now strike for half damage rounded down with a weapon
as well as be unable to throw spells. If a target is struck
in the leg with this skill, the target may only walk at a
heel-to-toe rate.
This Skill will allow the character to strike a shield and
destroy it. The broken shield is considered useless and
must be dropped by the target.
This Skill will allow the character to strike a weapon and
destroy it. The broken weapon is considered useless and
must be dropped by the target.
This Skill will allow the character to swing x2 of their
current damage. Magical damage enhancing effects that
last for 1 minute or less do not get factored into the
multiplication of this skill.
This Skill will cause the character's Target to drop their
weapon and be unable to pick it up for 5 seconds. This
Skill is delivered by striking the Target in the arm
holding the weapon. If the weapon is two-handed, the
Target need only remove the hand of the arm struck for 5
seconds.
This Skill will allow the character to defend against any
Disarm effects. This will not protect the Reaver if they
naturally drop the weapon.
This Skill causes a character's target to be unable to
move, attack, cast, or use any Defensive Skills. Latent
defenses may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken
against the Target will end this effect. This Skill must be
delivered to the Tunic Area.
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Duration

Type

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Tactical

Self

Shield or Any
Weapon

Instant

Offensive

Limb

Stun

Instant

Offensive

Shield

Break Weapon

Instant

Offensive

Weapon

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Tactical

Self

Weapon Proficiency

5 seconds

Tactical

Any

Weapon

5

4v

Waylay

4

2v

Withdraw
Power

This Skill will cause a character's Target to be rendered
unconscious. This Skill must be delivered between the
shoulder blades, no more than 6 inches from the base of
the neck, and must be delivered as a Surprise Action.
This effect will end if the Target receives 5 damage, or a
Sever or Break effect. This Skill will not affect
Summoned beings, nor will it affect a Target wearing an
armored helm of Chain or greater equivalency
This skill allows the character to retain the Mana spent
on a weapon cast spell that has in some way missed or
been defended against.

5 minutes

Offensive

Any

Backstab

Instant

Tactical

Self

1st Rank Reaver
Sacrament

P RA Y ER S
All Reaver prayers are exclusively weapon cast, even if they are acquired through a non-Reaver ability.
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Prayer
Name

Verbal

1

2

1m

Sap Strength

1

2

1m

Render Soul

1

2

1m

Create a
Blade of
Precision

1

2

1m

Incite you to
Battle

3

2m

Tether You
to Darkness

Verbal
2

Prayer Description
On this field of battle I…
This Prayer will drain the Target of 1 Strength. If the
Prayer is delivered successfully, the Reaver will then
gain +1 Strength for the duration. A Target may never be
drained below the ability to swing 1 damage with by this
means.
This Prayer will allow another caster to cast any spells
that enhance an undead target on the target Reaver. All
such spells will have a reduced duration on the target of
Render Soul.
This Prayer will cause a weapon to swing +1 damage for
the next 10 strikes or for 1 minute, whichever duration
happens first.
This Prayer will force the Target to attack only the
caster. If the caster turns his back on the Target, this
Prayer will end. This is a mind effect.
On this field of battle I…
This Prayer forces the target to stay within 10 feet of the
caster.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

1 minute

Instant

Any

None

6 hours

Instant

Reaver

None

6 hours

Invoked /
10 strikes
or 1
minute.

Weapon

None

1 minute

Instant

Any

None

1 minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Reaver

Prayers

2

3

2m

Cast Lesser
Life Tap

This Prayer deals 5 Essence Damage. If the Prayer is
delivered successfully, the caster may heal 5 Essence to
themselves. The caster may not heal above their
maximum healable essence pool through this means. The
target of this spell must have at least 1 essence to be
affected by this Prayer.

2

3

2m

Block
Healing

This Prayer will cause the target to temporarily be unable
to be healed through any means.

3

2m

Create
Desperate
Measures

3

4

3m

Hold you
Still

3

4

3m

Rend Limb

3

4

3m

Create a
Squire of
Arms

3

4

3m

Transfer
Root

2

Verbal

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Reaver
Prayers

1 minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Reaver
Prayers

Invoked /
5 minutes

Reaver

Equal number of
Rank 1 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Limb

Equal number of
Rank 2 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Reaver
Prayers

This Prayer will allow the target Reaver to have all
damage affect his Mana or Vigor pool at his choice
instead of his Essence pool. When the Reaver runs out of
6 hours
Mana or Vigor, all damage that Reaver suffers will then
affect his Essence total.
On this field of battle, blood and rage I…
This prayer causes a target to be stunned, thus unable to
move, attack, cast, or use any Defensive Skills. Latent
30
defenses may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken
Seconds
against the Target will end this effect.
Any limb struck with this Prayer will be affected by a
Sever effect. If the limb is an arm, all items being held by
Instant
that limb must be dropped. If the limb is a leg, the Target
will be unable to walk.
This Prayer will force the target’s weapon to attack the
same target as the caster. This prayer is delivered on the
character not on the weapon. In the case of Florentine
style Targets, only the main-hand is affected by this
prayer, the off-hand will remain dormant at the Target's
1 minute
side. The person wielding this weapon will use all
available means to aid the caster. The Target my defend
himself normally. Any damage to the affected target by
the caster or his allies will end the effect. The enchanted
weapon cannot be dropped until this Prayer ends.
This Prayer allows the caster to remove any pin effect on
any target and transfer it to a different target. The caster
5 minutes
must strike both targets for this prayer to take effect. If
this Prayer misses or is defended by the second target,
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then the caster takes the Pin effect. The duration of any
Pin transferred by this means is 5 minutes.

Verbal
4

5

4m

Killing
strike

4

5

4m

Drain Vigor

4

5

4m

4

5

4m

5

6

5m

Stop Vigor

5

6

5m

Weaken
Shield

5

6

5m

Pierce
Sanctuary

5

6

5m

Stop Mana

Summon
Death’s
Rending
Create
Riposte of
the Reaver

Verbal

On this field of battle, blood and rage I…
This Prayer will drop a target that is unconscious or
within the first stage of their death count immediately to
Instant
the critical stage of their death count. This prayer will not
work on targets under a sleep effect.
This Prayer will deal 5 vigor damage to the target. If the
Prayer is delivered successfully, the caster may heal 2
Instant
vigor. The caster may not exceed his vigor pool through
this means.
This Prayer deals 10 essence damage to the target.

Instant

This Prayer may be invoked to allow the Target Reaver
one use of the Skill Riposte. Once invoked, this Prayer
6 hours
deals 4 Essence damage to the Reaver.
On this field of battle, blood and rage Unyielding I…
This Prayer will cause the target to be unable to spend
any Vigor, including to fuel Skills or Spells. This will
1 minute
not stop a racial ability.
This Prayer will cause a shield to deal 1 damage to the
wielder whenever it is struck or whenever they use the
Skills Block, Deflect, or Parry with the shield. The
1 minute
Reaver may call 1 damage every time they strike the
shield.
This Prayer will allow the Reaver to affect a Target that
is being affected by a Sanctuary, Imprisonment or Wall
effect with one strike. The Reaver may use Skills in
Instant
conjunction with this Prayer. This Prayer must be cast on
the Sanctuary itself.
This Prayer will cause the target to be unable to spend
any Mana, including to fuel Skills or Spells. This will not 1 minute
stop a racial ability.
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Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Any

Invoked

Reaver

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Shield

Equal number of
Rank 4 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Sanctuary

Equal number of
Rank 4 Reaver
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Reaver
Prayers

Equal number of
Rank 3 Reaver
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 3 Reaver
Prayers

S AC R A ME N T S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Sacrament
Name

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Weaponry

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Grim Coil

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Death

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Seal of the
Shroud

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Dark Stand

Sacrament Description
This Sacrament will allow the Target Reaver to use any
melee weapon. They may also use any skills that they
currently know in conjunction with the weapon. The
Reaver can apply all proficiencies they know from one
type of weapon to any weapon he uses. However,
knowledge of weapon proficiencies for different
weapons may not be stacked.
This Sacrament will prevent the Target Reaver from
being disarmed through any means. This ritual may only
be cast once per tag ring. This sacrament is weapon hand
specific.
For every effect that drops a Target to their critical stage
of Death count that the Target Reaver performs
successfully, they may choose to heal 1 Essence, Vigor,
or Mana. A Reaver may not exceed their Essence, Mana,
or Vigor pools through this means. The Reaver may
choose what Attribute they will regain each time they
bring a Target to their critical stage of Death count.
This seal will force the target to attack everyone near him
for the next 5 minutes. For more information on seals,
please reference the Casting of Seals section of the
rulebook
This Sacrament allows the caster to keep fighting until
they reach -50 essence. At that time they fall to the
ground at -50 essence and in their first stage of a death
count. In order to be healed, they must either receive 50
points of numerical healing or a Life effect. Flowing
Health, Seal These Wounds, Regenerate All, as well as
first aid effects will have no effect when the Reaver is in
this type of death count. The Reaver will also fall into
this special death count at -50 Essence 5 minutes after
invocation of this Sacrament regardless of his Essence
total. This Sacrament may only be used once per tag
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

1 hour

Instant

Reaver

None

6 hours

Invoked /
1 hour

Reaver

None

6 hours

Instant

Reaver

Equal number of
Rank 1 Reaver
Sacraments

6 hours

Reactive /
5 Charges

Seal

Equal number of
Rank 1 Reaver
Sacraments

6 hours

Invoked /
5 minutes

Self

Equal number of
Rank 2 Reaver
Sacraments

cycle and may be invoked only when the Reaver is at 0
or below Essence.

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Sacrament of
Arms

This Sacrament will allow a Reaver to store one
individual prayer of each rank within the target weapon.
The Reaver will have 5 minutes to deliver the prayers
once this Sacrament is invoked or they will be lost. To
store a prayer within the blade, the Reaver must cast the
prayer and pay the appropriate Mana cost. To invoke the
prayers within, the Reaver only needs to strike the target
and call the effect. This sacrament is considered an active
enchantment for the entire 6 hours and may only be cast
once per 6 hours. This weapon is only usable by the
casting Reaver and will only store Reaver prayers.
This Sacrament will allow the Reaver to rise back up
after falling to -1 Essence of lower. They will rise with
+20 non-Healable Essence, +1 Strength, and be Immune
to any Bind, Pin, Disarm, Waylay, and Mind effects. At
the end of 5 minutes, regardless of what Essence total the
Reaver is at, they will drop to -1 Essence in their critical
Death count. If used in conjunction with Dark Stand, the
effects of Dark Stand must be healed first.
This Banner allows all allies in sight to swing for +1
damage. This banner must be cast with the aid of a
Ritualist. For the complete rules on raising a Banner,
please reference the Ritualist section of the Rulebook.

6 hours

Invoked /
5 minutes

Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 2 Reaver
Sacraments

6 hours

Invoked /
5 minutes

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Reaver
Sacraments

30
Minutes

Instant

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 3 Reaver
Sacraments

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Sacrament of
Death’s
Release

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Banner of
Battle

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Blade of
Thorns

This Sacrament will allow a the Target Reaver to swing
+0 of any of the following damage types at will on each
swing: Damage, Silver, Mithril, Magic, or Essence.

6 hours

Invoked /
30
minutes

Reaver

Equal number of
Rank 4 Reaver
Sacraments

Harm’s
Blade

This Sacrament allows the Target Reaver to strike a Target
once for direct Essence, Vigor, or Mana damage. The Reaver
absorbs the full amount of the target’s Attribute that they
damaged with this Sacrament. Any skill or effect may be used
in conjunction with this Sacrament to augment the damage. A
Reaver may not exceed their maximum healable Essence,
Mana, or Vigor pools through this means. The Reaver will only
be able to successfully land this strike once per 6 hours. This
Sacrament will not be considered expended until it is
successfully delivered, and may invoked once per minute until
successful.

6 hours

Invoked /
Instant

Reaver

Equal number of
Rank 4 Reaver
Sacraments

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e
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S ORCERERS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

4

Leather
Efficiency

3

Staff

1

Small
Weapons

2

Literacy

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

2

Caster
Essence

Knowledge Description
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 1, to a minimum of 1 damage.
This Knowledge will allow the character the ability to
wield any Staff type weapons.
This Knowledge will allow the character the ability to
wield any Small type weapons.
This Knowledge grants a character the ability to read and
write the common language.
This Knowledge will allow the character to teach any
Knowledge, Prayer or Sacrament that they know to
another person. In the case of Muti-classed characters,
they must meet the Prerequisites of the Knowledge
Teach for each specific class in order to teach from that
class. Advanced Lists, Hidden Lists, Lost Lore or
Classes may never be taught this way. This does not give
the character the ability to Baptize.
This Knowledge allows the character to use Components
harvested from Component Nodes. Nodes can be
harvested at a rate of 2 points per minute. However a
single player can only harvest a single node for a
maximum of 10 points every hour. To harvest a
component, the player need simply add the white
component tags to his or her tag ring. These tags can be
traded between players, however all components wither
at the end of a standard weekend.
For every Even-numbered Character Level they possess,
the character may gain +1 healable Essence per purchase
of this Knowledge.
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Duration

Constant

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

None

Constant
Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

5th Circle Sorcerer
Sacrament or Prayer

Constant

None

Constant

None

1-2

Mana

1-2

Vigor

The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this Knowledge at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this Knowledge at a rate of 1 build per point of Vigor.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Constant

None

Constant

None

P RA Y ER S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Prayer
Name

Verbal

1

2

1m

Charm Your
mind

1

2

1m

Create a
Light of
Beyond

1

2

1m

Douse

1

2

1m

Erase/Restore
Page

Prayer Description

Duration

I invoke the shadows of darkness to…
This Prayer will charm the Target to treat the caster as
a friend, and someone not to be harmed. The Target
will treat other players as it normally would. The
30
Target is not required to follow any commands. This
Minutes
prayer will break if the caster attacks the Target. This
counts as a mind effect.
This Prayer will allow the caster to create a red light.
This light may be used as either a flashlight, or to
6 Hours
light a room. This light will last as long as the caster
wishes or for 6 hours.
This Prayer will allow a caster to extinguish a light
source. This includes mundane as well as magical
Instant
lights. This cannot extinguish a campfire, hearth, or
larger fire.
This Prayer will cause any single page of text
(including scrolls) to appear to be blank. This may be
represented by a blank page of paper used in place of
the erased page or an out of game note. At no time
Permanent
may a page be ripped from a book without expressed
permission. This prayer cannot be dispelled or
detected through normal means. The reverse of this
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Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Any

None

Instant

Light
Source

None

Instant

Light
Source

None

Instant

Single Page

None

prayer may also be used to return the markings on a
page, however it cannot be used to restore natural
damage.

1

2

1m

Grant You
Slumber

1

2

1m

Slow Your
Speech

1

2

1m

Create a
Sword of
Shadows

This Prayer will put the Target into a very light sleep.
Any contact with the sleeping target's body or weapon
(if held), as well as loud screaming (particularly the
target's name) will wake them. This includes all kinds
of damage including the start of a killing blow.
This Prayer will hinder the Target’s ability to speak.
When under the effect of this prayer, the target may
only speak 1 word every 3 seconds. This does not
pertain to out of game speech such as calling damage.
This Prayer inflicts 5 normal damage to the Target.

1 minute

Instant

Any
Conscious

None

1 minute

Instant

Any

None

Instant

Instant

Any

None

Invoked /
1hour

Any

None

This Prayer will allow the Target to ignore any truth
or lie detecting or compelling abilities that may be
implemented about one subject for the duration of the
effect. Any other line of questions will not be
6 Hours
protected by this Prayer. The topic must be chosen
when this Prayer is invoked. Both sides of the
interrogation may request a marshal.
I invoke the shadows of darkness to…

2

1m

Hide the
Truth

2

3

2m

Make You
Quiet

This Prayer causes the Target to be unable to speak,
grunt, moan or any make other such vocal noises.

1 minute

Instant

Any

2

3

2m

Dim Your
Vision

This Prayer will afflict the Target with Blindness.

1 minute

Instant

Any

2

3

2m

Cure Your
Vision

Instant

Instant

Any

2

3

2m

Create
Tendrils of
Despair

15
seconds

Instant

Any

1

Verbal

This Prayer will cure the Target of Blindness,
including dispelling blindness effects or repairing
damage to eyes.
This Prayer will stun a target for the duration. In
addition, the target may not invoke latent defenses.
Any damage or offensive action toward the target will
break this effect.
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Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Prayers

2

3

2m

Mental Block

2

3

2m

Mask Your
Wounds

2

3

2m

Implant
Command

2

3

2m

Bestow
Ineptitude

3m

Summon a
Lance of
Darkness

This Prayer will reduce all numerical Spell Damage
dealt by the Target by 5 points to a minimum of 0.

Permanent

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant or
6 Hours

Instant or
Reactive /
Death
Count
Duration

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Reactive /
1 Hour

Any
Unconscious

Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Prayers

1 minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Prayers

6 Hours

Reactive

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Prayers

Channeled
30
Minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Prayers

I invoke the shadows of darkness and deceit…

Verbal
3

This prayer will erase the last 5 minutes of a Target's
memory. This prayer may be cast in succession to
remove up to 30 minutes of memory. It may also be
used to erase less than 5 minutes of memory but the
casting cost will remain the same. This effect cannot
be dispelled normally. This a mind effect.
Once cast, this prayer will force the target to inform
anyone casting Detect Life or performing first aid that
they are within the first minute of their death count.
If the target is not unconscious at the time, it will take
effect the next time the target falls unconscious. This
prayer will function for the entire duration of the
victim’s death count.
This Prayer must be cast on a Target that is sleeping
or unconscious. As soon as the Target wakes up, they
must perform the commanded action. This Prayer
cannot cause the Target to kill themselves or another
person. When the Command is implanted, a note is to
be left along with the associated Mana for the prayer.
This Prayer will work with magically induced sleep.
This is a mind effect.

4

3

4

3m

Create an
Audible
Glamour

3

4

3m

Hold You in
Thrall

This Prayer inflicts 10 magic damage to its target.
This Prayer will allow the Target to shout for 5
seconds when they next fall unconscious. This will
occur the next time that they fall and is automatically
invoked.
This Prayer will stun a target as long as the prayer is
maintained. In addition, the target may not invoke
latent defenses. This prayer lasts for as long as the
caster points at and maintains line of sight with the
Target, or until the end of the Duration. Any damage
or offensive action taken against the Target will end
this effect.
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3

4

3m

Write
Thought

3

4

3m

Bestow a
Mental
Fortress

3

4

3m

Slow Your
Weapon

3

4

3m

Suppress
Proficiency

3

4

3m

Illusionary
Resistance

4

5

4m

Bestow
Domination

4

5

4m

Seal Your
Memory

Verbal

This Prayer will allow the caster to place a new
memory of up to 5 minutes in the target's mind. This
prayer may be cast in series to create a memory of up
to 30 minutes. This is a Mind Effect.

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Prayers

This latent defense will allow the Target to stop any
single Mind Effect when invoked.

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Prayers

Invoked /
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

This Prayer will slow the rate at which the target may
attack to one attack every 5 seconds. For those with
1 minute
the use of Florentine only one attack may be used
every 5 seconds regardless of the weapon.
This Prayer will cause the Target to deal 1 less
damage with any weapon strike to a minimum of 1
damage. This prayer will stack with a weakness
5 minutes
effect. This prayer will not work if the target does not
have a Weapon Proficiency.
Once this Prayer is invoked, it will allow the Target to
call “No Effect” on any 3 attacks of their choosing
during the following 5 minutes. Those effects will
still be fully functional, but the call of “No Effect”
will happen. The Illusion will mask the success of the
6 Hours
effect, though it will still be in place. Example:
Illusionary resistance is used on a sever limb. No
effect is called. The arm appears normal but the
Target loses all use of that limb.
I invoke the shadows of darkness and deceit…
This Prayer will grant full control of the target to the
caster. The target must act in the caster's best
interests, as well as follow any and all commands
with the exception of killing themselves or standing
idle while allowing themselves to be killed. Unless
30
otherwise told, they may act as normal. The target
Minutes
may defend himself from being killed. They will not
attack the caster unless commanded to do so. The
caster may only have 1 target under this Prayer at a
time. This a Mind Effect.
This Prayer will allow the caster to erase all a Target's
memories associated with a specific event as long as it
Permanent
took place in the current event. This effect cannot be
dispelled normally. This a Mind Effect.
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4

5

4m

Condemn
You to
Shouting

4

5

4m

Meld With
Shadow

4

5

4m

Steal Ritual

4

5

4m

Mask
Alchemy

This Prayer will require the Target to shout a phrase
up to 10 words long every minute for the duration of
the Prayer. The caster must specify the phrase at the
time of casting. This a mind effect.
This Prayer allows the caster to become one with the
shadows. During this time they may not move or
speak but they can still perceive normally. They are
visible only as a dark form. This prayer is dispelled at
will by the caster or with the Spells Illuminate or
Dispel Magic. While in this state, the caster cannot be
affected by any physical or magical means from the
mortal plane. A green headband must be worn while
this effect lasts.
This Prayer allows the caster to strip a Ritual or
Sacrament off of the target. The target will lose all
benefits of the Ritual that was targeted while the
caster will gain them as the new target of the effect.
The caster must announce the Ritual that they are
targeting. If the target does not have that Ritual upon
them, the Prayer has no effect and the Mana is lost. If
the Ritual in question cannot normally be cast on the
caster, it may still be stolen through this prayer. The
caster may only gain the effect of this Prayer once per
tag ring. Any Target may only be affected by this
Prayer once per tag ring. If the Ritual is cast upon an
item, the caster must have another valid Target item
for the ritual. Permanent effects or Attunements may
not be stolen by this Prayer. The effect will last for its
remaining duration at the time it was stolen.
This Prayer will allow the caster to change the
perceived identity of any Potion or Poison to that of
any other Potion or Poison. The actual item and its
effects will remain unchanged. The caster must attach
the tags to the alchemy with the date and masked
identify written on the tags. Identify alchemy will not
see through the change. A new physical
representation may be provided at the casters
choosing.
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30
Minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

30
Minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

4

5

4m

Grant You an
Illiterate
Mind

4

5

4m

Break Your
Will

Verbal
5

6

5m

Mind Cloud

5

6

5m

Grant You
Spell
Inefficiency

5

6

5m

Bestow
Greater
Domination

5

6

5m

Summon
Caster’s Bane

5

6

5m

Summon a
Knowledge
Barrier

The Target will lose the knowledge Literacy for the
duration. This will prevent use of all Skills, Spells,
Prayers, Rituals, and Sacraments for which Literacy is
a Pre-requisite, as well as the use of scrolls, and
reading or writing in general. This a mind effect.

1 Hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

The target cannot use the skill Willpower

15
seconds

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

I invoke the shadows of darkness and deceit unfathomed to…
This prayer will stop the target from casting any
cantrips or first circle spells and prayers. This does
30
not affect casting from magical items or scrolls. This
minutes
a mind affect.
The Target of this prayer must spend double the
normal mana costs to cast any spells or prayers for the
1 minute
duration. This is a mind effect.
This Prayer will grant full control of the Target to the
caster. The Target must act in the caster's best
interests, as well as follow any and all commands
with the exception of killing themselves or standing
idle while allowing themselves to be killed. Unless
otherwise told, they may act as normal. The target
may defend himself from being killed. They will not
30
attack the caster unless commanded to do so. This
minutes
prayer can be used to dominate a second target once
the caster already has a target under the effects of the
Bestow Domination prayer. A player does not have to
have a target already dominated to cast this Prayer.
The caster may only have 1 Target under this Prayer
at a time. The caster must be informed if willpower is
used to counter the effect. This a mind Effect.
After successfully hitting the Target with this Prayer,
for as long as the caster holds his arm pointing at his
Channeled
target, neither the caster nor the target may spend
1 Hour
mana or use any abilities that require mana.
This prayer will allow the caster to suppress the
target's ability to use a single given mana or vigor
30
based skill, spell or prayer. When the prayer is cast,
minutes
the ability targeted must be specified by the caster.
This a mind effect.
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5

6

5m

Summon a
Dreaming
Ally

5

6

5m

Grant
Summoning’s
Revenge

5

6

5m

Break
Channeling

This Prayer must be cast on the target while they are
sleeping. Once they wake up this effect automatically
invokes. The target may not take offensive action
against the caster for the duration. Any hostile action
taken by the caster against the target will end this
effect. The caster may leave a note and mana tags to
convey this effect. Once invoked, this effect cannot be
dispelled. This is a mind effect.
This prayer will force any target summoned creature
to attack its current controller. If it cannot attack, it
will try to find or thwart its controller. This is not a
mind effect, and will affect creatures immune to mind
effects. Some powerful creatures may be unaffected.
This prayer will end all effects being channeled by the
target. It will prevent use of any channeled abilities
for 30 seconds. This will not pierce a sanctuary type
of effect. This is a mind effect.

Permanent

Reactive /
6 hours

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

5 minutes

Instant

Summoned
Being

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

Instant
plus 30
seconds

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

S AC R A ME N T S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Sacrament
Name

1

3

1m,1v,
1e

Shadow’s
Whisper

1

3

1m,1v,
1e

Shadow Reach

2

4

2m,1v,
1e

Warding Eyes

Sacrament Description
This Sacrament will allow the caster to create a mental
link between themselves and another Target. After the
Sacrament is cast, they may communicate using a
walkie-talkie. The same caster may bring additional
Targets into this communication with added castings of
the Sacrament. Players must provide their own walkietalkie.
The Target may invoke this Sacrament to be able to
reach through a Ward without consequence for a
limited time. A Target may not reach through any Ward
past their waist.
This Sacrament will place a ward on a room or
doorway. Unlike most Wards, it will not stop anyone
from passing through it. Instead, anyone who does
pass through the Ward must write their real name on
the area notes for the room. A Syrilith baptized person
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

6 hours

Instant

Self plus
Any

None

6 Hours

Invoked /
5 minutes

Any

None

6 hours

Instant

Room

Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Sacraments

passing through this barrier may list their baptized
name.
2

4

2m,1v,
1e

Transform
Aura

3

5

3m,1v,
1e

Trade
Knowledge

3

5

3m,1v,
1e

Illusionary
Race

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Banner of
Mental
Fortress

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Seal of Entry

This Sacrament will allow the caster to mask the Aura
of their Target to detect as Undead, Demonic, Magical,
or Mundane. The target's physical appearance will
remain unaffected.
This Sacrament will allow the caster to let two targets
exchange Spells or Prayers of the same circle. The
targets may then each cast the ability that they just
gained with their own mana pool, but they lose the
ability to cast the spell that they exchanged for it.
Targets may not gain a prayer that conflicts with their
affinity through this sacrament.
This Sacrament will allow the caster to change their
Target to appear to be any other Race. Target must
apply the appropriate makeup requirements for the race
they are assuming. This Sacrament will not grant the
target any racial abilities of that new race. The target
still looks like themself but as if they were a member of
this new race.
This Banner will grant immunity to all mind effects to
all friendly allies for as long as they are in view of the
Banner. For more details on banners please see the
banners section in the Ritualists section.
Any Target that sets off this seal must shout the
passage that the caster has left written on the area
notes. Passage may be up to 30 words long. For more
information on seals, please reference the Casting of
Seals section of the rulebook.
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6 hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Sorcerer
Sacraments

6 hours

Instant

Any Two

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Sacraments

6 hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Sorcerer
Sacraments

30
Minutes

Instant

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Sacraments

6 hours

Instant

Seal

Equal number of
Rank 3 Sorcerer
Prayers

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Shadow
Stalker

5

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Phantasmal
Transformation

This Sacrament requires the caster and another willing
target. At the completion of the Sacrament, either the
caster or the target will become a Shadow Stalker. The
Shadow Stalker is a shadow creature that can be seen,
but cannot affect or be affected by anything in the
normal world including communication other than
Shadow's Whisper. This Sacrament will not allow the
Stalker to pass through any physical barriers. The
shadow stalker must wear a green headband and remain
within sight of the other participant. The Sacrament
participant that did not become the Shadow Stalker will
then carry the life force of both participants including
all of the healable and temporary essence of the shadow
stalker participant. This essence is added on even if it
stacks effects that cannot normally be stacked or
multiple effects of the same type. If this participant
should die, both characters will die.
This Sacrament will allow 2 willing Targets to
exchange forms with each other. Each will gain the
abilities of the other and will be playing the other
target’s character. When this Sacrament is cast, it must
be understood that any actions the other player takes as
your character will be considered your actions, this
includes dying. This Ritual will also grant the each of
the Targets a new appearance. Thus while swapped,
they may take the appearance of any type of player race
they wish.
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1 hour

Instant

Self plus
Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Sacraments

6 hours

Instant

Any Two

Equal number of
Rank 4 Sorcerer
Prayers

THE WODDAR
PROFESSIONS

D RUIDS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost
4

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name
Leather Soak

3

Small
Weapon
Staff

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

2

Caster
Essence

1-2

Mana

1

Knowledge Description
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 1, to a minimum of 1 damage.
This ability will allow the user to wield a dagger or other
small weapons.
This ability will allow the user to wield a staff.
This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
This Knowledge allows the Monk to use Components
harvested from Component Nodes. Nodes can be
harvested at a rate of 2 points per minute. However a
single player can only harvest a single node for a
maximum of 10 points every hour. To harvest a
component, the player need simply add the white
component tags to his or her tag ring. These tags can be
traded between players, however all components wither
at the end of a standard weekend.
For every Even-numbered Character Level they possess,
the character may gain +1 healable Essence per purchase
of this Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

5th Rank Druid
Prayer or Sacrament

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

1-2

Vigor

The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.

Constant

None

P RA Y ER S
A Druid may only learn up to Rank 5 in the Elemental path that they are baptized into (primary). They may only learn up to Rank 4 in any second path (secondary), up to
Rank 3 in any third path (tertiary), and only up to Rank 2 in the final path (quaternary). To learn a prayer of the following rank in a given elemental path, the Druid must
learn at least one earlier prayer of that elemental path, though she may gain more higher rank prayers of a given element as long as her overall number of prayers on that
rank does not exceed the overall number of prayers on the previous rank. The Dragon Path has no restrictions, nor does the Druid need to know the previous Dragon spell
to learn the next higher Ranking one.
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Prayer
Name

Prayer Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

5 Minutes

Reactive

Any
Willing

Literacy

5 minutes

Instant

Weapon

Literacy

1 hour

Instant

Any

Literacy

By the Elemental Fury, I…

Verbal
Air
1

2

1m

Invigorate
Your Spell

1

2

1m

Innervate
Your Blade

This prayer will add +5 Elemental (Fire, Ice, Lightning,
Stone) Damage to the target's next non-damage spell.
Damage type must be chosen at spell cast. Target must
be willing.
This prayer will enchant a blade to deal 5 Elemental
(Fire, Ice, Lightning, Stone) Damage for the next 3
swings instead of normal weapon damage. This
Damage cannot be augmented or multiplied. Damage
type must be chosen at spell cast. Target must be
willing.

Earth

1

2

1m

Bestow
Nimbus of
<Element>

This prayer creates a magical bond between the Druid
and her target, enabling the Druid to cast any damage
prayer of the chosen element to the target to heal them
for that amount. This nimbus does not work with the
spell Mana Spark or Teeth of <Element>.
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Bestow
Stone Skin
Fire
Strike You
with
<Element>
Summon
Teeth of
<Element>
Water

1

2

1m

1

2

1m

1

2

1m

1

2

1m

Snare Your
Leg

1

2

1m

Rust Lock

Grants the target +5 Armor. This Armor is the first to
be removed by damage. This armor cannot be repaired.

6 hours

Instant

Any

Literacy

This prayer will inflict 5 points of elemental damage to
a target. Elemental type is chosen at casting

Instant

Instant

Any

Literacy

This prayer will cause every step the victim takes to
deal to them 1 Elemental (Fire, Ice, Lightning, Stone)
Damage. Damage type must be chosen at spell cast.

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Literacy

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Literacy

30
Minutes

Instant

Lock

Literacy

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

Literacy

1 Minute

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers

1 Month

Instant

Component

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers

The afflicted limb is grasped by tendrils of ice,
preventing movement. +2 Strength will break this spell.
Leg is chosen by the caster. This is a Pin effect.
This prayer will rust any lock. This rust will cause the
lock to function as 1 rank lower to a minimum of Rank
1. No lock may be affected by more than one of this
spell. No racial skill will work in conjunction with this
prayer.

Dragon

1

2

1m

Feather Fall

Verbal

This prayer will allow the target to fall for a period of
up to 1 minute. If they hit the ground during that time,
they will take no impact from that fall. They may move
1 foot per second to role-play moving. This spell will
cover a maximum fall of 60 feet per consecutive cast.
By the Elemental Fury, I…

Air

2

3

2m

2

3

2m

2

3

2m

Bestow
Elemental
Thorns
Create a
Component
Bloom
Earth
Shield You
from the
Elements

This prayer will enable the target to divide the
numerical amount of the next spell or prayer they cast
any way among any number of targets. These thorns
must be thrown within 1 minute or will be lost. The
effect of increased damage due to weaknesses will only
happen once per spell.
This prayer increases the potency of a component,
adding one month to its expiration date. This may only
be done once per component.
Stops one numerical elemental (Fire, Ice, Lightning,
Stone) attack, either spell or weapon strike. Damage
type need not be chosen.
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2

3

2m

This prayer grants the target +5 non-healable essence.
This essence is the first to be removed by damage and
must be applied to a conscious target (cannot be used to
heal a person in their death count.)

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers

Create an
Aura of Fire

This prayer will fill the victim with fire. Any time they
are healed, the victim will take 5 fire damage.

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers

Summon
Claws of
<Element>

The Druid summons 2 Small claws into any person,
which strike for 1 Elemental (Fire, Ice, Lightning,
Stone) Damage each. Vigor effects will not work
through these claws, but Strength bonus and any Claw
proficiencies will apply. Elemental type is chosen at
casting.

1 Hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Instant

Instant

Any

Instant

Totem

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

Bestow
Stone Blood
Fire

2

2

3

3

2m

2m

Water
2

3

2m

Summon a
Fog

2

3

2m

Summon a
Tidal Surge

This prayer, when cast upon a person, will prevent them
from performing any action outside of melee range.
This includes casting spells or using ranged weapons.
This effect will pull the victim 10 feet towards the
Druid. This spell may also be used on objects not held
by people.

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Prayers

Dragon

2

3

2m

Share Totem

Verbal

This prayer allows the Druid to copy a Warden's totem
to any Druid. Both the Warden as well as the target will
have full use of the totem. A Warden may only share
one totem in this manner. The mimicked totem lasts for
Varies
the original casting duration as per the Warden's
existing totem durations. If the shared totem has an
associated vigor cost for use of the skill, the Druid must
cast this off their own vigor pool.
By the Elemental Fury of the Dragon, I

Air

3

4

3m

Summon the
Storm's Fury

This prayer imbues the target with energy, empowering
their spells. With each successful successive spell strike
against any enemy, the target will increase the damage
of their next spell by one point. If a spell misses or is
otherwise negated, the count must start over. Only
spells cast using a packet can benefit or buff through
this spell. Cannot be used with Scalds or Sparks.
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5 Minutes

3

4

3m

3

4

3m

3

4

3m

Bestow
Burgeoning
Force
Earth
Create a
Bone of
Stone

Conjure a
Stone Arm

As long as the Druid maintains contact with the friendly
target, this spell enables the Druid to imbue their target
with vigor, reducing the cost of their critical strikes to 1
vigor. This prayer may not be channeled into the Druid.
If the target falls unconscious, this prayer ends.
This prayer summons the tenacity of stone into a
person, enabling them to negate one Break Limb or
Sever Limb spell, prayer or effect.
The Druid transforms the arm of themselves or another
into stone. This arm can no longer wield a weapon or
cast spells, but behaves as a Shield which the target
may use to defend themselves from weapon strikes
with. This limb is not breakable by Break Limb, but is
subject to all shield rules. This arm may not be buffed
by effects intended for shields. Target must be willing.
A max 12 inch buckler may be used to designate this
spell.

1 Minute

Channeled

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

1 Hour

Instant

Arm

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

Fire
3

3

4

4

3m

3m

Blast You
with Fire

This prayer will inflict 10 points of Fire damage to a
target.

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

Summon a
Firestorm

The Druid conjures a firestorm. For the next 15
seconds, the Druid may cast spell packets for 2 fire
damage each. The verbal for this spell needs only to be
cast at the beginning. The druid may pick multiple
targets for this spell. The druid can only throw one
packet at a time. The effect of increased damage due to
weakness can only happen once per spell cast.

15
Seconds

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

1 minute

Instant

Item

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

1 minute

Instant

Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

Water

3

4

3m

Summon
Shackles of
Ice

3

4

3m

Rust Your
Weapon

This spell causes ice to grab a victim's shield or weapon
and hold it tight to the ground. The item must maintain
contact for the duration of this spell, but the victim may
also continue to maintain contact. +2 Strength will
break this spell.
This spell will lower the damage of any non-mithril
weapon by half rounded down. This only affects
continuous damage effects. Continuous damage counts
base weapon damage, profs and strengths. All other
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effects are added on top after the halving from this
spell.
Dragon

3

4

3m

Heat Metal

Verbal

Normally weapons, shields and armor cannot be
reformed once broken. This spell will allow the heat of
the forge to reach such extremes that a properly trained
Smith will be able to work the metal again. This spell
cast on the weapon will enable the weapon to be
reforged by a skilled Smith. This prayer will work for
as long as it takes for the Smith to finish his work or a
6 Hours/
maximum of 6 hours. In addition to this, the spell may 5 Seconds
also be used offensively as a disarm. The target of this
prayer that just lost his weapon must drop it to the
ground in front of him. This weapon may not be picked
up for 5 seconds. If the target is wielding a two-handed
weapon, this will cause the target to remove that hand
for 5 seconds.
By the Elemental Fury of the Dragon, I…

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Prayers

6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Weapon

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

5 Minutes

Reactive

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

Air

4

5

4m

Create a
Blade of
Lightning

4

5

4m

Energize

4

5

4m

Imbue Gale
Force

This prayer summons the elemental energy of the air
into a weapon enabling it to deal +1 damage and
converting its damage type to Lightning for 5 minutes.
This damage type cannot be changed unless through
application of a different spell or effect.
For the next 2 strikes, the damage modifier used by the
target of this spell is increased by 1. This will make a
regular strike be x2, a Critical Strike x3, and a Power
Strike x4.
This prayer enables a target's next spell to also include
a Knockback effect which will force the target of the
spell back 10 feet before the spell takes effect.

Earth
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4

5

4m

Create a
Wall of
Brambles

4

5

4m

Conjure
Stone Armor

4

5

4m

Summon a
Clay Shield

The Druid can create a wall in any path inside or out
that extends 5 feet in either direction from the spell
packet. Once in effect, the wall will last as long as the
druid channels this spell. People and weapons may not
pass through, but spells can. To hold up the wall, the
Druid must hold his arm up with the palm out towards
the wall. Walls require that the caster carry a flashlight.
The flashlight beam must be directed at the ground at
the point where the wall is cast and can be slowly
pivoted to mark the length of the wall. Targets that are
caught in the wall when cast will not take any damage
and can choose to appear on either side of the wall.
This prayer adds +20 non-repairable armor to a person.
This armor is first to be removed by damage. Any
Break Limb effect will be negated and will remove 5
points of this armor. This effect occurs as long as 5 or
more points of this armor remain. This armor cannot be
repaired.
This prayer stops any one numerical ranged attack from
spell or missile.

5 Minutes

Channeled

Wall

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

6 Hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

6 Hours

Invoked

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

Fire

4

5

4m

Call the
Dragon's
Gaze

4

5

4m

Incinerate
Limb

4

5

4m

Purge
Myself with
Fire

This prayer reduces the victim's resistance to Elemental
(Fire, Ice, Lightning, Stone) Damage, increasing melee
damage by 1 and spell damage by 5 from all elemental
sources. All elemental damage types will apply. This
will not negate natural defenses.
This Prayer will engulf a limb of the Druid's choice in
flames, burning it beyond use for one minute. This
effect counts as a sever. The severed limb cannot be
healed or regenerated during this time. After 1 minute,
the target regains full use of the limb. A player may
only be afflicted by one of this prayer at a time.
This prayer, cast upon the Druid, will negate a single
magical debuffing effect with a duration and grant the
druid a ball of fire to be thrown for 10 Fire. The ball
must be thrown within 5 seconds or the Druid will take
the damage.

Water
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4

5

4m

Turn Flesh
to Ice

4

5

4m

Encase this
Object in Ice

4

5

4m

Frost Your
Spirit

This prayer transforms the victim's flesh to ice,
preventing all movement and speech for the duration.
This also serves to prevent any damage or other effects
done to the victim for the duration. This is an
Imprisonment effect.
This effect will bind any item to the earth or wherever it
rests. For this spell to work, the item must be in contact
with the ground or wherever it rests and no living thing
may touch it. The item encased cannot be utilized or
accessed for the duration of this spell. Use of +4
strength will break this spell. Enchantment Quality
items gain no increased effect from this spell.
This prayer reduces the numerical effect of spells cast
by the target by 5 to a minimum of 1. Duration: 1
Minute.

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

5 Minutes

Instant

Item

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

1 minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

Reactive

Totem

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Prayers

Dragon

4

5

4m

Empower
Totem

Verbal

This prayer allows a Druid to empower a Warden's
totem so that when the totem is used it does an
additional 10 Elemental (Fire, Ice, Lightning, Stone)
Damage as well as the original effect of the totem. This
prayer applies separately to the victim of the totem
6 Hours
effect. (Negation effects that work on the totem will not
also prevent the damage from this prayer's effect).
Damage type must be chosen at the casting of this spell.
This cannot be cast upon totems that have a continuous
duration effect.
By the Elemental Fury of the Dragon, Mother of All, I…

Air
5

5

6

6

5m

5m

Revitalize
You

This prayer grants the target +5 Mana or +5 Vigor for 1
minute. Target of this spell may not be the caster.

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

Summon a
Guiding
Wind

This Prayer, when cast upon someone else, will enable
the target to imbue a single weapon strike with a guided
wind, affording them the ability to land a single effect
that requires a Tunic-Area strike anywhere upon the
body. The weapon strike still requires the body to be
struck and not a weapon or shield. "Guiding Wind" may
only be invoked once per casting. This prayer is cast
upon a person and not a weapon.

6 Hours

Invoked

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers
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5

6

5m

Summon the
Northern
Wind

5

6

5m

Blessing of
Tempest:
Charge

5

6

5m

Banner of
Rolling
Thunder

5

6

5m

Summon the
Hammer of
Tempest

The Druid channels this spell into themselves. The
caster must raise both arms, palms up, above their head
while channeling this spell. Anyone may maintain hand
contact with the Druid to spend an additional 1 mana as
they cast spells to augment that spell by +5 Lightning.
They may additionally spend 0 mana as they cast spells
to augment that spell by +0 Lightning. This effect can
only be applied to numerical damage spells.
As long as the Druid Channels, the recipient of this cast
may Double Cast. The caster must point at and maintain
line of sight of the recipient. Double Casting allows the
caster to cast two of a spell for 1 verbal. The caster
must pay for both spells. Spells must have different
targets. A spell packet must be used for all spells cast.
These spells count as two different spells.
This Banner, raised as a spell, pulses every minute to
allow everyone friendly to the Druid who can see it to
increase the next melee strike or damaging spell by +5
Lightning. For more details on banners please see the
banners section in the Ritualists section.
This prayer summons a bastard hammer into the Druid's
possession. This weapon is attuned to the Druid. This
weapon temporarily grants Druid knowledge of how to
use this weapon type for the duration of the spell. The
weapon swings for base 2/3 Lightning Damage. This
weapon may be broken or disarmed. This weapon must
be marked with a yellow glow stick, or the phys rep
must be sufficiently designed to this spell. This weapon
is a spell (it negates one break effect). Only one weapon
per Druid can be summoned at a time.
For each swing landed on any enemy target, the weapon
will gain 1 charge up to 20 charges. At any point, on
weapon strike, the weapon may expel its existing
charges on a friendly target to grant the target that many
1 Lightning Damage Shields. A lightning damage
shield will deal 1 Lightning to the next strike landed on
the target. Only one shield will be expended each strike.
This weapon strike by the Druid will not generate a
charge. If the charges are not expelled within 5 minutes
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15
Minutes

Channeled

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

15
Minutes

Channeled

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

30
Minutes

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

30
Minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

of the last generated charge, the druid will take this
damage into themselves. Charges can only be gained on
conscious targets.

5

5

6

6

5m

5m

Earth
Bestow a
Stone
Carapace
Bestow
Rigid
Resolve

5

6

5m

Enrich Metal

5

6

5m

Blessing of
Terrasque:
Protect

5

6

5m

Banner of
Steadfast
Earth

Reduces all spell damage taken by the target by 5
damage to a minimum of 1 damage.
Any multiplied melee damage effect
(Crit/Powerstike/etc.) is reduced to 1. This does not
alter normal weapon strikes. This prayer cannot prevent
damage already taken.
This prayer enables the Sacrament: Living Armor to be
cast upon any non-mithril weapon or shield, allowing
mend effects to repair the weapon or shield for the
duration of the Living Armor effect. The Sacrament
must be cast within 5 minutes of this spell. Any and all
effects that would mend a broken limb by any class or
subclass may repair the weapon or shield. This may not
be used to mend an already broken weapon or shield as
per the wording of the Sacrament: Living Armor.
The target of this spell must declare the number at the
beginning of this spell cast. The caster must point at
and maintain line of sight with the recipient. The target
of this spell (not the caster) may sacrifice any amount
of regular weapon damage they deal to increase their
soak by +1 per point of damage. No person may raise
their soak above 5 while under the effect of this
channel. Regular weapon damage is calculated through
base weapon damage, proficiency, and continuous
strength effects only.
This Banner, raised as a spell, prevents anyone friendly
to the druid from being moved by outside effects, this
includes knock backs, trips and repels. For more details
on banners please see the banners section in the
Ritualists section.
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6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

6 Hours

Invoked/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

5 Minutes

Instant

Nonmithril
Weapon or
Shield

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

15
Minutes

Channeled

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

30
Minutes

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

This prayer summons a shield into the Druid's
possession. This shield is attuned to the Druid. This
weapon temporarily grants Druid knowledge of how to
use this weapon type for the duration of the spell. The
shield also affords the Druid +10 armor upon its
summoning. This shield may be broken or disarmed.
This shield must be marked with a green glow stick, or
the phys rep must be sufficiently designed to this spell.
This shield is a spell (it negates one break effect). Only
one shield per Druid can be summoned at a time.

5

6

5m

Summon the
Shield of
Terrasque

For each melee swing absorbed from any enemy target
on this shield, the shield will gain 1 charge up to 20
charges. At any point, the Druid may touch a friendly
target to grant to them that many charges in armor. This
armor cannot be repaired and is the first to be removed
by damage. This armor lasts for 30 minutes. Armor
may not be granted to a person already under the effects
of this shield's effect. (If someone already has armor
granted by this shield, they cannot be given more armor
until the existing effect is removed.) If the charges are
not expelled within 5 minutes of the last generated
charge, the druid will take these charges into
themselves as essence damage. Charges can only be
gained off of enemy targets.

30
Minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

Fire
The Druid casts this spell around themselves, causing a
wave of fire to inflict 10 Fire Damage to everyone
within melee range of the druid, friend or foe. Druid
must use a weapon to designate this spell.

Instant

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

5

6

5m

Summon a
Ring of Fire

5

6

5m

Engulf You
in Fire

This prayer will inflict 15 points of Fire damage to a
target.

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

Immolate

This prayer will summon into the victim a burning
immolation. After taking 5 Fire Damage, the victim
will take 5 fire damage every 10 seconds. Anyone who
touches this person (not including weapon strikes) will
take 5 fire damage once per touch. For the purposes of
Nimbus, the fire damage taken by touching the afflicted
person will not grant healing. Damage increases due to

1 Minute

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

5

6

5m
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weaknesses will only apply to the initial damage.

5

6

5m

Damnation
of Forge:
Burn

5

6

5m

Banner of
Flame Wave

5

6

5m

Summon the
Sword of
Forge

The victim of this prayer takes Essence damage from
all sources of Elemental Damage as long as the Druid
channels. If the victim would have any natural or
magical resistances to Elemental Damage, these
resistances will be suspended for the duration of this
channel. The caster must point at and maintain line of
sight with the Target. Effects that cause a target to take
minimal from Essence damage will still apply as
normal. Duration: Channeled/15 Minutes
This banner, raised as a spell, will pulse every minute
after it is raised to deal 5 fire damage to all enemies in
ear shot of the banner carrier every minute. For more
details on banners please see the banners section in the
Ritualists section.
This prayer summons a bastard sword into the Druid's
possession. This weapon is attuned to the Druid. This
weapon temporarily grants Druid knowledge of how to
use this weapon type for the duration of the spell. The
weapon swings for base 2/3 Fire Damage. This weapon
may be broken or disarmed. This weapon must be
marked with a red glow stick, or the phys rep must be
sufficiently designed to this spell. This weapon is a
spell (it prevents one break effect). Only one weapon
per Druid can be summoned at a time.
For each swing landed on any enemy target, the sword
will gain 1 charge up to 20 charges. At any point, on
weapon strike, the sword may expel its existing charges
to deal that much damage in fire damage to the target
instead of normal weapon damage. This strike counts as
a weapon cast spell and may not be augmented by
effects that augment melee strikes, but may be
augmented by effects that augment spells. This strike
will not generate a charge. If the charges are not
expelled within 5 minutes of the last generated charge,
the druid will take this damage into themselves. This
damage is a physical attack. Charges can only be gained
off of conscious targets.
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15
Minutes

Channeled

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

30
Minutes

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

30
Minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

Water
5

6

5m

Summon an
Icy Floe

5

6

5m

Rust Armor

5

6

5m

Create a
Mark of the
Water Lord
Damnation
of
Leviathan:
Drown

5

6

5m

5

6

5m

Banner of
Leviathan's
Eye

5

6

5m

Summon
Leviathan's
Spear

The next time the druid is struck with a melee attack the
attacker is afflicted by Icy Floes for 1 minute. Ice Floe
prevents the victim from dodging or evading and they
must move at a heel to toe pace.
This prayer reduces the damage soaked by armor to 0
on the victim. This will affect magic, but not mithril
armor.
The victim of this spell takes Bane from Elemental
Damage cast by that druid.
As long as the Druid channels, the duration of all
existing magical debuffs are extended until this channel
ends. This will not extend the duration of debuffing
effects applied after this channel begins.
This banner, raised as a spell, will require all enemies in
sight or hearing of the banner to begin all spell verbals
with "By the Dragon's Leave..." else the spell will not
have effect. For more details on banners please see the
banners section in the Ritualists section.
This prayer summons a bastard spear into the Druid's
possession. This weapon is attuned to the Druid. This
weapon temporarily grants Druid knowledge of how to
use this weapon type for the duration of the spell. The
weapon swings for base 2/3 Ice Damage. This weapon
may be broken or disarmed. This weapon must be
marked with a blue glow stick, or the phys rep must be
sufficiently designed to this spell. This weapon is a
spell (it prevents one break effect). Only one weapon
per Druid can be summoned at a time.
For each swing landed on any target, the weapon will
gain 1 charge up to 20 charges. At any point, on
weapon strike, the weapon may expel its existing
charges to cause the afflicted target to increase the time
between offensive vigor skills or offensive spells by an
additional number of seconds equal to the number of
charges on the sword. This effect only lasts one minute.
This strike counts as a weapon cast spell. This strike
will not generate a charge. If the charges are not
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Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

6 Hours

Reactive/
1 minute

Self

1 Minute

Instant

Any

1 Minute

Instant

Any

15
Minutes

Channeled

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

30
Minutes

Channeled

Banner

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

30
Minutes

Instant

Self

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers
Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

expelled within 5 minutes of the last generated charge,
the druid will take this effect into themselves. This
damage is a physical attack. Charges can only be gained
off of conscious targets.
Dragon

5

6

5m

Command
Elemental

Being the heralds of the elements, the Druids also have
some ability to control them. This prayer will work on
many natural elementals, through some are simply too
powerful to control. (Also, this prayer will allow the
Druid to animate the victim of a Flesh to Ice prayer. If
this is the case, the target may once again move and be
affected by damage, but will be under the Druid's
control. This will extend the Duration of Flesh to Ice to
the Duration of this prayer. This effect will not work
upon a Gargoyle's stone effects. The victim of this spell
will have their own stats and skills, but spell damage
and weapon damage will be changed to Ice. Willpower
may be used against this spell, but will not negate the
effect of Flesh to Ice.) Only one elemental can be under
control of the Druid at a time, including those
summoned by the druid.

30
Minutes

Instant

Elemental

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Prayers

S AC R A ME N T S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Sacrament
Name
Blade of the
Elemental
Crown

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

1

3

1m, 1v,
1e

Incantation
of the
Elemental
Crown

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Shield of the
Elemental
Crown

Sacrament Description
This sacrament will allow the Druid to summon a little
piece of their element into a non-mithril weapon. That
weapon will deal +0 of that elemental damage.
This sacrament will allow the Druid to impart a little
piece of their element into another caster or even
themselves. The target may choose to use the Druid's
element in place of whatever type of damage the spell
would normally deal.
This sacrament will allow the Druid to summon into a
non-mithril shield a piece of the Dragon's scale. This
shield will stop any elemental damaging spell.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

6 Hours

Invoked/
30
Minutes

Weapon

Literacy

6 hours

Invoked/
30
Minutes

Any

Literacy

6 Hours

Invoked/
30
Minutes

Shield

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Sacraments

2

4

2m, 1v,
1e

Seal of
Constricting
Vines

3

5

Variable
mana,
1v, 1e

Feast of the
Druid

3

5

3m, 1v,
1e

Dragon's
Resilience

This seal will hold within it the ability to bind any that
touch it per the "Bind" effect. Both legs will be stuck
together and arms will be stuck at their side for 5
minutes. Use of +2 strength will break have of this bind
(either arms or legs). At the end of the duration of the
binding effect, the target will sustain 10 points of
damage. For more information on seals please reference
the Casting of Seals section of the rulebook.
The Druids are known not only for controlling the
elements, but also for enjoying the bounty of what they
offer. By working with a group, the Druids may provide
a great feast for many to share in. Everyone partaking in
the feast will be granted 1 point of non-healable essence
for every person who took part in the Sacrament. This
Sacrament has a mana cost equal to the number of
participants.
The Druid may cast this upon anyone. When the
recipient of this sacrament comes into contact with any
alchemical device or disease in any form, this latent
sacrament will invoke, protecting them from this effect
and any additional effects for 5 minutes. This shield will
prevent the recipient from taking any alchemical effects,
be it a poison or potion, in any form, or any disease. As
the elements will not discern between beneficial or
harmful effects, instead this sacrament will prevent ALL
effects and will be invoked by ANY of these effects.
Recipient needs to be conscious for this Sacrament to be
invoked. Exceptions may exist. Duration: 6 Hours,
Invoked: 5 minutes.
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6 Hours

Instant

Seal

Equal number of
Rank 1 Druid
Sacraments

6 hours

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Sacraments

6 Hours

Reactive/
5 minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Druid
Sacraments

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Living
Armor

4

6

4m, 2v,
2e

Bow of the
Elements

This sacrament will breathe life into the non-mithril
armor it is cast upon. Once this is cast, the armor may be
healed as if it were a creature of its own. The armor may
not be healed for more than what the armor was at when
this sacrament was cast. Due to the limitations of the
armor, Seal Wounds and Regenerate All may not work
on armor to restore armor points. For the purposes of
healing and through Healer effects such as Flowing
Health, this Armor counts as a different entity than the
wearer and requires a specific targeting. In the case of
Armor Stacking, Only one layer of armor is effected by a
single casting of Living Armor, however, each layer of
Armor the character is wearing may be enchanted by this
sacrament. Each layer of Armor must be healed
individually
The Druids are ever learning and developing their skills.
Their ties to the Wardens have allowed them to glean
some of these martial skills. The Druid performs this
elemental summoning to create themselves a weapon of
their elemental path - The Bow of Element (Fire,
Lightning, Ice, Earth). The player must provide their
own phys reps for both bow and arrows. Their arrows
are fired for 5 elemental damage. In addition, the Druid's
elemental path will allow them to cause an additional
effect. Anyone may use this summoned weapon. These
weapons can be improved by any known strengths or
proficiencies, but only the Druid may access the
following magical effects (as per their baptized element).
Fire: 2m – Critical Strike
Earth: 2m - Pin effect, 1 minute
Ice: 2m - Slow effect, 1 swing every 5 seconds for 1
minute
Air: 2m - Direct essence damage
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6 hours

Instant

Layer of
Armor

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Sacraments

6 Hours

Invoked/
30
Minutes

Self

Equal number of
Rank 3 Druid
Sacraments

5

5

7

7

5m, 2v,
2e

Sacrament of
the Brood's
Sacrifice

5m, 2v,
2e

Crown of
Elemental
summoning

The Druid must cast this Sacrament upon themselves
and another person. This Sacrament creates a sacrificial
bond between the Druid and the other participant which
can be triggered at any time during the Sacrament's
duration by the Druid. When triggered, the Druid must
remain motionless, they cannot speak or move else the
effect is ended. (The Player may turn their head to
monitor the sacrament effect, but no steps may be taken.)
For the Duration of this effect and as long as the other
participant is within 10 feet of the Druid, the Participant
may ignore all physical effects and damage. Instead, the
Druid will take these effects onto himself. While the
Druid may pass below his essence total and remain
standing to channel this effect, they must begin counting
their death count as appropriate. There is no limit to how
low the Druid will count negative essence.
This spell effect will end if the Druid moves, if the Druid
finishes their Critical Death Count or for a maximum of
15 minutes. The effect of broken limbs, severed limbs
and all other physical ailments will apply onto the Druid
immediately upon the end of this effect. It is important to
note that the Druid will only take these effects as long as
the other participant is within 10 feet of the Druid, and
that the participant will take all magical effects. As well,
the Druid is considered to be within an imprisonment for
this duration and cannot be healed or affected by spells
or skills and may not be moved by outside effects. The
target of this Sacrament should inform the Druid what
their armor soak is, as this will be subtracted as normal
from weapon strikes received by the Druid. The Druid's
armor is the first to be damaged by this sacrament, but
his own armor soak will not be subtracted.
Elementals can be called to temporarily inhabit the
bodies of mortals. Depending on which element the
Druid is attuned to is which elemental they are able to
call. Elementals may be healed by normal means. The
target of this sacrament must be willing. The elementals
must use the druid verbal to cast spells. Duration: 1 hour.
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6 Hours

Invoked/
15
minutes

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Sacraments

1 Hour

Instant

Any
Willing

Equal number of
Rank 4 Druid
Sacraments

Air Elemental
Costuming- Yellow Gossamer Tabard, White Claws (short or
long)
Essence: 60
Mana: 15
Vigor: 40
Attack - 5 Lightning with Claws
Defenses - Minimal from Elemental
Weakness - Takes +1 damage/+5 spell damage from Mithril
Knowledges- Claw Proficiency x3
Skills - Dodge (4v), Evade (5v)
Spells - "By the Elemental Fury, I..."
Strike You with Lightning (1m)
Create a Cyclone (2m) 5 second stun
Innervate Your Blade (1m) - 5 Lightning next 5 strikes.
Energize (4m) \
1x per 15 minutes: Ethereal Form - takes no damage and can
pass through any object for 15 seconds
Ice Elemental
Costuming- Blue Gossamer Tabard, White Claws (short or
long)
Essence: 40
Mana: 80
Vigor: 0
Attack - 3 Ice (Long Claws)
Defenses - Minimal from Elemental, +5 soak from spell
damage (Min. 1 damage)
Weakness - takes +1 Damage/+5 spell damage from Mithril
Knowledges - Claw Proficiency
Spells: "By the elemental Fury, I..."
Strike you with Ice (1m)
Snare Your Leg (2m) 1 foot bound 1 minute. +2 strength
breaks
Summon a Fog (2m)
Freeze Your Weapon (4m) Next offensive weapon strike
breaks the non-mithril weapon, 1 minute
Summon Ice Floe (5m)
Lesser Harrow Blood - Healed 5 essence with any Ice spell
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Fire Elemental
Costuming- Red Gossamer Tabard, White claws (short or long)
Essence: 70
Mana: 20
Vigor: 25
Attack - 8 Fire with claws
Defenses - Minimal from Elemental
Weakness - takes +1 damage/+5 spell damage from Mithril
Knowledges- Claw Prof +6
Skills - Stun (2v), Critical Strike (3v), Power Strike (5v),
Escape Bonds (1v)
Spells: "By the Elemental Fury, I..."
Strike You with Fire (1m)
Summon a Firestorm (3m) 2 Fire spell packets in 15 seconds.
Summon a Ring of Fire (5m) Weapon range AOE 10 Fire,
friend or foe.
Fiery Aura - 2 fire damage per spell packet. No verbal. 5
second cooldown.
Earth Elemental
Costuming- Green Gossamer Tabard, White Claws
Essence: 90
Mana: 15
Vigor: 45
Attack - 4 Stone (Long Claws)
Defenses - Minimal from Elemental, Minimal from Normal, +2
Soak
Weakness - takes +1 damage/+5 Spell damage from Mithril
Knowledges- Strength +2
Skills – Stun Resist (1v), Break Resist (1v), Break Limb (3v),
Knock Back (3v), Critical Strike (3v)
Spells - "By the Elemental Fury, I..."
Strike You With Stone (1m)
Bestow Stoneskin (1m)
Turn to Stone (3m) For 1 minute the Elemental and any
friendly target they are touching is turned to stone as a similar
effect to Flesh to Ice.
Create a Wall of Brambles (4m)
Nimbus of Stone (1m) The Elemental may heal friendly targets
with this using Strike with Stone. 30 min.
Stone Strength +1 Strength for 5 minutes - 1x every 30
minutes; Immune to movement effects
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W ARDENS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

4

Leather Soak

5

Studded
Leather/
Chain Soak

2

Bastard
Spear

4

Florentine

5

Florentine
Master

2

Literacy

4
3
5

10, 12

Missile
Master
One-Handed
Weaponry
Shield

Weapon
Proficiency

Knowledge Description
As long as the character is wearing 10 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 1, to a minimum of 1 damage.
As long as the character is wearing 20 points of Armor
(before modifications for Armor Efficiency, magical
armor, or shields), this Knowledge will always provide a
damage soak of 2, to a minimum of 1 damage.
This ability allows the user to wield a bastard spear. This
weapon can be used in either one or two hands.
This Knowledge allows the character to use both a Onehanded sized and a Small sized weapon at the same time
in different hands. They may use the weapons in both an
offensive and defensive manner.
This Knowledge allows the character to use two Onehanded sized weapons at the same time in different
hands. They may use the weapons in both an offensive
and defensive manner.
This skill grants a character to the ability to read and
write the common language.
This Knowledge will allow the character to wield all
Ranged Weaponry.
This ability will allow the user to wield any one-handed
weapon including small weapons.
This ability allows the user to use any size shield.
Each purchase of this ability will allow the character to
swing +1 damage with a particular style of weaponry in
their main-hand. The available styles of proficiencies are
One-handed, Two-handed or Missile weaponry. If the
character is using a bastard weapon, only the
proficiencies of the style they are using it in (One- or
Two-handed) would apply. Each style must be purchased
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

Leather Soak

Constant

None

Constant

Any Weapon

Constant

Florentine, Weapon
Proficiency

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

Any Weapon

individually, and the build cost progression is for each
style of weapon.
3, 4, 5

Totem of the
Animal Lord

4

Teach

3

Utilize
Component

2

Hybrid
Essence

1-2

Mana

1-2

Vigor

This ability allows the warden to share one totem from a
line without losing access to it. This knowledge must be
purchased for each line.
This ability will allow a person to teach any skill that
they know for any profession for which they satisfy the
prerequisites to teach. Advanced skills and lists as well
as hidden skills and hidden sub-lists cannot be taught by
player characters. A character cannot teach a profession
until she has an advanced list in that profession and
cannot teach a sub-profession until she knows at least 15
build worth of skills from that sub-profession.
This ability allows a character to use components. The
most common components can be drawn on by
characters for mana and vigor. Other components may
have different effects as described by the component.
Characters with this skill may also harvest raw
components located in-game. Harvesting a component
takes 1 minute. For mana and vigor components this will
harvest 2 points in a minute. A single character may only
harvest a maximum of 10 points from a single
component node each hour. Components can be traded
between players, however all components wither at the
end of a standard weekend.
For every Character Level they possess, the Monk may
gain +2 healable Essence per purchase of this
Knowledge.
The character may gain +1 healable Mana per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Mana through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Mana.
The character's Mana pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
The character may gain +1 healable Vigor per purchase
of this ability at a rate of 1 build per point of Mana.
When the character purchases 40 Vigor through this
means, the cost increases to 2 build per point of Vigor.
The character's Vigor pool may never exceed 80 through
this means.
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Constant

Ability to share
Totems from a line

Constant

Any Rank 5 Warden
Totem

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

Constant

None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

3

3v

Block

3

3v

Critical
Strike

2

1v

Disarm

5

4v

Dodge

3

2v

Retain

5

2v

Sure Shot

3

3v

Stun

Skill Description
This ability allows a character wielding a weapon or
shield to stop any one instance of numerical damage
from a physical source that is not delivered from behind.
This skill will cause a physical attack by the character to
inflict 2 times the normal continuous damage of the same
type as a normal combat strike. The character should call
"Crit X damage" where X is the amount of damage they
will inflict. They should also specify the damage type if
it is not normal damage.
This Skill will cause the Target to drop their weapon and
be unable to pick it up for 5 seconds. This Skill is
delivered by striking the Target in the arm holding the
weapon. If the weapon is two-handed, the Target need
only remove the hand of the arm struck for 5 seconds.
This ability allows a character to stop any one physical or
magical effect that is not delivered from behind.
This skill will stop the character from letting go of or
dropping a weapon, shield, or item being held when a
skill would normally force them to do so. This has no
effect if the player has dropped the item for any reason
other than the use of an in-game skill, spell, or effect.
This skill will cause any numerical Ranged weapon
attack to automatically hit the target. The target may use
defensive skills to stop this attack. The character still
must be able to feasibly inflict the ranged attack at the
distance the target is. The ammunition must then be
dropped and will not be able to be retrieved until the end
of the combat.
This skill causes a characters target to be unable to walk,
attack, cast, or use any Defensive Skills. Latent defenses
may be invoked. Any Offensive action taken against the
Target will end this effect. This Skill must be delivered
to the Tunic Area.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Tactical

Self

Any Weapon or
Shield

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Offensive

Any

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Tactical

Self

Any Rank 5 Warden
Totem

Instant

Tactical

Self

Weapon Proficiency

Instant

Offensive

Any

Missile Mastery

5 Seconds

Tactical

Any

Any Weapon

T O T E MS
Totems require one minute per rank to apply, like rituals, thought the cost need not be paid in advance for totems that grant a direct use ability like a vigor skill. Latent
totems must have the vigor cost spent upon application of the totem, while Activated totems have their vigor cost spent upon use. All Totems must be imbued into visible
markings on the character. Totems grant their powers once applied for 1 hour per highest ranking totem that the Warden knows. A Warden may only learn up to Rank 5 in
one line of totems (primary), Rank 4 in a second line (secondary), and Rank 3 in a third line (tertiary). The Warden does not need only know one totem of a lower rank in a
given line to purchase a totem of the next rank in a given line. When a Warden learns the highest ranking totem they can from a particular line, they may apply the totems
they know from that line to others, but the Warden loses access to the totem ability for the duration.

Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Totem
Name

1

2

2v

Escape of
the Cub

1

2

1v

Cloak of the
Cub

1

2

1v

Grip of the
Sparrow

1

2

1v

Flock of
Sparrows

1

2

1v

Maw of the
Scorpion

1

2

1v

Anti-Venom

Totem Description
Totem of the Cub (Bear)
This totem will allow the user to break any pin or bind
effect for the cost of 2 vigor per use.
Once invoked this totem will keep all natural animals
from attacking or taking aggressive action toward the
user. This includes changers in animal form. Also for
the duration of one invocation it will prevent one blight
effect on the user.
Totem of the Sparrow (Falcon)
By hitting the target with a missile weapon, the user is
able to stick their foot to the ground. The foot will
remain pinned for one minute. This will also prevent the
target from being forcibly moved. This is a pin effect.
Upon being hit with a missile weapon all vigor skills
will cost the target one additional vigor.
Totem of the Scorpion (Serpent)
When the caster is searched or has their pockets picked,
the person performing the action will take 5 points of
essence damage.
The Warden can become Immune to a single poison for
the duration of the totem. One dose of the Poison must
be ingested when the totem is cast.
Totem of the Brown Bear (Bear)
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Activated

Self

None

30
Minutes

Activated

Self

None

1 Minute

Activated

Any

None

1 Minute

Activated

Any

None

Varies

Latent

Self

None

Varies

Latent

Self

None

2

3

2v

Balm of the
Brown Bear

2

3

2v

Bite of the
Brown Bear

2

3

2v

Fury of the
Brown Bear

2

3

2v

Precision of
the Raven

2

3

2v

Raven's
Revenge

2

3

2v

Raven's
Ward

2

3

Varies

Widow's
Retreat

2

3

2v

Lair of the
Widow

2

3

2v

Web of the
Widow

The user may heal themself directly with components.
For every point left on a component the user will heal 5
essence. However, the user must consume the full
component to do so.
This weapon or claw delivered totem will remove a
targets claw for 1 minute. After 1 minute the claw will
grow back and be fully functional. This skill may not be
parried.
This skill will allow the user to use claws for the
duration. They may be up to One-handed weapon
length. No proficiencies may be used with the claws but
rank 1-3 vigor skills may be. A warden may gift any
person with this totem.
Totem of the Raven (Falcon)
This totem functions as the skill bypass armor.
After the user is struck, they may invoke this totem. The
target that struck them will become pinned for 1
minute. This is a pin effect.
Invoking this totem will protect the user from one
surprise attack.
Totem of the Widow (Serpent)
Once invoked, any damage struck on the users back will
lower their vigor pool by 1 point. The user cannot use
any offensive ability for fifteen minutes after invoking
the retreat.
This totem will allow poison to be made into a seal. The
user must expend one use of the poison being used.
When the user invokes this totem, they are able to throw
a web that will bind the target as per the “bind” spell for
1 minute. Any other that touch or strike the target will
also become stuck to them for the duration of the web’s
effect. A spell packet may be used with this ability. This
is a physical effect. The user is unaffected by their own
web.

Totem of the Black Bear (Bear)
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Instant

Activated

Self

Totem of the Cub

1 Minute

Activated

Any

Totem of the Cub

Varies

Latent

Any

Totem of the Cub

Instant

Activated

Any

Totem of the
Sparrow

1 Minute

Activated

Any

Totem of the
Sparrow

Instant

Activated

Self

Totem of the
Sparrow

15
Minutes

Activated

Self

Totem of the
Scorpion

6 Hours

Latent

Seal

Totem of the
Scorpion

1 Minute

Activated

Any

Totem of the
Scorpion

3

4

3v

Sting of the
Black Bear
Claw

3

4

3v

Hide of the
Black Bear

3

4

3v

Call of the
Black Bear

After casting this totem, the user may have any weapon
enchantments cast upon his claws. This does not allow
the claws to violate any rules about type and quantity of
enchantments that would normally apply to weapons.
This totem will grant the user +7 healable Essence. This
effect stacks with all other essence granting effects.
The user can summon a black bear into a conscious
willing Target other than themselves. Once the target
has the mask tabard and claws the summoning takes
effect.

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the Brown
Bear

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the Brown
Bear

1 Hour

Activated

Any

Totem of the Brown
Bear

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the Raven

Instant

Activated/
3 uses

Self

Totem of the Raven

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the Raven

Instant

Activated

Any

Totem of the
Widow

Black Bear
Costuming- Fur Tabard, Bear Mask, White Claws (short
or long)
Essence- 40
Vigor- 24
Mana- 0
Attack- 4 damage with Claws.
Defenses- soak of 2.
Knowledges- Strength +1, Claw Proficiency x1
Skills- Critical Strike, Cleave Armor, Break limb.
Totem of the Condor (Falcon)
3

4

3

4

3

14

3

4

3v

Eyes of the
Condor

3v

Speed of the
Condor

Talon of the
Condor

3v

Gland of the
Rattlesnake

This totem grants the Knowledge Blindfighting.
This totem will allow the user to stop any single
physical ranged attack made against them. The next shot
they take with a ranged weapon may be for the exact
same attack that was stopped.
This skill will allow the user to wield his bow or
crossbow for 1 extra point of damage. This skill may
only be purchased once. It may be used in conjunction
with any other talon totem.
Totem of the Rattlesnake (Serpent)
This totem will allow the user to create then spit
(represented by spell packet) up to 5 blobs of poison. If
this poison strikes a target they will take 5 points of
damage. All spits must be used within 5 minutes. This
totem may not be used more than once an hour.
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3

4

3v

Purge of the
Rattlesnake

3

4

3v

Coil of the
Rattlesnake

Claws of the
Grizzly

4

14

4

5

4v

4

5

2v

4

5

4v

4

5

4v

Wings of the
Hawk

4

5

4v

Feathers of
the Hawk

4

5

4v

Screech of
the Hawk

Rage of the
Grizzly
Swipe of the
Grizzly
Grizzly's
Maul

When the user is poisoned , he may use this totem to
push the poison back out of his body . Because of the
nature of this totem the poison can be purged purely
enough to be bottled within one minute. Any poisons
bottled this way must be used by the end of the weekend
or it becomes useless.
Upon being hit with this totem the target must turn his
back on the user for 1 minute or until damaged by the
user. This totem can only be used once per target per
battle.

Instant

Activated

Self

Totem of the
Widow

Instant

Activated

Any

Totem of the
Widow

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the Black
Bear

30
Minutes

Activated

Self

Totem of the Black
Bear

This totem grants the Knowledge Knockback

Instant

Activated

Any

This totem allows the user the use of the skill Break
Limb twice within 10 seconds.
Totem of the Hawk (Falcon)
The user is able to enchant his bow or crossbow to shoot
+1 elemental damage. The type of elemental damage
must be chosen at the activation of this totem and may
not be changed during the duration. This may not be
used combined with Feather of the Hawk.
The user is able to enchant his bow or crossbow to shoot
+1 magic damage. This may not be combined with
Wings of the Hawk.
Once this totem is cast the users bow will be able to hold
up to 3 spells that may be cast off their own vigor pool.
These spells are delivered as arrows. The user may
work with another person to place the spells into the
bow.

10
Seconds

Activated

Any

30
Minutes

Activated

Bow or
Crossbow

Totem of the
Condor

30
Minutes

Activated

Bow or
Crossbow

Totem of the
Condor

Varies

Latent

Bow or
Crossbow

Totem of the
Condor

Totem of the Grizzly (Bear)
This totem will allow the user to wield his one handed
weapon or claws for 1 more point of damage. This skill
can only be purchased once. This totem may be
purchased in addition to any other claw of the bear
totems.
Once this is invoked, the user will have use of the skill
sever limb 3 times, gain immunity to mind effects and
binding effects, as well as gain 20 non-healable essence.
This skill can only be invoked once per tag ring.
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Totem of the Black
Bear
Totem of the Black
Bear

Talon of the
Hawk

4

15

4

5

4v

Asp's Fang
of Plenty

4

5

4v

Tongue of
the Asp

4

5

4v

Seal of the
Asp

4

5

4v

Venom of
the Asp

This skill will allow the user to wield his bow or
crossbow for 1 extra point of damage. This skill may
only be purchased once. It may be used in conjunction
with any other talon totem.
Totem of the Asp (Serpent)
When the user applies a blade poison, this totem allows
the user to use that poison twice while only consuming
that single dose. The poison will not require additional
application after the first use.
The user of this totem is able to hide any truths about a
given situation for a period of 30 minutes. This will only
work for a single situation in question and will protect
from multiple people or sources attempting to use truth
agents on him. However, it will not protect against being
questioned about several different actions (such as
killing a member of the town guard yesterday and
robbing the guild master last week.) A marshal must be
informed when this skill is used. No one else needs to
know that this totem was invoked.
This totem will allow any poison to be made added on to
the effect of a seal. The user can apply this to a seal they
cast as well as work In conjunction with other players
who have cast a seal. The user must expend one use of
the poison being used.
This totem will allow the user to apply any kind of
poison to their blades for use as a blade poison. This is
regardless of the type of poison, be it ingested, contact,
dust, or any kind. This will only work with alchemy that
is considered to be a poison.

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the
Condor

Instant

Activated

Blade
Poison

Totem of the
Rattlesnake

30
Minutes

Activated

Self

Totem of the
Rattlesnake

Remaining
Duration
of Seal

Activated

Seal

Totem of the
Rattlesnake

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the
Rattlesnake

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the
Grizzly

1 Minute

Activated

Self

Totem of the
Grizzly

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the
Grizzly

Totem of the Kodiak (Bear)
Strength of
the Kodiak

5

15

5

6

5v

Hide of the
Kodiak

5

6

5v

Fury of the
Kodiak

This totem grants the user +1 strength.
For the next minute, all strikes of normal damage will
do minimal damage to the caster. The user can use this
once every half hour.
This totem allows the user to grow claws. These claws
are one-handed weapon size. All proficiencies and vigor
skills can be used through these claws.
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5

6

5v

Endurance
of the
Kodiak

5

6

5v

Mastery of
the Eagle

5

6

5v

Flight of the
Eagle

5

6

5v

Beak of the
Eagle

5

16

5

6

5v

Skin of the
Cobra

5

6

5v

Blood of the
Cobra

5

6

5v

Shed of the
Cobra

Talon of the
Eagle

This totem will grant vigor efficiency for 30 minutes
once invoked. For the duration all vigor skills will cost 1
less, to a minimum of 1 Vigor.
Totem of the Eagle (Falcon)
Invoking this totem allows the user to use every
proficiency in any weapon that they know with a bow or
crossbow. This may only be invoked once per tag ring.
When this totem is active, no proficiencies are active for
any other weapon.
When striking an enemy with an arrow, the user may
invoke this totem regardless of whether or not the strike
was successful. This totem will attempt to strike the
target again. This second shot has all the same buffs and
damage type as the first shot. This second shot is
considered automatically a "Sure Shot" and may be
defended as such. This may only be used once every 5
minutes.
Once invoked, this totem will allow the user to double
the constant numerical damage of all ranged attacks that
strike an opponent in the back 180 degree arc.
This skill will allow the user to wield his bow or
crossbow for 1 extra point of damage. This skill may
only be purchased once. It may be used in conjunction
with any other talon totem.
Totem of the Cobra (Serpent)
When this totem is activated, it will heal the user 1 point
of essence every minute for 1 hour, or regenerate 1 limb
in 5 minutes. Once per weekend this totem can be
activated when unconscious. Once per weekend this
totem can be called while in Stage 1 Death Count. This
will suspend Stage 1 Death Count while active. This will
not allow the user to go above their essence cap.
This totem will double the effectiveness of any one
poison. The caster must choose when the totem is
activated whether it will double either duration, damage,
or numerical effectiveness of the poison.
This totem will allow the user to push all harmful effects
that are upon him into a single limb, then shed that limb.
It may be any limb of the user’s choosing. Some effects
cannot be purged this way. This totem functions as a
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30
Minutes

Activated

Self

Totem of the
Grizzly

1 Hour

Activated

Self

Totem of the Hawk

Instant

Activated

Any

Totem of the Hawk

30
Minutes

Activated

Self

Totem of the Hawk

Varies

Latent

Self

Totem of the Hawk

1 Hour

Activated

Self

Totem of the Asp

Instant

Activated

Poison

Totem of the Asp

Instant

Activated

Self

Totem of the Asp

sever limb.
5

6

4v

Strike of the
Cobra

This totem functions as the Skill Waylay.
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Instant

Activated

Any

Totem of the Asp

THE
SUB-PROFESSIONS

A LCHEMISTS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S

Rank

Buy-in

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

3 or 5

Purify
Alchemy

5

Poison
Immunity

Knowledge Description
This Knowledge allows someone to become an
Alchemist. They may purify components as well as
combine components to make new unique components.
Components take one minute to gather one dose, one
minute to purify, and one minute to combine.
The character may become immune to all effects form a
specific poison. The chosen poison must be taken once
an event for three consecutive events and the character
must endure the full effect of the poison. The tags for
each dose of the poison must be submitted to the teacher
of the skill.

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

None

Constant

Rank 5 Poison

M AN A S K I L L S

Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name
Identify
Alchemy

3

4

x2
Mana
cost

Alchemical
Potency

2

Varies

Extend
Alchemy

Skill Description
This Knowledge allows the character to tell what type of
potion or poison is in a vial or other medium. This will
only work on Rank 1-5 potions or poisons.
The character may use this skill to increase the duration
of any potion that they make. 1 minute durations increase
to 5 minutes, 5 minutes increase to 30 minutes, 30
minutes increase to 1 hour, and 1 hour increases to 6
hours. Instant duration potions are unaffected by this
skill. Poisons are unaffected by this skill.
This skill allows the character to extend the life span of
any potion or poison by 1 month. This skill cost 1 mans
per rank of the potion or poison. This may only be used

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Constant

Instant

Potion or
Poison

Purify Alchemy

Varies

Instant

Potion

Purify Alchemy

1 month

Instant

Potion or
Poison

Purify Alchemy

5

5m

Mask
Alchemy

2

+ 1m

Create
Contact
Poison

3

+ 2m

Create Blade
Poison

5

+ 3m

Create Dust
Poison

once in the potion or poison's lifetime.
This skill makes any alchemy detect as any potion or
poison of the casters choosing. The character is
responsible for renaming the alchemy as well as
acquiring new tags for the item.
This skill allows the character to make any poison they
have knowledge of as a contact poison. A contact poison
is represented by lotion or some other type of viscous,
non-hazardous substance. Please be aware of any player
allergies when attempting to use contact poisons. Any
contact with the substance from bare skin or cloth armor
after the initial placing of the poison will cause the
victim to take the effects of the poison.
This skill allows the character to make any poison they
have knowledge of as a blade poison. A blade poison
may be applied to any weapon and will be used on the
target of the weapons next attack. This will only affect
the target if the attack damages their essence pool.
This skill allows the character to make any poison they
have knowledge of as a dust poison. A dust poison is
represented by a spell packet. Any Target struck by the
packet will be affected by the poison, regardless of
armor.

Instant

Instant

Potion or
Poison

Rank 5 Potion or
Poison

3 Months

Instant

Poison

Purify Alchemy

3 Months

Instant

Poison

Create Contact
Poison

3 Months

Instant

Poison

Create Blade Poison

A L C H E MY
All alchemy has a specific recipe that must be followed to create the alchemy. Common components (available in the Alchemist’s surroundings and which do not need to be
dissected) take 1 minutes per dose to harvest. Alchemy takes one minute per rank to create, and will last for three months. Alchemy is one use per dose created.

POTIONS
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Potion Name

Potion Description

1

1m

Potion of
Giant's
Strength

This Potion will grant the Target +1 Strength.

1

Ingredients: Water, Feral Tooth
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

1 minute

Instant

Any

Purify Alchemy

1

1

1

1

1m

1m

Lesser
Healing
Potion

Antidote

This Potion will heal a Target for 5 Essence up to their
maximum essence pool.
Ingredients: Water, Moss
This Potion will cure the effects of any Rank 1-4 poison
with a duration.

Instant

Instant

Any

Purify Alchemy

Instant

Instant

Any

Purify Alchemy

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Potions

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Potions

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Potions

30
minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Potions

30
minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Potions

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Potions

Ingredients: Water, Goblin Wart

2

2

2

2

2

2

2m

2m

2m

Vigor Bottle

Mana Bottle

Healing
Potion

This Potion will heal a Target for 5 Vigor up to their
maximum vigor pool.
Ingredients: Water, Green Pine Needles, 5 Vigor
This Potion will heal a Target for 5 Mana up to their
maximum mana pool.
Ingredients: Water, Green Grass, 5 Mana
This Potion will heal a Target for 10 Essence up to their
maximum essence pool.
Ingredients: Water, Horde Saliva

3

3

3

3

3

3

3m

3m

3m

Potion of
Enlightenment

Potion of
Regeneration

Potion of
Wholeness

This potion allows the target to only require the use of
the appropriate Rank 1 verbal for all of their spells.
Ingredients: Water, Goblin Grass (Goblin Wart and
Green Grass)
This potion will heal a target 1 essence every minute up
to their maximum essence pool. This potion will
continue to work for the full duration including while
the Target is unconscious.
Ingredients: Water, Wolf Needles (Feral Tooth and
Green Pine Needles)
This potion will heal all of the Targets broken or
severed limbs. This does not effect a severed head.
Ingredients: Water, Horde Moss (Horde Saliva and
Moss)
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4

4

4

5

5

5

4

4

4

5

5

5

4m

4m

4m

5m

5m

5m

Greater Vigor
Bottle

Greater Mana
Bottle

Potion of
Titan's
Strength

Demon Guise

White Potion

Potion of
Steel Skin

This Potion will heal a Target for 10 Vigor up to their
maximum vigor pool.
Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Potions

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Potions

1 hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Potions

1 hour

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Potions

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Potions

5 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Potions

Ingredients: Water, Earth Tooth (Feral Tooth and
Elemental Earth), Feral Tongue, 10 Vigor
This Potion will heal a Target for 10 Mana up to their
maximum mana pool.
Ingredients: Water, Mana Wart (Goblin Wart and
Elemental Mana), Goblin Eye, 10 Mana
This Potion will grant the Target +1 Strength.
Ingredients: Water, Horde Water (Horde Saliva and
Elemental Water), Horde Blood
This potion allows the target to take the appearance of
any Rank 1 Demon. The duration begins as soon as the
costume change is complete. This only changes the
characters appearance.
Ingredients: Mirror Water, Strip Your Blood Poison,
Moss Eye (Goblin Eye and Moss)
This potion will heal a living target for all essence
damage up to the target's maximum essence pool. It will
also regenerate all limbs and organ damage. This potion
will cure all diseases of rank 1 through 4 on the target.
This will also bring a character out of their second stage
death count once per weekend.
Ingredients: Mirror Water, Healing Potion, Blood
Moss (Horde Blood and Moss)
This potion allows the target to take minimal damage
from all normal damage.
Ingredients: Mirror Water, Potion of Giant's Strength,
Needle Tongue (Feral Tongue and Green Pine Needles)
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P O I SO N S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Poison Name

1

1

1m

Burning
Poison

1

1

1

1

1m

1m

Sleep Poison

Weakness
Poison

Poison Description

Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Instant

Any

Purify Alchemy

10
minutes

Instant

Any
Conscious

Purify Alchemy

30
minutes

Instant

Any

Purify Alchemy

5 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Poisons

5 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Poisons

30
minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 1 Poisons

This poison will inflict 5 Essence damage on the target.
Ingredients: Water, Chimney Ash
This poison will put the Target into a very light sleep.
Any contact with the sleeping target's body or weapon
(if held), as well as loud screaming (particularly the
target's name) will wake them. This includes all kinds of
damage including the start of a killing blow.
Ingredients: Water, Crushed Dried Leaves
This poison will inflict the Target with -1 Strength. A
character may never be caused to swing less than 1
damage through this means.
Ingredients: Water, Pine-cone Petals

2

2

2

2

2

2

2m

2m

2m

Living Death

Heavy
Pockets
Poison

Strip your
Blood

This poison will render a target Unconscious They will
detect as dead, and no amount of healing will bring
them from this condition, however 10 Damage will
break this effect.
Ingredients: Water, Bone Dust
This poison renders the target unable to move if they are
ever carrying more than 5 pounds (IG weight) of
equipment. Clothing does not count towards this total.
Ingredients: Water, Mortal Tendon
This poison causes the target to be unable to invoke any
of their racials. Constant racials are unaffected.
Ingredients: Water, Horde Blood
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This poison will inflict 10 Essence damage on the target
3

3

3m

Scorching
Poison

3

3

3m

Poison of
Slowness

3

3

3m

Disintegrating
Poison

4

4

4m

Mana
Scourge
Poison

4

4

4m

Vigor
Scourge
Poison

4

4

4m

Poison of
Unholy Taint

Ingredients: Water, Demon Ash (Demon Nail and
Chimney Ash)
This poison will cause the target to be unable to take
more than one step every 5 seconds and make one
offensive strike every 5 seconds.
Ingredients: Water, Bone Pine (Bone Dust and Pinecone Petals)
This poison causes the target to take 1 Essence damage
every minute for the duration.
Ingredients: Water, Tendon Leaf (Mortal Tendon and
Crushed Dried Leaves)

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Poisons

5 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Poisons

30
minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 2 Poisons

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Poisons

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Poisons

30
minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 3 Poisons

Instant

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Poisons

This poison causes the target to lose 10 Mana.
Ingredients: Water, Living Air (Mortal Tendon and
Elemental Air), Mortal Brains
This poison causes the target to lose 10 Vigor.
Ingredients: Water, Fire Nail (Demon Nail and
Elemental Fire), Demon Heart
This poison will cause a target to be unable to be healed
by any Spell means. Alchemical and First Aide means
still function normally.
Ingredients: Water, Moon Bone (Bone Dust and Moon
Dust)

5

5

5m

Blazing
Poison

This poison will inflict 15 Essence damage on the
target.
Ingredients: Mirror Water, Burning Poison, Heart Pine
(Demon Heart and Pine-cone Petals)
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5

5

5

5

5m

5m

Poison of the
Inept

Poison of
Sloth

This poison will cause any Mana ability the target uses
to cost 10 Mana instead of the normal amount.
5 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Poisons

5 minutes

Instant

Any

Equal number of
Rank 4 Poisons

Ingredients: Mirror Water, Sleep Poison, Brain Leaf
(Mortal Brain and Crushed Dried Leaves)
This poison will cause any Vigor ability the target uses
to cost 10 Vigor instead of the normal amount.
Ingredients: Mirror Water, Weakness Poison, Ashen
Flesh (Decaying Flesh and Chimney Ash)
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B ARDS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Buy-in

Build
Cost

3 or 5

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

Knowledge Description

Duration

Performer

This Knowledge allows a character to use a Bardic
Performance. The character must choose a specific type
of performance (singing, storytelling, dancing, etc.) upon
purchase of this ability. A player's performance must be
approved by staff before purchasing this skill.

Constant

None

Constant

Performer

Constant

Performer

Constant

Performer

1

Bardic
Essence

1

Bardic Mana

1

Bardic Vigor

For each purchase of this knowledge, the character will
add 5 Bardic Essence to their bardic pool to use to heal
during their performance. After 40 Bardic Essence is
purchased through this means, every purchase will add 4
Bardic Essence instead. After 80 Bardic Essence is
purchased through this means, every purchase will add 3
Bardic Essence instead. A character may only purchase
120 Bardic Essence.
For each purchase of this knowledge, the character will
add 5 Bardic Mana to their bardic pool to use to heal
during their performance. After 40 Bardic Mana is
purchased through this means, every purchase will add 4
Bardic Mana instead. After 80 Bardic Mana is purchased
through this means, every purchase will add 3 Bardic
Mana instead. A character may only purchase 120 Bardic
Mana.
For each purchase of this knowledge, the character will
add 5 Bardic Vigor to their bardic pool to use to heal
during their performance. After 40 Bardic Vigor is
purchased through this means, every purchase will add 4
Bardic Essence instead. After 80 Bardic Vigor is
purchased through this means, every purchase will add 3
Bardic Vigor instead. A character may only purchase 120
Bardic Vigor.
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Effect

Target

Prerequisites

P E RFO R MA N CE S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Performance
Name

3

1be

Empathic
Performance

3

1bm

Magical
Performance

3

1bv

Motivating
Performance

5

3be

Purifying
Empathic
Performance

5

3bm

Purifying
Magical
Performance

5

3bv

Purifying
Motivating
Performance

1

Final Bow

Performance Description
This Knowledge allows a character to heal a targets
Essence through their performance. It will heal the target
1 Essence every 30 seconds of performing. This cannot
be used to heal a target above their maximum essence
pool.
This Knowledge allows a character to heal a targets
Mana through their performance. It will heal the target 1
mana every 30 seconds of performing. This cannot be
used to heal a target above their maximum vigor pool.
This Knowledge allows a character to heal a targets
Vigor through their performance. It will heal the target 1
vigor every 30 seconds of performing. This cannot be
used to heal a target above their maximum vigor pool.
This knowledge allows a character to heal a target’s
aggravated Essence through their performance. It will
heal the target 1 aggravated essence every 3 minutes of
performing and 3 Bardic essence spent.
This Knowledge allows a character to heal a targets
aggravated Mana through their performance. It will heal
the target 1 aggravated mana every 3 minutes of
performing and 3 Bardic mana spent.
This Knowledge allows a character to heal a targets
aggravated Vigor through their performance. IT will heal
the target 1 aggravated vigor every 3 minutes of
performing and 3 Bardic vigor spent.
When the character reaches the end of their death count,
they may rise up again. The game will enter a temporary
hold, in which the caster may perform anyway they
wish. All players must direct their attention to the caster.
At the conclusion of this ability, gameplay continues,
and the character falls to the ground dead. There is no
way to prevent the character from taking the death when
they use this ability
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Instant

Any

Performer

Instant

Instant

Any

Performer

Instant

Instant

Any

Performer

Instant

Instant

Any

Empathic
Performance

Instant

Instant

Any

Magical
Performance

Instant

Instant

Any

Motivating
Performance

5 Minutes

Instant

Any

20 build spent on
the Bard list

L OREKEEPERS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Buy-in

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

Knowledge Description

Duration

3 or 5

Scriviner

This knowledge allows the character to inscribe any spell
they know into a written text. Any spell cast from the
inscribed work will cost one less mana to cast, however
it takes 1 minute to cast this way. A spell costs one build
per rank to inscribe into a text.

Constant

Literacy

3, 4, 5

Literacy
Other

Constant

Scriviner, Literacy

4

Master
Teach

Constant

Scriviner

This knowledge allows a character to read and write
another language. A character may never speak another
language.
This knowledge allows a character to aid in teaching in a
way that allows the ability taught to be used the same
event. A character can never be master taught a skill for
which they have just learned the prerequisite.

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

S P E L LS
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Spell Name

Verbal
2

1m

Detect Magic

5

5m

Identify
Magic

5

4m

5

4m

7

5m

Bestow
Invulnerability
Bestow
Negation
Bestow
Absorption

Spell Description

Duration

I unlock the secrets of the ancient and forgotten past to...
This spell allows a caster to tell if a target is magical or
not. This spell will not reveal the nature of the magic or
Instant
how it works, only the presence of a magical aura.
This spell grants the caster the knowledge of the
magical properties of an item. This may not work on
Instant
advanced or hidden properties.
This spell will stop any one physical effect, including
6 hours
one delivered by surprise.

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Any

Scriviner

Instant

Any

Detect Magic

Invoked

Any

Scriviner

This spell will stop any one magical effect

6 hours

Invoked

Any

Scriviner

This spell will stop any one magical effect as well as
heal the user an amount of mana equal to the casting
cost of the effect stopped. If used to stop a Power based
ability, this will heal the user 1 power.

6 hours

Invoked

Any

Negation
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M EDICS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Buy-in

3 or 5

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

Knowledge Description

Duration

Medicine

This knowledge allows a character to tell if a target is
unconscious or dying. It also allows the character to
determine whether a substance is harmful or beneficial.

Constant

Effect

Target

Prerequisites
None

V I GO R S K I LL S
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

2

First Aid

5

Identify
Alchemy

3

1v

Bind
Wounds

5

3v

Stabilize

4

1v

Revive

4

3v

Cure Poison

3

2v

3

2v

4

3v

Set Limb
Reattach
Limb
Reattach
Head

Skill Description
This skill allows a character to bring a target out of their
first stage death count and bring them to 1 Essence. This
skill takes 1 minute to perform, and must be finished
before the target enters their second stage death count.
This Knowledge allows the character to tell what type of
potion or poison is in a vial or other medium. This will
only work on Rank 1-5 potions or poisons.
For every minute the character uses this skill, they will
heal the target 5 Essence up to their maximum essence
pool.
This skill will pause a targets death count for as long as
the caster maintains contact with them. This skill may be
used in conjunction with other medic skills.
This skill will bring a character to consciousness from a
waylaid or sleeping state.
This skill will cure the effects of any Rank 1-4 poison
with a duration after 1 minute.
This skill will heal a broken limb after 1 minute.
This skill will reattach a severed limb after 1 minute,
however the limb will be considered broken.
This skill will reattach a severed head to a target after 1
minute.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Instant

Any

Medicine

Instant

Instant

Any

Medicine

Instant

Instant

Any

First Aid

Instant

Channeled

Any

First Aid

Instant

Instant

Any

Medicine

Instant

Instant

Any

Identify Alchemy

Instant

Instant

Any

Bind Wounds

Instant

Instant

Any

Set Limb

Instant

Instant

Any

Reattach Head

S MITHS
K N O W L ED G E S K I LL S
Rank

Buy-in

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Knowledge
Name

Knowledge Description

Duration

3 or 5

Metallurgy

This ability allows a character to mine metal from metal
nodes. Mining a component takes 2 minute per bit of
metal. A single character may only harvest a maximum
of 10 points from a single metal node each hour. It will
also allow the character to tell if an item they can touch
has any effects of any crafting skill they have knowledge
of.

Constant

None

5

Smith's Arm

This ability grants the character +15 healable vigor.

Constant

20 build worth of
skills on Smith List

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

S MI T HI N G
All crafting costs 1 bit of metal per total vigor cost of the project, as well as 1 minute to cast per total vigor cost of the project. All crafting
must be done at a forge.
Rank

Build
Cost

Casting
Cost

Skill Name

2

1v

Small Weapon
Crafting

2

2v

One-Handed Crafting

2

3v

Two Handed Crafting

3

2v

Bow Crafting

2

Varies

Shield Crafting

Skill Description
This skill allows the character to create small
weapons, as well as thrown weapons. This can
also be used to create 12 arrows.
This skill allows the character to create one-handed
weapons.
This skill allows the character to create two-handed
weapons, as well as bastard weapons and polearms.
This skill allows the character to create bows and
crossbows.
This skill allows the character to create a shield.
The cost of the shield is 1 vigor per 5 points of
armor.
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Duration

Effect

Target

Prerequisites

Instant

Instant

Metallurgy

Instant

Instant

Metallurgy

Instant

Instant

Metallurgy

Instant

Instant

Metallurgy

Instant

Instant

Metallurgy

2

Varies

Forge Leather Armor

3

Varies

Forge Chain Armor

4

Varies

Forge Plate Armor

2

+2v

Temper Forging

2

+3v

Enchantment Quality
Crafting

4

x3

Silver Crafting

6

x5

Mithril Crafting

4

2v

Metal Coating

3

3v

Reforge

This skill allows the character to craft Leather and
Hard Leather Armor. The cost of the armor is 1
vigor per 10 points of armor.
This skill allows the character to craft Chain and
Scale armor. The cost of the armor is 2 vigor per
10 points of armor.
This skill allows the character to create Plate
armor. The cost of the armor is 3 vigor per 10
points of armor.
This skill allows any crafted item to resist one
Break or Cleave Armor Effect. This skill can also
be used to re-temper an item for 2 vigor, for no
additional metal cost.
This skill makes any crafted item enchantment
Quality
This skill allows the character to craft an item out
of Silver. Half the items metal cost must be paid in
silver, while the other half is paid in regular metal.
This skill allows the character to craft an item out
of Mithril. Half the items metal cost must be paid
in mithril, while the other half is paid in regular
metal.
This skill allows a weapon to swing the damage
type of whatever metal is used in this process.
This skill allows a character to remake an item that
has been broken with no additional metal cost. If
the item is enchantment quality or magical, it must
be treated with Heat Metal before it can be
reforged. If a magical item is reforged in the same
weekend that it was broken, it will maintain its
properties. The caster must have crafting
knowledge of the type of item being reforged, as
well metal type, enchantment quality, or tempering
that the item may have. The character does not
need to have knowledge of the magical properties
of an item.
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Instant

Instant

Metallurgy

Instant

Instant

Forge Leather
Armor

Instant

Instant

Forge Chain
Armor

Instant

Instant

Metallurgy

Instant

Instant

One-handed
Crafting or Forge
Leather Armor

Instant

Instant

Enchantment
Quality Crafting

Instant

Instant

Silver Crafting

1
Weekend

Instant

Weapon

Enchantment
Quality Crafting

Instant

Instant

Item

Mithril Crafting

1, 2, 3,
4, 5

3

1v

Repair Armor

3

1v

Field Repair Armor

3

3v

Weapon
Sharpening/Balancing

7

4v

Alloy

5

4v

Smelt

1, 2, 3,
4, 5

2, 3, 4,
5, 6v

Craft Locks/ Chain

4

5v

Re-Key Lock

This skill allows the character to repair 5 points of
armor per minute that they are using this skill. The
character must have crafting knowledge of the type
of armor they are attempting to repair.
This skill allows the character to repair 5 points of
armor per minute that they are using this skill per
vigor spent. The character must have crafting
knowledge of the type of armor they are attempting
to repair. The character does not have to be at a
forge to use this skill.
This skill makes a weapon or set of 12 arrows deal
+1 damage. This may not be used to enhance bows
or crossbows. This character does not have to be at
a forge to use this skill.
This skill can be used to add unique metals to any
crafted item. Different unique metals have special
effects when forged into items.
This skill may be used to remove a unique metal
from a crafted item. This process may affect the
metals potency.
This skill allows the character to create locks. Each
vigor cost is associated with each rank. This also
crafts the key to the lock. This skill can also be
used to craft chain. The vigor cost is for 1 foot of
chain. Chain takes +1 strength per rank to break.
This skill allows the character to re-craft a lock to
accept a new key to unlock it.
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Instant

Instant

Armor

Forge Leather
Armor

Instant

Instant

Armor

Repair Armor

6 Hours

Instant

Weapon

Temper Forging

Varies

Instant

Item

Metallurgy

Instant

Instant

Item

Alloy

Instant

Instant

Instant

Instant

Metallurgy

Lock

Craft Locks/ Chain

